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CHAPTER I

IGRATION OF SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

I. I W ItiTEGRATION_ FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS?

Gillian is a nineyearold Down's syndrome girl_ attending._a regular

primary school in Cheshire; England. She ia_not a typical DoWWissynCrome
child: First; she had atypical levels of assistance during her_infancy and
early childhood.. 'When she was identified as a Down's syndftme infant she
was immediately referred -to a ptdjeot at the University of Manchester

(Cunningham,_ 1979), which began developmental assessment every six weeks

fOn the first year of life. During this time Gillian's parents were able
to obtain from the researchers a better understanding of both what is known
and what is not known about the prognostic implications of having Down's

syndrome: This information dispelled some of their _worst feenathat
Gillian's life would be one of total dependency_._ progressing very little

beyond a pnechooler_'s level'of develOpment....When Gillian was 3 -years old
she was enrolled in the Anson HOUSe preschool project at the University of

Manchester._ There Gillian and her parents had the oppOrtunityto interact
with_nonhandidapped children both at similar developmental levels and at

similar ChrbnaltigiCal ages Finally Gillian is unique fon'a Down'S

SyndnOthe child in that she has done very well academically and has obtained
normal reading achievement scores and lags by only one year in mathematical
achievement; The reason We begin this final _report witn_a_ story about

Gilliani'is that she epitomizes the dilemma of a_person striving to succeed
and become a part of society when she has a handicapping condition which

has traditionally been associated with failund. and dependency.

In schOol:. the Caged had been discussing the Leonard Arthur trial; a

court 'dead_ in Which an obstetrician was accused of killing a baby because
the infant had Down's Syndrome and; therefore; according to Dr. Arthur;

very little developmental potential. In the course of the discussion one
of the children turned to Gillian and said, "You were one of those_ mongols
when you were a baby weren't you; Gillian?" Gillian_replied_indignantlY,
"No. I wasn't." Upon.retUrning home Gillian related the incident to her

mother who gently explained the -nature of DoWn'S_4YndrtiMe and the fact that
Gillian had it Gillian listened attaltively. After a moments thought she
said; "Well, if they'ask again I'll still tell them I'm not."
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Gillian was exceptional_ib_having developed the social and cognitive

skills typically_required within a regular school_setting. She earned her

way into a normalized setting:- Yet; it is difficult to separate the skills

which she _uses frOt the situations in which_thoad skills are required.

Typically, Downs' Syndrome students do not exhibit such skills nor are they

typically in situations in which the.Skilla are naturally and at times

implicitly demanded; Consider a second.caSe, a scene which was observed

during collection of data in one of the 46 schools evaluated by this

project;

Lisa is a fiVe _year old multi handicapped _child attending an

integrated preaohdol class in a regular public school._ Lisa has no speech

nor has she control over her trunk or lower limbs._ She has rudimentary

fine motor skills and requires total assistance in feeding; dressing and

toileting. Lisa is the first to arrive._ Herteacher removes her `from

wheelchair and places her on-_a matand bolster at the center of the free

play_area just as the-other students begin to arrive; Lisals face beams as

she sees her classmated enter the room; Several children* greet her as they

scurry by putting their-belongings away and selecting toys to play with

Two children approach Lisa and sit beside her on the_tat. She smiles and

laughs as they tickle and talk to her When music period begins; Lisa is

placed in a special chair with trunk and leg supports: Her chair is

positioned within the music. circle alongside the:chairs of her classmates.

As the teacher instructs the students on the lyrics and hand motions of the

new song, Lisa watches the teacher and the children seated beside_ her

imitating_ the song's movements. _As_the song begins; the other children

Clap to the music as'Liza watches. A girl seated beside her turns and

smiles at Lisa; ,She exaggerates her own motions encouraging -Lisa to

participate; As Lisa then slowly begins to clap her hands both smile with

mutual enjoyment of a Shared experience;

To advocated of integration; this scene represents an opportunity for -

improved social deVelopment,; through interaction with competent peers

(Pricker; 1978; Hartup; 1978; Younissi 1980: Rubin & Ross; '1982). It

has been argued that these opportunities_are an entitlement of every child

and should be afforded as long as no harm ensues (Vincent; Brown, &

GetzSheftel; 1981). Opponents contend that integrated environments maY;

in fact; be harmful by subjecting severely handicapped students to_cossible

rejection or ridicule and by overtaxing the educational system's ability to

provide necessary_ support services in diverse regular education

environments_ (Burton & airshoren; 1979). ThbOgh the debate continues;

empirical_ evidence of the effects of integratibh is preliminary at best

(Stainback & Stainback; 1981; Peak &_Semtell; 1982; Tawney; 1981). In

the absence of evidence to substantiate hart; it behooves professionals to

look beyond. the traditional4 _segregated environments to discover

opportunities which might berairailable Within the larger social_ system of

the school or community._ This is not to negate the need for.maihtaining or

expanding the level of therapeutic services provided to date. Rather with

the supports of law; litigation and educationalidevelopMental research;

there is a a need to_ektendcurrent notions of appropriate environments and

educational goals for, severely handicapPed StUdents to encompass greater

social realities. It i only through exposure to a broad range- of

11
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environments and empirical studies of the effects. of suet) environments on
students behavior and development that the impact of integration ean_truly
be measured; (Peck & Semen, 1982). Exceptional cases such as Gillian or

Helen,Keller or Dick Soydell (Nova, 1982) Wave led to the belief that

handiapped children should be provided with an appropriate public

education in the least restrictive environment. Most of our professional

experience and judgement tells us just howatypical_such cases are. Many

children with_the same genetic or similar biological conditions do not

advance so well or give much cause for opti,ism. Lisa is such a case. She

may not astound us as a success Story in the same way as Gillian or Helen

Keller, yet, relative to her typical behavior, the degree of awareness of
and participation in her social environment is exceptional. Professionals

working with severely handicapped' populations have 'rarely had the

opportunity to see such students outside of the therapeutic environments

which have been created for them. Such environments are certainly primary

and necessary components of effective education- -for severely handicapped

students. _ However* we should systematically seek to discover the

opportunities which_might_be available in the larger social system pf

school. and community, before concluding that such opportunities do not
exist, that integration is not a possibility;

Support for studi4s to socially validate the effects of integration_by
examining 'the contexts in which educational goals _are best achievedhaa_ita.
roots in ecological research (Bronfenbrenneri. 1977). From -this work there

has been increasing reaIization_that behavior -is a function of a. dynamic

interaction with forces in the environment and thus it must be studied

within the context 'in which it occurs. (Brooks & Baumeister, 1977; Scott,

1980; RogersWarren_11 Wedel, 1980). If realprogress is to be made in

evaluating_ integration,_ then it must begin by identifying environmental
factors which influence integration. Toward this endi the project to

conduct a national evaluation of integration of severely handicapped

students was designed;

The project to be described provides an initial _empirical' basis for

discovering the :opportunities for severely handicapped students' in

integrated school and community settings. The project is unique in that it

examined a large_ number of severely handicapped students (N = 245)

integrated in a wide variety.of different school and community settings.

Fourteen school districts located. in 9 states were involved: The 'project

is also unique in its ecological scope (Guralnick, 1982); It was designed

to examine factors which might facilitate integration at various levels of

the educational process; These factors included information. from the

state, district, school, teacher., and individual student. The criterion
for integration was the observed rate of interaction between handicapped

and nonhandicapped students. Our presumption -was that whatever integration
was and whatever_might be accomplished through integration, it at the very

least had to involve_the opportunity for interaction with nonhandieapped
people other than the therapeutic agents usually found in special classes

and special_ schools. The direct measurement of such interactions was:thus
central to three themes of the project: 1) describing the degree and

quality of integration, 2) discovering factors which significantly account
for integration, 3) examining the impact of integration on the severely

= 3
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handidapped student's educational program and upon nonhandicapped student's

attitudes toward the handicapped.

I.II CURRENT EDUCATIONAL POLICY FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

The_EdUdation for All Handicapped Children_Act (PL 94-142) requires

that all children have access to free appropriate public education in the

least restrictive setting. The least_ restrictive setting is a concept

which ',requires definition for each handicapped child. There_are large

differences in professional opinion regarding the boundaries_ within which

these individualized definitions. might fall (Burton & Hii.titit-th; 1979;

Sontal* Certo* & Button0_1979). From the perspective of normalization

(Wolfensbergeri 1972) the_least restrictive setting would be one offering

the "normal" range of opportunities and experiences to which children of a

given_ age have access such that these:experiences do not provide an

iMpediMent to the handicapped child's OdUcational goals; Public Law,94=142

places_ the burden of proof upon the educator to demonstrate that any

exclusionary educational placements are in the best .interest of the

handicapped child. Although pi, 94=142 was clearly an outgrowth of

increased acceptance of the concept of normalization (Bricker; _1978)* the

confusion remains as to .whether "least restrictive alternative" implies

'integration of handicapped children (Meyers. MacMillan, & _YoShida. 1975).

Thid confusion is aptly expressed in the fact that the largest number of

complaints to the U.S. Department of Education, Special .Education

Programs* regard the least restrictive environment issue (U.S.O.E., 1982).

The possibility Of' integrating severely and __profoundly- handicappecL

individuals has generally been-ignored-ekdept in-_ the most innovativeschool

systems (Galloway & Chandler* 1978; Sailor & Haring* 1977; Staititiabk

Stainbaoki 1981).

'As with, any form of social integration* the integration of handicapped

individuals within _society can occur in many different degrees and forms;

Integration Can involve_ merely the physical_ presence of members. from

different groups on the same premises. By this standard the pre-Civil War

South might be regarded as having been racially integrated.

ObvioUSly, amore desirable form -of integration_ includes not only. physidel

integration but also integration in terms of social interactions: The

idealized endpoint of the continuum of integration in education_hda_been

embodied in the concept of mainstreaming_ (Kaufman. Gottlieb, Agat-d, &

Kuktc; 1975). Mainstreaming_ implies the physical, social and edUcational

integration of handicapped and nonhandicapped children._ The :mainstreamed_

handiaapped child_ _wouldnet only be on the same physical premises as the

nonhandicappedchild; he/she would also interact_with the nonhandicapped

child. In addition. thehandicapped child- would participate-in the same

educational context as the nonhandigapped child although the educational

goals and educational proceSS . might be adapted to accommodate the

handicapped _child; bogically* mainstreaming would appear_ to ne,, one'

definition of the least restrictive alternative with restrictions being

placed on the amount and types of integration only as_such_restrictions are

justified as the'necessary cost of achieving particular educational goals.

- 4 -
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For most severely handicapped students the goal of mainstreaming will not
be possible since the educational .goals and processes must be modified
considerably for this population. However; social and physical integration
may be possible for severely handicapped students without sacrificing
educational goals.

I.II.A Conceptions Of Lhtegration Influence Evaluation Of Integration

The way in which one conducts an evaluation of the integration of
severely handicapped students in regular educational settings depends upon

_one's basic presumptions about the goals of such integration; Three
perspectives on the goals of integration have emerged as points of
departure for an evaluation of integration of severely handicapped
students. The three perspectives are:

1. Integration is an educational tool for achieving
curriculum goals for handicapped students.

2. Integration is a _legal right which can only be
restricted when the benefits of such restrictions are
defined and monitored.

Integration is a societal goal in and of itself.

These are related perspectives and the conduct of one's evaluation
will be,influenced more by the relative weight assigned to each perspective
rather than acceptance of one perspective to the exclusion of the other
two. We will briefly review these three Terspectives and their implication.
for the type of evaluation design which one might employ if any one of them
was given precedence over the others.

I.II.A.1 Integration As Ah Educational TOol- - This perspective is that
integration of severely handicapped :students can 'be justified in terms of
the skills achieved through integration. For example; it has been argued
cogently that severely handicapped students will not learn (Brown;
Nietupski. & Hamre-Nietupski; 1976) nor will they generalize (Stokes &

Bear; 1977), if they are not taught in settings which include
nonhandicapped students. It'has also been_argued that one major reason for
integration is that nonhandicapped :students can.act as role. modelsfor
handicapped students (Bricker, 1978). these positions :are, certainly
justifiable. _on logical grounds. However, they have not been strongly
substantiated by empirical demonstration of the effects of integration per

se. Integration which includes structuring of the integrated context
and/or training ofeonhandicapped students (Stainback & Stainback; 1981)

can lead to positive educational changes.

= 5
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The danger of viewing integration primarily as ah_edUdationaltool

that a) integration was not instituted as a social_palidy on these grounds

and b) integration without additional prograMS for facilitation of social

interactions does not seem to fuction as an educational tool; Presumably

if integration of severely handicapped_ students is an educational__tool

among others then integration should be based and evaluated primarily in

terms of efficiency; If educational objectives can. be achieved more

rapidly by teachers of the_severely handicapped in nonintegrated settings

or if integration contributed little to a severely handicapped student's

program (which might be slow in any context) then integration would not be

defensible from thiS technological perspective.

1.II.A.2 Integration As A Legal Right. = From the perspective of legal

rightS, integration of.severely handicapped_ students is guarded by' the U.S.

ConStitUtion and is further elaborated by statutes and legal precedents.

The. major court cases of the 1970's (P.A.R.C. vs. Commonwealth of

PennsylVania Wyatt vs. Stickney) viewed handicapped individuals as United

States citizens entitled to equalprotection.under the law and_due process

considerations for any exclusions from such protection. ThUS, if edudation.

is provided for U.S. children within a certain age range, it must be

provided for all such children (PL 94-142). Furthermore, although

additional service may be necessary to accommodate severely handicapped

students_in educational settings due procedd must. be used in making such

recommendations and restrictions on the handicapped student's contact with

other students and school resources must be justified on the basis of the

benefits to the handicapped student.

The perspective of legal rights makes it ihpubbent upon the

"restrictor". of a student's activities to justify such restrictions. The

student is viewed_as student first with "handicapped"_ being appropriately

used as an adjectiVe rather than a noun. Thus students who are handicapped

don't neVeto_"earn" their way into public sChtidil environments since their

right _td be in such environments is now protected by law. Restrictions on

this right must be defended by schocil Offidiald on the basis of the

students' best interests.

One danger of the legal rights perspecitive is that it .often relies

upon an active adVadady on behalf of the student to maintain the status

accorded by law. Many students have no strong adVddate. Alternatively,

the student'S tight to be in the least restrictive environment may be

compromised by -the apparent largesse of some nonintegrated environments; A

specially bUilt school or institution with speoially trained staff hold a

continuing enticement for those advocates who fought to have it

established. If the student's advocates take the view that the student

must be protected from society then,it will be difficult to invoke the

student's legal rights to be part of society;

= 6 =
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I.II.A.3 Integration As_ A Societal Goal; This perspective views

integration as a goal toward which society should strive. Thus_the_extent

to which a society is assimilating the heterogeneous needs_ of all__itS

members is the degree to which_it justifies its existence (Dewey, 1916).
This perSpeetiVe stems from a philosophy of normalization : (Wolfenberger;

1972) And from the notion_ that partial participation in society is a
possibility which progressively can be achieved by handicapped individuals

(Brown et al., 1976; Brown et al.;; 1980). From this perspective the goal
Of any educational program would be to increase handicapped people's

participation in their community and to increase their ability to

independently function within the community. Restrictions in such

participation will be inevitable for'theseverely handicapped-student; but
educators must now clearly articulate the benefits which removal from the

mainstream will in fact produce.

We will turn now to a review of the literature on the social behavior
Of severely handicapped students in integrated versus segregated settings;
The purpose of this review will be to provide the context within which the

present' evaluation model was conceived and to provide the basis for our
.prioritization of the three purposes of integration for severely
handicapped studenti;

I. III REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON INTEGRATION OF HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

When one is faced with reviewing a. literature in which. little well.

controlled research ..has been conducted there seems to be two potential
directions; The first is simply to state that in this case wellcontrolled
studies of integration of severely. handicapped students in regular

educational and . community settings have not been reported in the

literature. This is true. The satisfied reader may proceed to-the first
six pagesof,Chapter 2 and then to Chapter 3 on -the methods employed for

this evaluation of integration of:severely handicapped students.

The second_ apprbabh is to review the research literature which touches
upoh major themes potentially relevant to integration of severely
handicapped students although such literature may have differed in

important respects; We have chosen to broadly review studies which have
involved integration of less severely handicapped ,or nonhandicapped
students of different ages in educational settings as well as- experimental
studies in laboratory and ._.preschOol settings which might differ

considerably from the regular edUdatiOn_and_community settings which we

proposed to study. We took thiS approaCh in the spirit of integration
which seekS firSt an understanding Of commonalities around which

appreciation of and questions about differences might ultimately. be

phraSed;

In the remainder of this chapter we will review the criticalnature of
social skills to the process of defining handicaps. Then we will turn to

the few studies which have looked at the social interactions of severely
handicapped students in integrated and segregated settings.
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I.III.A Social Skills As A Definition Of Hand -t-ag

At a fundamental level the
classification of a person as handicapped

is a dynamic process. The classification process has two aSpeeta: First;

there is some difference in the person which e]icits _a response from

others; The difference can be biologicali experiential ormost likely a

combination of both. However; in addition_ to some difference in the

person; the concept of a handicap' imPlida'a spedific kind of social

response to the differende; Specificallyi_iMportant and powerful people

(relatiVe to the person with the _difference) in the labeled,persOn'S

ecolOgy predict that such an individUal will have limitations in the type

of COmmerce, which is possible within social environments. For_penple

Classified as severely handicapOOd there is ample confirmation of this

prediction and indeed.significant assistance from other_people iS necessary

in order for ieverely.handiCapped people.to function. _Thus, it is a social

response to' Oifferendes which isinherent.in definitiOn of handicapping

conditions.

.ElistoriCally, the definition of handiCA06_hasbeen in terms of social

skill defidiencieeratherthan
psychometric'criteria (Bialer; 1977). ThUS,

the. severity of a handicaphas been in terms of the degree, to which_ an

individUal needed the mediation of:ad-Other person in order to be in society.

(TredgOid, 1937). The greater the required mediation by 'othera, the

greater the severity of the handitap. Several people have reviewed the

hiStbrical forces through which mental retardation emerged as a societal

'response to individuals_ whose social skills were inadequate or different

(Sarason & Doris; 1979; GOUld, 1981; Wolfehbergeri. 1972):

Hobbs (1966; _1975) has proposed a model of _classification which is

based Aupon_ social competence defined within an interactive system. ThUS0.

the definition of a handicap is a relative_ concept which requires analySiS-

not only of the behaVior 'of the Child; but also of the social ecology of

the child and of the resources necessary to ameliorate the handicap. Hobbs

emphasizes that the ameliorative process can and should focus on changing

the demands of the environment as well as on changingthe child From this

perspective the person is not classified as handicappedbut rather his

behavior is clasSified as-handicapped within a_specific ecological context.

The degree of handicap increases as ,the nUMber of contexts for which the

person.. has no appropriate behavior increases. The contextual and cultural

relativity of handicaps has been recognited increasingly in the past-de-Cade

(Feuerstein, 1979; 1980; Mercer; 1970).

From this .perspective intervention in the Social develOpment of the

hanbicapped student must focus on the processes by which the child's

interactions become More cotplex.as,well as upon the processes by which the

child's social network progre'ssively changes the definition of acceptable

social behaVior. Although skills which are a necessary part of social

development may be_ taught in situations outside of the social context.

(Cooke & ApollOni; 1976; Fredericks; BeldWin-; Grove; Moore; Riggs, ;&

Lyons,: 1968); it is not clear _that they will be'used appropriately in

everyday_ situations (Beveridge & Brinker, 1980; Beveridge & TatheM; 1976;

BroWni et al.; 1976; Stokes & Baer, 1976). Moreover; the releVant aspects
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of theSe skills may not be found in 'a task analysis of the skills

thatselves, but rather in an analysis of _aspects of the interactive
contexts in whiththe skills should be used (Brinker, in 'press; Lewis.

1977);___ Thus; the development of skills requires_an analysiS_Of
interactions in natural social contexts. However, a prOfessional consensus
is emerging. that as the number of- contexts within which an individual can
interact increases and as the complexity of social interactions within
contexts increases, the level of an individual's handicap' decreases.

I. III. B _Educ_ation_

Educational policy in England, Scotland, and Wales has resulted in a

system of completely segregated schools for severely/profoundly handicapped
(Educationally Subnormal Severe. ESN(S)_ ) and moderately_ handicapped_
students (Educationally Subnormal . Moderate, ESN(M)). A number of

researchers have__observed_ the interactions Which take place between

children in_ _ESN(S) schools (SWann & Mittlet..1976; Beveridge &'Berry,
1977; _Beveridge kEvaps, 1978; Beveridge;, Spencer; .& Mittler, 1978),

They have gehetallyfound:that there is a very low level of interaction in
-such environments. For example; in two classrooms for 5 to '10 year old

children only 10 and 6 interactions were initiated respectivelyi\bY any
child in the group (between six and eight children) during four hour; s_ of

observation (Beveridge & Berry; 1977)._ .These groups__did not irr \clude-

profoundly handicapped children. In ESN(S)_classrooms children between 10

and 15 years.of age (N = t4i_initiated_on_the average 20 interactions in an
hour (range 1 to 60, SD_=_15), Inbdith studies all verbal and nonverbal

interactions were_recorded. It is interesting to compare this data to that
collected by.Brinker using the method reported in Brinker Qoldbart

(1981). . All the thildren in that study were under 5 years of age and

participated in an integrated preschool intervention program at the'

University of Manchester in England .(Hogg. 1979). The_Down'S.Syndrote
children in that study usedan average 47 single _word and_ _25 multiword

utterances in one hour period. Severely handicappedchildren used an
average 22 single word and 12 multiword.utterances:in_one hOur;.Since the

data reported by the Beveridge group has_been replicated several times the

implication would be that the preschool__Ohildreh;_ most of_ whom would

eventually be classified, 'administratively as ESN(s), would show no

significant increase in their verbal interactive behaviors for the next 5

to 10 years__oftheir life; The important point is that at age five some
school appropriate language behavior was used in an integrated preschool

context but may not be required in a context in which -only severely
handicapped children are present., Beveridge_and_Tatham (1976) have shown

that the language competence of_severely handicapped adolescentswas'not
being_ demonStrated in__their daily_interactions ,at school; However;

teadhihg i.-616=takihg 'skills did facilitate these children's utilization of
their language skills at schoolFinalry; Beveridge and Hurrell (1979)

demonstrated' 'that _very _few verbal initiations by severely handicapped
children were responded to by teachers in:ESN(s) schools.

= 9 =
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This documentationdf the socially restrictive nature of segregated

special schools had not been brightened by data demonstrating the positive

benefits of segregated special education_ for handidapped children in

America (Dunn, 1968; Filler; Robinson; SMith, Vincent-Smith; Bricker;_&

Bricker, 1975); The importance of One=t0one instruction for severely

handicapped children is almost universally accepted (Sailor &_Haring,

1977). Howeveri the possibility that severely handicapped individuals

could learn from appropriately constructed social routines which include

other children has largely been ignored; Very little of the available

research about severely_ handicapped students deadribes the differences and

regularities:of their behavior as a function of their typical social and

physical,environtent (Brinkeri'ih press; Beveridge & Brinker; 1980; Brooks

& Baumeister,. 1977 Stainback & Stairibadk, 1981). Nevertheless; the

development Of.social skills which are used in the right social contexts is

perhaps the fundamental educational need of severely handicapped.

indiViduals.

I. III. C Children'a.Behavia Iategrated Settings

There_hat been very little, research on the interactions which occur

when handicapped and nonhandicapped children are integrated in school.

What has been done has primarily concentrated on mildly to moderately

handicapped children or preschool children (Jones; GottIiebiGuskin, &

YOehida, 1978; Guralpick; 1982; Porter, Ramsey; Tremblay; Iaccobo, &

Crawley,' 1978). The rationale for the benefits for handidapped-children of

integration is considerably clearer than the documentation of_such_benefits

(Bricker;. 1978; GUralnidk., 1978). The major arguments would include: a)

handicapped children May_learn,new behaviors by imitating behavior of

nonhandicapped peers; b) nonhandicapped children WOUld_Offere wide range

of challenging ekporiendes'frod which the handidapped child may have-been

sheltered bUt which may; nevertheless; be necessary for development; c):

nonhandicapped children provide_ teachers and therapists with developmental

models which will improve__ their: understanding of thepatterns and

variations in development. All of these potential tenefits presume some

degree of interaction or the opportunity for interaction between

handicapped and nonhandicapped students.

In general, studies have shown that the mere_physical integration, of

severely_ handicapped children with rionhandidapped children does" not result

in positive behavioral &lenges in either.. group (Bell;_ 1977; Devonney,

Guralniok; '& Rubin; 1974;* Fredericka,. Baldwin;Grove; .MooreiRiggs,_&

Lyons; 1978; Preninger; 1968). After such integration; there will not,

necessarily; be an increase in interaction such that the handicapped

children could learn by modeling the nonhandicapped children Ori_such 'that

nonhandicapped children will develop a more nurturing, caring attitude

towards children different from themselves. _sevet-al investigators have

found that nonhandicapped children _interact torefrequentlywith other

nonhandicapped children in integrated settings (Porter.' et al.,' 1978;

Michell, 1979; Ray; 1974).

= 10 -
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GaMpel; Gottlieb and Harrison. (1974) demonstrated that:mildly retarded
children who were integrated'into regular classes when compared to_children
who remained in special classes; a) emitted fewer 'negative_ verbalizations

to_ peers; b) were the :brunt of fewer negative verbalizations', and c)
emitted more prosocial behavior relative to their own behavior in a

segregated special class prior to being integrated..

The behavioral studies both in preschool and school settings lead to

the conclusion that settings which inclUde handicapped and nonhandicapped
children have a wider range of stimulation which could be potentially

beneficial to .handicapped children.' This wider range of opportunity is
particularly dramatic when placed in'contradistinctiOn to the _studies by

Beveridge and colleagues conducted in the segregated special schools of

England. However; merely placing children together in the same context

does not guarantee that- these opporutnities will; in fact; be actualized.'
To our knowledge, no studies actually measurethe amount of time that

handicapped and nonhandicapped children spend together during the school

day nor the ifferent contexts and settings in which interactions may

occur. This descriptive .information is important to obtain since certain
situations may facilitate interaction. whereas others. may restrict it.



CHAPTER II

EVALUATING THE INTEGRATION OF SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

ILI PRIORITIES OF. PERSPECTIVES

Our relative weighting of the-three perspectives on integration is (from

most important to less important):

1. Integration is primarily a social goal

2. Integration is a legal right

3. Integration is an educational tool

We have four major reasons for this ordering of perspectives. First; we

believe that integration -of severely handicapped students is a much broader
concept than either the issue of educational technology or the current, laws
of the U.S.A. Integration is more appropriately regarded as one aspect of
normalization philosophy and as such revolves around issues of who belongs

to society and the contingent benefits of such belonging; 'Secondly; the
legal. statusof least-restrictive environment was 'established upon the

broader principles of human rights and: the general- protection of human
rights under the.Constitution of the United States. Third; it is premature
to evaluate integration -as -an educational technology Since very little is
known at eith4r a theoretical or empirical level about the nature and

functions Of peer_versus adult interactions in athools.. Little'attention
haS been given to the Sitilaritits'and.differences,between interactions. in

Whidh one peer is elevated to the status of tutor and interactions in which
peers develop their own status hierarchies. Fourth; the field:- of special
education badly needs a description of the variety of integration currently
being achieved rather than a premature set of "beat ,practice" standards

based upon very'little experience with integration of a Wide'age range of
children in schools (Stainback A. Stainback; 1981).

This fourth reason for ordering integratrion perspectives at this time
With relatively less weight given to integration as an educational tool is
tO avoid the-isiakes of some educational evaluations of the past'. Any
educational inflo vation should be carefully described prior to its elevation
to the status of educational practice. Hopefully; discussion of the

6
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impact Of integration will not have the same roots as the furor over early

compensatory education. A premature aUmmative.evaluation of the impact Of.

early education based exclusively on aChieVeffient data led J. MOVicxer Hunt

(1969) to question; "Has compensatory education _failedT Has ___it been

attempted?"_ If integration is evaluated as an educational techhology'at

this point Ipredict that someone will need to _repeat Hunt's argument

replacing the words "early childhood education" With the words "integrated%

education for the severely handicapped."

II. II EVALUATION PLAN: OVERVIEW

An overview of the- general evaluation model is presented in- Figure 1<

The purpose of the model is_1) to determine which contextual.variablds (the

left-hand box in -the figure) predict the degree of integration_ of- severely

handicapped Children (middle box); and 2) to determinethe extent to which

the degree and_quality of integration (middle box). predicts the educational

and attitudinal impact on children (right-hand box in Figure 1);

II.

1. General

MODEL

Educational -C mmtex Degree and
Quality of

Educational and
Attitudinal
Impact on
Children

1. antecedent variables
2; concurrent variables

Integration

ModelFigure

III SPECIFIC EVALUKTION

Evaluation

The specific variables considered within the proposed evaluatiOn- are

presented, in Figure 2. The major premise of the proposed evaluation model

is that the evaluation of, peer interaction should constitute the central

focus for the study of integration; The extent to which_ handicapped

children, have the opportunity to interact with nonhandioapped children and

the extent to .Which interactions occur when given the opportunity is the

extent to WhiCha'school is integrated. Regardless of the: benefits of

integration; if a school considers itself integrated; there should be

evidence of handicapped and nonhandicapped children interacting or at least

having the opportunity to interact. The purpose of the evaluation will be

to determine the extent to which aspects of the educational context are

predictive of the degree of integration and subsequentlyi to deterMind the

extent to which degree of integration is predictive of academiC and

. - 13 -
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attitudinal changes in children. We will review in turn the variables
which describe a) the degree and quality of integrationi b) the educational
context Tor.integration, and c) the impact of integration on children.

II. III. A Degree And Quality Of Imtegratida.

FOr our purposes, the degree of integration will be defined as the amount

of interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped children when_ they
-are together in the same context. Being in the same context means being

physically together in visual_ contact in the same place. The degree of

integration has two aspects. First;' the_amount of social input from

nonhandicapped students to severely handicapped students is an important

dimensiOiPof the degree_ of__integration. Second, the amount of .social

output from severely handicapped students to-nonhandicapped students is a
measure of degree of integration; This social output reflects the impact

Of integration on the limited social repertoires of severely handicapped
students. The quality of integration will be defined in terms of the

social affect which. accompanies the interactior5 between handicapped_ and
nonhandicapped students. A higher quality of integration will be defined

in terms of higher rates of_positive interactions between handicapped and
nonhandicapped students_and low rates of negative interaction between

handicapped and nonhandicapped students:

II. III. B Educational Context For Integration;

The educational _context'for integration presented id_Figure 2 is subdivided
into two major aspects: antecedent contextual features and concurrent

Contextual features. The antecedent features are further subdivided into

state planning, local' planning, _schoolisupport, and parent involvement.
The concurrent' features of the model include variables which ,characterize

the physical and social :setting-for integration. These have often been

classified as process variables (Semmel; 1975);

II.ITZ;C Edunattonal Impact Of Integration.

A third set of questions :involves an assessment of the impact of

integration upon handicapped children and nonhandicapped children; It is

of critical importance tó_know what effect .integration -has upon the

educational gains of the handicapped child, and attitudes of the

nonhandicapped child toward handicapped children. : 'Although children's

levels of skills and their attitudes,may change for a variety of reasons;
we.are interested primarily, in changeS in'skills and attitudes which are

-related to the extent of:integration which' a child has experienced. These

relations are depicted in Figure 2 by the arrow from the central box to the
bottom.box;

- 14 -
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Antecedent Features

1. State Planning,

a) Special education enrolident

b) Teacher training programs

c) Funding for handicapped programs

d) Categories of exceptionality

e) LRE hearings

Certification

g) State consultants fot SPM

h) Placement options for SPR

i) -SEP funded demOnstration programs

j) Specialoeducation iuservitd

requirements

EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT

LocalPlanninK

a) Model vs; nonmodeI

b) Total diatridt enroIlMent

c)Numberof years integrated

.500b1 Support

Concurreneatures

1. Teacher Attitudes

2. Teacher classroom

3.

4.

5.

a) Principal support for integration

b) Availability, of support staff 6.

c) Preparation of NB students

Parent Involvement.

a) IEP involvement

b) Parents in classrooms

behavior

Environmental organizati n

IEP objectives written

Functional_level_of
handicapped students,

Scheduled integration time

V
A

Degree -of Itegzatien

---
DEGREE.AND QUALITY OF INTEGRATION

ti

1. Time in shared contexts

2; Nutber of different contexts

3. Rate of social behavior
between handicaPped and
nonhandicapped

Quality of -Integration

1. Rate of positive interaction
between handicapped and

.nonhandicapped

2; Rate of 'negative interaction
.

batMeeti_handicapped and
nonhandicapped

IMPACT OF INTEGRATION

I. IEP objectives met

2; Nonhandicapped Children's'
attitudes toward handicapped

Figure 2. Specific Evaluation ifodel
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II. III. D Statistical Model.

It is anticipated at this point that the degree of variability in the

amount of integration and the vatieon in contributors to that integration

can be. substantial; Hence; a desi-gn which compares integrated versus

segregated education programs .cannot. succeed because the extent. of

variatian within either integrated or segregated programs will be_at least .

as great as the variability between_integrated and segregated programs

(Jones et al., 1978; Kirki-1964;' MacMillan & Semmel, 1977). The ,general

statistical_ model _for eValuating the predictors of integration and the
impact of integtation willnitiltipie regression analysis within a

predictive_- framework (Cohen, 1968; . McNeil; Kellyi & McNeil, 1975;

Pedha2Ut,1962; Ward & Jennings, 1973). In the proposed model depicted' in

Figure_ 2, the amount and .quality of integration will be the criterion
variables predicted by a set of variables describing'the preparations for

integration, and the processes of integration. Subsequently, the amount of

integration will be used to predict_ eddeational changes of severely

handicapped students: and ettitudes of nonhandidaPped students toward the
handicapped students.

With thisgeneral overview of the evaluation model and statistical

framework in mind._ we will review the data bearing on the relevant

criteribb_and predictor variables; The literature which is applicable to

the Specific evaluation model presented in. Figure 2, unfortunately; doeS
not provide equal coverage of the features of this evaluation._ The area to

be reviewed will .-hegin. with those studies relevant to the_degree_and

quality of integration; Subsequently; we will review those_ studies which

bear upon the preOiotabilitY -of the amount -of integtation from various
descriptions of the edudational_baniekt.Finally, we will review those few

studies , which bear__UPon the _educational impact. of integration of

handicapped and nonhandicapped students.

II. IV DEGREE AND- QUALITY OF INTEGRATION

One of the 'objections_ raised to integrating severely handicapped
students is that they will not be accepted and in fact, may be ostracized'
or ridiculed in integrated settings._ To address this concern; the majority

of studies have relied upon sooiomettio or attitude ratings involving.
6-du-Cable mentally retarded students% Findings have been fairly consistent

in rating handicapped students below nonhandicapped studentain soctoMetric

Status both in studies within integrated settings (Monroe & Howe. 1971) as

. well as: in integrated versus segregated comparisons (Goodman,_ Gottlieb &

Harrison; 1972; (Gottlieb & Budoff; 1973). AdditiOnally, handicapped

students who were integrated _received lower ratings than those who were

segregated. Among the investigation of variables affecting attitudes; the

degree of. contact between handidapped and nonhandicastudents has
:received a great deal of interest. Same' studies addressing this factor

have- concluded that the amount of contact is negatively related to the
acceptance Of haadicapped students (Strauch, 1970; Gottlieb; Conen &

Goldstein, 1974).
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Other studies have shown that these results may be mediated by _other

factors including demographid .:_variables of 'nonhandicapped students'

residence (Bruininks; Rynders & Gross, 1974) and age (Peterabh; .1974).

Additionally; the appropriateness of the handicapped students' social

behavior (Gottlieb &_Budbff; 1973; Gottlieb; Semmell & VeadMan; 1978;

Kiernan &_ Kavanaugh, -1978) as well as the extent to WhiCh a supportive

structure is present to facilitate positive interactions between students

(Johnson- & Johnson; 1975) have been suggested _SS.important_variabIes

influence: attitudes toward handicapped students. Research with severely

hehdioapped students supports the notion of the ipfluepce of direct contact

within a supportive structure to pftmOte positive attitudes towards

severely handicapped students. Using a rating scale (Voeltz 1980; 1982)

compared, the attitudes of nonhandicapped students toward severely

handicapped students with _whom: they, had varying degrees and types of

contact. Her findings reveal that those students who had-been involVed in

a systematic program to foster -peer interactions expressed_dignificabtly

more positiVe attitudes toward sevgrely;handicapped studenta than those who

did not have such dontact. The program had included presentations;

discuSSiOna and direct contact with severely handiCapped; students over

several weeks designed to increase nonhandicapped students understanding

and skills in relating to severely handicapped students; Thus; there is

support for the idea.that_attitudes_toward severely handicapped studenta

are modifiable and influenced by promoting positive peer interactions.

UThough obserVatiOnal studies are limited; research has _ShOWnthat

-spontaneous _interactions_ occur infrequently between handioapped and

nonhandiCapped students. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the

degree of interaction is related to_the functional leVel of the handicapped

.student. The more severely handicapped a Student.. is; the fewer

interactions are directed by nonhandicapped peers to that student

(GUralnick; 1981). When given a choice,'fionhandicapped students prefer to

interact with more competent peers -(Guralnick; 1980; Cavalier° & Porter

,1980; PorteriBamSeY.Tredblay, Ioccoba & Crawley* 1978;. PeterSon &

HaraIick; 1970). One hypothesis that has been proposed. -_to-account -fsbr-the

nonpreferred status has received some confirmation from observational

studies. It_haS been suggested that the reason for liMited social contact

with nonhandicapped peers may be in the failure Of more severely

handiCapped, students. to exhibit more complex- coordinated social behaviors

required to sustain social interaction .(GuralniCk; 1981; Strain; 1982).

On the positive side; an- increasing interest in intervention has led to

some initial success in fadilitating interaction between -severely

handicapped and nonhandidapped students (Strain; 1981); Interventions

involving a combination of MOdeling; Shaping and reinforCeMeit of

handicapped students'. social behavior have produced -an increase in social

behavior dut-ihg training sessions (ApolIoni; Cooke & Cooke, 1977; Cooke;

Cooke :& Ap011obi; 1978) as have interventions in WhiCh ndbhandicapped or

Mildly handicapped peers were trained to initiate social behavior with

severely 'handicapped students (Strain, Shores & Timm; 1977'; Ragland; Kerr

& Strain* 1978).

- 17 --
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Though many issues remain to be resolved including generalization and

developments of more.complex-social behaviors, existing studies represent a
hopeful beginning; .A common element important to the success of existing
approaches _ds the need for ditect _structuring orinteraction4 between
students._ What form this structuring should take is still the subject of

ThOrd_ is some evidence to suggest that interaction between

handida00ed and nonhandicapped .students is facilitated when initially
Structured by teachers but thenallowed to proceed without ongoing adult
intervention (Shores. Hester & Strain, 1976; Strain & Hill, 1979).

Further exploration is also needed in identifying environmental factors
that relate to optimizing the occasion for interaction between handicapped

students both at the level of the broader environment as well as the
immediate context in which handicapped and nonhandicapped students are

present (Guralnick, 1981).

II.V EDUCATIONAL CONTEXTS FOR INTEGRATION

II.V.A Eduaational _Context: Antecedent Features

The majority of research has focused upon a very narrow aspect of the

educational context depicted in Figure 2 as this related to the integratiOn
of handicapped and nonhandicapped children. A_recent _computer_ survey Of

the CEC collection of readingS on _exceptional children *id of the

Psychological Abstracts revealed_ that over 70% of the articles on

mainstreaming_; focused on teachers' attitudes. Other authors have reported
a similar predominance of attitudinal research (Belli 1977; Galloway &

Chandler, 1978) in the area of mainstreamng. The literature on state and
J,ocal planning for mainstreaming consists primarily of reports of surveys

of teachers' reported needs for training, support, and materials. _Hence,
in the ensuing literature review -the antecedent features of the.

.educational ;context which include , tate planning-c. local planning, -and

school support (see Figure 2) will:_all considered under_ the heading,

',state and local planning needs."_Afte_ careful search_of the literature,
we were not able to find data regarding t e ways_ irt which the specific

aspects listed in Figure 2 under state and local planning were related to
the amount ofintegration.of severely handicapped children:: Similarly, we

were not able to find much literature on the relationship between parent
involvement and the degree of integration (Turnbull & Blacher Dixon, 1981).
However; we have reviewed some of the major lines of evidence indicatip
that the involvement of parents is a necessary condition. for effeCtiVd
education of handicapped children.
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II. V. A. 1 State- And Local FIanning_Needa. = Three major studies have

concentrated on priorities of needs expressed by educators (Hargan__&

Forringer, 1977; Rude, 1978; Vale, 1980). Hargan and Forringer (1977)

found that the highest priorities of special educators were_forpublished

guidelines which would provide a standard by which individual educational

plans (IEP) could be Written. Regular classroom teachers, listed as major

priorities a) the provision of materiald regarding the values of

mainstreaming (especially of the emotionally- disturbed child); b)

materials adapted for handicapped children; and d) in=servicetraining on

methods for recognizing and dealing With children's handicaps.

Administrators listed as their major priority the development Of

appropriate assessment devices and standards by which placement decisions

are made, and procedures for reevaluation_,Of placement decisions. All

these priorities lead to the conclusion that the level and range of local

and state planning shnuId be a major predictor of the degree-of integration

of handicappedchildren.

Rude's (1978) evaluation of needs and priorities expressed in state

-plans- for implementation of P.L. 94-142 agrees with the Hargan and

Forringer '(1977)results; The three top priorities nationally were for

training_ in instructional procedures/classroom management; curriculum and

'programming materials and resources; and preparing individualized

educational programs. Less than half -of the states based these priorities

upon_asystematic needs assessment. Although_ several sources emphasize the

necessity of onsite deffidnatration and experiential in- service -training

(National Education AdaddiatiOn, 1975; Lawrence, 1974; Mann, 1976) most

state plans _ relied on didactictype workshopao institutes, and

consultations (Budd', 1978); Furthermore, the develOptent of training plans

and productS has been primarily a local _affair and has not involved

replication of plans which have been used- successfully elsewhere.

Moreover, evaluation and monitoring of the effectiveness of state

in=ser'Vide training was not listed as a high Priority in state plans.

In 1978, the Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped contracted

with the Berkeley Office_of Educational Testing Service to assess the needs

of special educatorSi_fOr educational. media and materials for

handicapped (Vale, 1980). There was agreement between_ special educators (N

= 28,044) and supervisor and related special education personnel (N

2,015)- in _ranking appropriate- social behavior consistently within: the top

three priorities for media and materials development. The availability of

such materials could Obviously have _a_ strong impact upon teacher's

willingness and enthusiasm for the social integration of handicapped and

nonhandicapped children. The National= Education Association and the

American Federation of Teachers haVe both encouraged a positive attitude

toward mainstreaming by their union locals provided_ that_an adequate

context of planning and support exists (Sosnowsky, Simpkins, & Lanante,

1976).
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Parent Involvement. As noted earlier; parents have played _a

major role in the changes which have culminated in the passages of P.L.

94-142 (Brickeri 1978; Lora versus Board of Education of the City of New

York; Latty P. versus Riles; Pennsylvania Association ft:4- Retarded

Children versus the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania). Moreover, those

programs which have made the most substantial changes in children's

behavior have involved parents in the educational process (Bronfenbrennero

1975; Tjossem; 1976). There are ample theoretical models available which

would account for the importance_of parentSas causal agents in any_aspect

of a child's behavior (Bijou, 1963; Klinger; 1975; Lewis; 1978; Parke &

Collmer; 1975; Reitiey_& Mills; 1975; Rosenberg; 1977). In facto_ measures

of family background have generally been far superior in pre-dieting the

developmental course of children than has schooling (Averdh, CarOl

DonaldSon, Kiesling; & Pincus; 1972; COlemano'1966; Jenckg, 1972).

Thus; while parents have obtained_ educetiOn_ for their handicapped

children in hard fought legal battles and_whilesuch education is more

effective if it involves themo parents are still not always involved in

their children's educatiOno . often due to attitudes about parental

partibipation (GorhAM, Deardins, Page, Pettis; & Sheiber, 1975)._ When

parents are involved, they are involved often. as an extra pair of hand8

which can increase the temporal intensity of therapy since they are always

available to the child (Farber & Lewis; 1975). The assumption has often

been that patents simply need to learn and apply the effectiVe teaching.

techniques in .order to maximally influence their children (Bricker;

Seibett; & Casuso; 1980; Lillieo 1974;_ O'Dell, 1974; Rosenberg; 1977).

However; a wealth of literature exists to suggest the existence of a

finetuning of the interactions between parents and children (Filler_ &

Bricker; 1976; JoneS, _1977;- Lewis &Rosenblumo 1974; Rondalo 1978).

Furthermoreo it is now adknOWledged that the child affects its parentS as

well as the parents Affecting their child (Bakeman & Browno_1977; Bell,

1978; Freiberg, 1974; 1975; Kogan; Tyler; & Turneri 1974). Few

interventionists have capitalized on descriptions of the existing

interaction styles between parents and children_ as necessary information'

for any effective intervention,. whether carried out by parents or teachers

(Beveridge, 1980; WahIer; Berlando Coe, & Leske, 1977). 'The extent_, to

which parents are utilized as a_different kind of expert rather than_as,

individuals who should learn to be teathets has important implications for

the development of truly individualized educational plans. The extent to

which parents insist upon sharing expertise which is not valued by '._the

educational Syit6M- is the extent to which they will be_ perceived. as

adversariS of the system; The extent to which parents participate in the

eduCatiOnal plans generated by educational personnel is the extent to which

they will be perceived by the educational system cas supportive of their

child's program. Somewherebetween these extremeSOf parental involvement
lies a happy.medium of give and take in which educators and parents share

.information aboutdhildren'S abilities and educational goals and synthesize

this informatiOn into an individual educational plan. We had hoped to

capture these type8 of parental involvement in a child's educational plan

and relate the _extent of involvement to the degree and quality of

integration of tWehild. Unfortunately; our plans for interviews to Which

parents had consented were not approved by SEP and hence very limited
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information alp-Out the' relatiOnship of parental involvement to degree of

integration can be reported in this study.

II;V.B _Educational Context: Concurrent Features

The concurrent features listed in Figure 2 include variables that are

often included under_ the rubric of "educational process variables"

(Rosenshine & Furst. 1971; Semmel, 1975). We are concerned Primarily with

the relationship of these variables to the amount of integration of

severely handicapped and nonhandicapped children. There are no studies

which_ attempt to he-seethe the relationship between these process variables

and the amount of integration; However, there Is extensive_ literature on

teacher attitudes toward mainstreaming although only a few studies have

looked at the degree of integratiOn as it is related to teacher attitudes

or vice versa.

Teacher's Attitudes. = It is obvious that teacher's will be the

major facilitator& of _integration of handicapped and nonhandicapped

children. _ThUS, it iS not surprising that the major research efforts in

the area of integration of the handicapped has centered upon describing_ and

changing_ teacher's attitudes; If teachers actively oppose_the_ integration

of handicapped and nonhandicapped children, then the "least restrictive

educatiOnal alternative" would probably not offer Many opportunities for

handicapped:and nonhandicapped children to interact.

In a national survey of eduCatOrt abbUt the needs created by P.L.

94-142i Hargan F.-di-ringer (1977) found that special educators and

:administrators viewed the regular classroom teacher as the major impediment

to mainstreaming. HOWeVer, over half of these regular class teachers (N =

195) indicated_ support for integration of handicapped children_ Whild._.__IeSS

than one-roUrth rejected the idea outright- (Hargan & Forringer, 1977);

Studies indicating negative attitudes of regular class teachers toward

integration of the handicapped have been reported by Keogh and LeVitt

(1976), Vacc and First (1977),-Shotel. Iand, and McGettigan J1972). and

Weber (1977). Others have repOrted_a:Wide.range of differing opinion by

regular educatorS: regarding _the integration. of handicapped students

(Gikling & Theobaidi_1975)._ A substantial number of regular teachers;haye

favored pIacementl of at least mildly handicapped' children in their

classrooms (Foster _& O'Leary, :1977; Keilbaugh, 1977; Singleton, 1976).

Although Shatel et al. (1972) found increasingly negative attitudes of

regular edUbatbr-Sk associated with increased contact with handicapped

children, several studies have reported increasingly 'positive attitudes

with increased contact (Coy; 1977; Guerin & Statltidky1974; Harasymiw &

Horne; 1976; 'Plu+r, 1977). A probleth with these conflicting studies is

that they often
describing

different measures of-teachers' attitudes and

different waysof describing or defining contact with handicapped children.

- 21 -
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The'variability in the_results of-the teacher attitude research is

somewhat disheartening. However, _this variability may reflect the fact

that teaChers have been providedwithno.: clear guidelines about how to

implement many _aspects of P. L. 94.-1.42; Perhaps a more consistent
attitudinal picture will emerge as teachers become_ aware of the resources

available to them as an outgrowth of the_laW. Thus, teachers' attitudes

toward mainstreaming may be a function of the -level of planning and support

which teachers perceived to be available within their school, their school

system, and.. their state. Thusi the variability in teacher attitudes should

be related_ to the variability in local planning and available resources._

The available studies of teacher attitudes have not specifically explored

the relationship between teacher attitudes and available resources although.
anecdotally St:me:studies suggest such a relationship. Our original study

had proposed collecting data-on attitudes both from interviews with regular

and special education teachers and from observationa of teacher'A

interactions with severely handicapped_ students. Unfortunately ; clearance

to conduct interviews was not obtained frOtti SEP. Attitudes of teachers

discussed in study will be inferred from observations of teachers'

behavior.

II.V.B,2_ Teacher Knowledge Ot Behavioral Principles. _ There_ is little

information regarding the relationship betWeen theteadhor'SknOWledge of

behavioral. principles and, the effect of this knowledge On integration of

handicapped and nonhandicapped children. Perhaps the most enlightening

research with reference to this question had _been: a study by Cantrell,'

Stenner and Katzenmeyer (1976). They found three clusters of teachers who

could be discriminated by their knowledge of :behavioral principles and

their attitudes toward teaching. These test profil:s of teachers:were

predictive of both their classroom behavior and the achievement scores of

their children. Teachers with more knowledge of behavioral princiOleS

emitted_a higher-ratio of praise to criticism in the classroom_ when

compared to other teachers'with.less knowledge of behavioral principles.

Teabhet8 with more knowledge of behavioral principles Arid with positive

attitudes toward teaching had students who achieved, more than could be

predicted on the basis of their achievement status when entering these

teachers' classrooms. Finally,_techersl knowledge of behavioral principles

increases as a functioncf_problem solving experience with a master teacher.

(Cantrell _& Cantrell,- 1980). We regret that we will not be able to relate
teachers' knowledge of behavioral principles to integration of severely

handidapped students had been originally proposed due to lack of SEP__ _
clearance to administer the instrument selected for this purpose.
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Curriculum Model. - The finding that_teachersl knOwledge of

behavioral principles (Cantrell; et al., 1976) related to acadenic

achievement has broad implications for_teacher_training as well as ongoing

assistance in the educational_ problem solving which f herent in good

teaching. Perhaps the most inflUential variable in a ,acher,:s daily

practice of education ta_a/i understanding and- systematic application of a

curriculum approadh.; Brinker (in press) has reviewed' curricula for

severely handicapPed students and traced the evolution of three approachea.

The three_ approaches which have emerged are: 1) an operant or applied

behavioral _approach; 2) a developmental approach; and 3) an ecological

approach. The major emphasis of the first_ two _approaOhes. has been to

document reliable and valid, methods for changing the behavior of

handicapped students and to establish new behaviors in limited' behavioral

repertoires (Bricker; 1970). Thethird_approach takes a broader ecological

perspective and incorporates integration as an inherent part_ of the

curriculum. Firsti..We Will_r'eVieWthe:basic concepts behind these three

approaches.' Then;_We will review methods for facilitating interactions

between handicapped and nonhandicapped students which have emerged from_the

three approaches. Our purpose is to provide a bro&-d perspective on these

curricular approaches and poste methods by,which integration_ might be

facilitated. Once again; there,is very little data available_on_.the use of

these approaches, to establish interactions among severely handicapped

students and nonhandicapped students.

ThP Operant Approach. The Operantor remedial approach (Guess et al.,

1978), is based upon the beliefhat behaVior is a function of a history of

operant conditioning JSkihner; 1953):and that the influence of such a

history could be changed_by_neW contingencies in the present. The control

of behavior is-to be found through an experimental analysis of events

antecedent and consequent to the behavior If- manipulations of antecedent

and consequent. events do change the rate of behaviorj_then the antecedents

can be defined functionally as discriminative-stimuli_and the consequences

can be described functionally as reinforceMents._ The key elements of the

operant system require an experiment- to make the translation from the

descriptive language "antecedente and "consequences" to the functional

language of "disdrithinatiVe stimuli" and "reinforcements.!, Thus; the

essence of this perspective is that the teacher obtain data about the rate

of behavior whet there are specific antecedents and.consequences for_that

behavior, as well as data .abolic the rate of behavior when such antecedents

and consequences are not available; A comparison_of these two types'of

rate data provides the basis for understanding that the behavior .Of

interest is controlled by discriminative stimuli and reinforcements;

Empirical case studies demonstr''ated that 'even ttm" most problematic

behaviors could 'be changed. Children -who wereinflicting'seVere harm to
themselves were taught_to stop their Self=injurtOuS behavior; Children who

used no fUnctional language were taught. to use words appropriately.

Children who had never been trained to use a toilet, to eat appropriately,

or to dreaS themselves were 'taught to do so (e.g..! Bijou & Baer, 1967;

Whitman &SCibek; 1979). Thus .ended a phase of total dependency., for some

individuals which had been a major factor defining them as severely

retarded.
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ThP Deltelopmental Model. The developmental model is based upon a

large body of data demonstrating that children master skills at different
ages,' and some skills are consistently mastered by Children _before- other
skills (Cohen _& Gross, 1979). Application of this model to mental
retardation impliesthat the rate of development is slower than normal but
the pattern of development and the stages of development are essentially
the same for retarded and normal individuals; The::task for the

developmental interventionist is to identify the current'deVeIopmental
level at which a child is functioning and to select educational 'objectives
which_ are just above that level; Developmental progress is_produced by
selecting objectives which are an "optimal mismatch" (Hunt, 1961) .,between

new task requirements and existing skills,'

In practice, developmental models often utilize developmental

checklists of behaviors in various domains of functioning. For example,
Hanson (1977) provides a developMental curriculum for Down syndrome infants
which includes. many items from the Bayley'Scales'of Infant Development
(Bayley, 1969). Other popular developmental curricula include information

from research and normative developmental tests for young children. which,
provide a basis' for arranging behaviors in sequence based upon. the
Chronological ages atwhich such behaviors are normally acquired-(Brigance,
1978; ,Cohen_ & Gross;__ 1979; Shearero Billingsley' Frohman,_ Hillard,.
Johnson & _Shearer, 1972). _For example, Brigance (1978) presents picture
vocabulary items in the speech and language skills domain which, are scaled
in terms of age. Using this framewOrk the Child whO..kneW few words would
be taught 5191 before man, and -e=.-place before vull;. The child being taught.

the Portage curriculum would be taught to say "all gone" (item 13 in
language domain) before being taught to answer the question "What's this"

with an object name (item 20). The rationale for the order-in selecting
the objectives is that on average children of various ages _perform

differently on such items. However, there_is no logical_readon that some
of these items should be mastered before others._ More importantly, the
relevance. of _these_sequences of behavior derived from normative scales to
the sequence of development for severely retarded children is open to

considerable question . (Hogg; 1975;. Lewis & Wehren; 1982; Garwood, 1982;
Riechle,:Williams, Vbgelsberg & Williams, 1980; Switzky; Rotatori, Miller

& Freagon; 1979).

The EnologfnaI Model The goal:of the ecological model is to _move
severely handicappedtAndividuals towards_ultimate_functionihg. UltiMate
functioning is described by Brown et al.__(1976) in_terms of the. degree to

which severely handicapped persons are able to function productively in the
widest_variety of community- settings which are appropriate to that person's
chronological age. The ecological model has several important features:

A fundamental commitment to participation by severely
handicapped students in the life and environments within
the. community.
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2. An analysis of major environments within a' community

based upon an inventory of public places and their

:physical design.

3. An analysis of activities which generally occur within

'the various-environments in the community.

.
Task analysis of the. skill&_neceSsary to participate

independently in selected_ activities in environments'and

a specification of the supports necessary for

facilitating_ at least partial participation in the

wideSt functional range of activities.

A critical feature of the ecological perspeOtiVe is the belief that.L,

the_strUctUre and stimuli. within the environment provide the basis_for.what 't=

will'he learned and also the supports to :Maintain the behavfor. Thus. -1-

severely_ retarded students do not-have to learn prerequisite skills to gain

entry into community environments. .Rather, the ecology itself is a major,

part of what must be learned. Since functioning is supposed to_occur

:within the community ecology_asan actual goal; there are valid empirical

reasons. 'for' teaching in that ecology rather than teaching Within:a

classroom and "hoping for generalization" to the community .setting (Stokes

& Baer; 1977). _Curriculum goals. can be derived from each of the

perspectives deSoribed.,The goals from the various perspectives, however;

may be qUite different in content and these differences have fueled the

fires of controversy favoring One'approach oVeranOther., For example; the

operant approach was; historically, the first model for embarking_upon a

course of:change in the lives of_severelp=nandicapped individuals. It_cate

under attack by developmentally oriented interventionists because it did

not capitalize upon the structure of behavior- -as it emerges

developmentally. When the curriculum goals are something other than the

deceleration of_abetrantbehavior or the acceleratiOn. of the rate of

adaptive .behaVitiralready inthe .repertoire. then some criteria are needed

to detertine what to -teach and in .what sequehOd. The.selection' of behavior

to modify or teach has always been a prOblet from a behavior modification

perSpective; The developmental literatUre is a more objective source of

goals than simply one's own intuition about what to teach _next.

Unfortunately; if development i,s_vieWedlas a forced marchfrom "stirring in

a cup: with a spoon" through,"sorts_15 transitors into -3 groups within -3'

minutes;" severely retarded students have an inordinatelY_ long _infancy;

Year after year the same -educational 'objectiveS involving the same

preschool materials are attempted with precious little Onange_inbehavior.

Clearly; the -basic skills, which severely handicapped students lack are not

being taught by changing objectives from "put6 three pegs in a line" last

year to "puts five pegs in a line" this year.

,

Thel,evolution. of these three curriallUM 'approaches hai matched.- the

evolution' of service delivery, systems. When the dramatic behavioral

changes were being made through operant techniques most severely _retarded

persons were beingserved in residential institutions. As:school-Systems

begcn extending se ites to severely retarded, children at increasingly
ri

.
:
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earlier ages, the elimination of many behaviors which were typical within:
institutional settings was. no longer the major problem; Rather the.

develoOtent of new skills from limited repertoires has become the major
problem. As severely retarded students become more_visible within schools
they become more visible within communities. With visibility comes the
possibility of fuller participation in community life.

_

Clearly the ecological. perspective_is_most closely associated with an

emphasis on integration of severely handicapped students into school and
community settings._. However; there has been very little 'research

documenting :the_ relationship _between the ecological; the operant; or the
developmental models of curriculum and the degree of :integration. actually

achitled. Madison Public Schoolsi: -which have.. been the most prominent
advocate.of integration for severely handiCappe students (Brown; et. al,

1980) have found a'dramatic increase in reg r employment in nonshaltered
work settings; loomis (1982) reported tha_ a,followup of_53 gradUatea_ of
Badger School; a segregated special sc ol in_Madison whiCh was closed in
1977; revealed that Only 1 -student, was nonsheltered employment; This

contrasts- markedly. with employment_ of severely_ handicapped graduatea of
their progrAt since the district adopted an integration policy in 1978.

Half of:the 1979/80 graduates werainTegular or volunteer work settings in
the community._ All 25 of the graduates from 1980/81:.'and. 1981/1982 are

working in the public sector as paid employees or volunteers: Thusithe
limited data available suggests that adherence to an ecological model doe-a

facilitate integration into the community.

II.V.B.4 :Teacher Classroom:Behaltior, While educational research has not

produced astounding demonstrations of the outcomes of regular education; a
number of studies have shown that important relationships do elistOetween
the kinds of behavior teachers emit and children's academic achliVeMent
(Ropenshine Furst, 1971; Semmel; 1975; Soar; 1972; Stallings;__ 1975).

The argument would beAnat what teachers do in school_should_CbtitribUte_tO
any outcomes of the schooling experience. Moreover,_ what children actually

do is.cIearly a function of what the teacher and other children are doing;
However; apart from the literaturein applied behavioral :analysis (Hall,.

Lund. & JaCkaon; 1968; LOVitt &_Curtise, 1969; ,O'Leary & O'Leary; 1972),

tnei'e:have been _very few descriptive_ studies relating teachers' behavior

directly to._Children's behavior (Brinker; 1976). Demonstrations that
behavior can be controlled once reinforcing consequences are found -do not

tell us much about how behavior actually is controlled in -the natural.
environment; if it is; by the events which are temporally_ contiguous with

it (Willems; 1974);

Several authors have observed _tne: relationship between . teacher's

behavior and children's behavior in the classrooM: -Generally.; this has

involved obaervations.of children's attentive,.nonattentive; and disruptive
behavior as these are related to the teacher's manipulation of subject
matter or group ecology (Cantrell; 1974; Kounin; 1975; Kowatrakul; 1959).

&Junin (1975) found. that lesson formats in Which the materialsprovided_a
Continuous flow of signals to children produced more attentive behaVior by
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the children. .__ThUO; children's attention was high .during construction

activities, reading books;- and watching' or . listening to audio-visual

materials. _Attention, was low_during grOup discussion/recitation, singing;

and _movement lessons all of which 'provided_ relatively low . Signal

continuity; KoUnin; Friesen and NOrton (1966) found differences in the

amount of attentiveness of emotionally disturbed and nonhandideOped

children but no differende in the way these behaviors were related. to

classroom contextual factOrs; For example; both groups of children- showed

more apprOpriate clasOrooM behavior when the teacher was working with them

in a small groUp.

_
Brinker (1976) observed 114: second-grade children,_63 of whom had been

referred for a special intervention program .(Cantrell & Cantrell; 1976).

Brinker (1976) found that the teacher'S classroom behavior was predictiVe

Of the amount of academic involvement and attentive behavior of the

children; Peers!: behavior toward the target children was the major

predictor of the amount of diff=task or disruptive behavior. .None of the

categoriesof children'6,behevior were predicted by their IQ. scores, their

achievement seoree,_ or a classification of-their type, of problems. This

would suggest that the quality of children's classroom behaViCir is largely

a function of the type of interactions with teachers and peers which they

experience.

We do not knoW the generalizabilitY of these findings to the

interactions :and classroom behavior of severely handicapped studentO.

However;it is clear that within the regular educational 'environMent,

.interaction with other students is regarded-as "inapropriatei" "off-taOk,"

or !'disruptive:" Attention to the teacher and materials_: is the appropriate

classroom' behavior. For severely handicapped students; however, a major

-educational goal is usually to' develop 'basic social and communicative"

skills.. Ot"digtIm for such development _may not be,Well'Ouited to the

typical_inetrudtional model in which all knowledge flows from the teacher

and other students are regarded as :distracting from this educational

purpose; Clearly'the role of_social _interaction. with students Must be

better articulated In order for teachers to understand and facilitate such

interactiOn Special education for_severely handicapped students requires

such underotanding yetthe, nuttent model of teachers' and studentt, roles

in the classroom:is poorly suited to the development of a fundtiOnal social

skills and communication curriculum (Brinker; in press; Power, 1961).

A number of studies have shown that teachers_ respond differentially to

various groups of children. GenerallYi_ teachers interact less with

children of lower socioeconomic status _(Davis & .Dollard; 1940) lower

achievers (De Groat & Thompson; 1949; .Lahaderne, 1967) and children_whOM

the teachers had ranked lowest in' -tens ,of. expected achievement (GOod,

1970). As noted earlier; very few tilthe social initiations ofeeVerely

.handicapped children in English ESN(s) "schools. were responded to by

teachers (Beveridge& HUrrell; 1979).
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There are a few studies_Which hAVe:lbOked at the effect of teacher's

presence and/or intervention, on interactions between children. The

available_researchwith preschool nonhandicapped students suggests that a_

high childadUlt 'ratio results in more Social' interaction_ with adults

rather than with other children (Field._ 1980; O'Conndr,_ 1975). The

inhibiting effect of the presence of adults on peer interactions has been
documented in studies.of teacher intervention .styles. Both in -researen

with nonhandicapped (Huston=Stein et Al, 1977; Mueller; 1977) and with

handicapped students (Novak..-011ey_ & 'Kearny, _1980; White; 1980); the

greater the level of teachers' intervention in students' activities; the

less there is interaction between students. However.. there is some

research_ which suggests that teacher attention can increase appropriate

peer social interaction when contingently applied (Nordquist. 1978). An

important : factor in determining whether adult intervention inhibits or
promotes. interaction between students appears to be the purpose as well as

the manner in which adult intervention occurs;

II.V.B;5 Facilitating_IbteractionS_Of SH And NH- Students. Although the

integration_ of _handicapped and:hohhandicapped: children may not

automatically.result in interaction between the two groups,. it is clear

that such interaction can be facilitated. A number of authors have

dembnattAted.that,children who do not interact frequently will _interact

when reinfOrCed by teachers (Allen, Hunt; Buell. HarriS & WOlf. 1964;

Hart; 'Reynolds; Baer; Brawley & Harris. 1968)_or.by_peers_(1.-Ong. & Madson,

1975; Wahler, 1967; Wynn, Ulfelder & Dakof._ 1975)_td dd so. Strain and

'rim (1974) provided teacher .attention and physical contact either to

nonhandicapped peers contingent upon interaction. 'with a "behaviorally
disordered" child (condition 1) or teacher' and physical contact directly to
the behaviorally disordered child contingent upon social interaction

(condition 2). They found that under both conditions, the frequency of

interaction ,by the behaviorally disordered 'child increased as did the

frequency of interaction with that child by peers.

In an attempt to :replicate the Strain & 'Timm (1974) study_ with

severely handicapped preschoolers; Sebba (1979) foUnd that while the

fequency of.approach by the .reinforced child .increased,- no reciprocal

increase occurred in the frequency_oflinteraciionstOward the target child.

Furthermore, there was no generaliied increase in interactions by the

reinforced child after the reinforcement. procedure s/ .terminated.

Devonney; GUralnick and Rubin (1974) _were not. able to increae the social

interactions of severely handicapped children in a segregated special class
the.techniques of reinforcement and structuring of -activities which

had been effective with less handicapped children in_integrated contexts.
However, introducing nonhandicapp# children_ to. the classroom produced a

small but consistent increase in the social behavior of the'handicapped

childrem; However, when the teacherstrUCtUred the activities.and provided
reinforcement in the_integrated oondition; there was a substantial increase

in the amount of social interaction. It is interesting to note that these

same structuring _and reinforcement conditions' had failed to produce

increased interaction when the classroom was segregated. 4rain. Kerr and

28.
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Ragland (1979) trained an 11=year-old boy to initiate; prompt, and

reinforce social interactions with fourautistic children. This resulted

in substantial increases in the amount ofpoSitive social interactions_ by

the autistic children* bUt there was no maintenance of- this increase when

the intervention procedures were-not implemented. Timm,_Strain and Eller

(19

f
0) suggest that social interactions by severely handicapped children

Wi 1 be_maintained after the intervention conditiOnS only if the degree of

in ervention is gradually and systematically faded. Strain; Kerr and

Alpher (1979) found that in a preschoolftit physically abuSed and negleOted

children; social behavior was_taintained primarily by the social responses

of other children while social overtures by adults were ignored.

Other techhiqUid which have been successful in facilitating the social

interactions of children have been a) training of_retardo8 children to

imitate other children (Apolloni; Cooke & Cooke. 1977); b) training of

'retarded children, to emit positive social respohS08 (Cooke & ApolIoni;

1976); c) training of retarded ,children to _request items (Fredericks;,

Baldwin; Grove; Moore; Riggs & Lyons, 1968); provision of group

contingencies for the social behavior_ of withdrawn members (Straughan;

Potter & Hamilton; 1965; Walker .& 1973); 0- 'use of toys as

mediators for Social interaction (Guralnick; 1976); f) use of

sociodramatic _play and role playing to facilitate interaction (Beveridge &

Tatham; 1976; Strain & Wiegerink, 1976)..

.

It should -be clear that there is a growing interest in the actual

proceSSAS_ of interaction within classrooms. Furthermore, it can no longer

be assumed that interaction is solely a function of the traits of..the

parties involved in the interactions.,_A variety of techniques "are being

developed which facilitate the interactions between children of very

different abilities; Given the context:inwhich'such social facilitation

techniques-existi- the amount of social interaction between handiapped and

nonhandicapped, Children will increasingly be viewed as the product of the

classroom context and,theteacher's behavior which might fAdilitate or

retard such. The extent to which thiA is the case has been

evaluated in this project;

_

II.V;i3,6 Environmental Organization Agard(1975) attemptedto detertine

differences in the-clasaroom ecological structure of resource_ classrooms,

self-contained spiediAl classrooms; and regular classrooms in_whioh Mildly

handicapped _children had been integrated. She .described ebb ogical

structure -in terms of class aizei_types of displays in_the room, the rated

quality of the physical environment; the number of adults present and their

roles,the type of teacher task; the:pupil'stask, the:group' structure of

the claSs; the seating arrangement,. and the position:of the teachers and

children; A large number of classes were observed (regular ClasSesi N =

400;' resource claSeS0 N = 100; self-contained classes; N. 150). The

major differences in terms of the special, classes having more

eqUipment and taterial8; more adults; and fewer students than the regular

classes. Moreover, the groups were structured. differently. ..The regular

classes generally had all students sitting_ih rows and columns in one large
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group with the teacher front and center. The special classes had. more

variation in seating arrangements (e.g., horseshoe,, circle, individual work

areas) and a higher proportion of times in which the class was divided into

small . groups. Major. differences in_ subject_ matter were that the

self- contained classes were more _frequently engaged in art, the resource

room was more frequently engaged in_reading, while the regular class had a
higher proportion of_science and social studies when'compared to each of

the other types of classrooms. Children's and teacherls tasks were

distributed in the same way in all three types of classroorni. Agard (1975)

noted_ that her observations of regular class teachers revealed a very
restricted range of instructional alternatives which were not well suited

to individualized instruction. .

II.V.B.7 Number Of Integration Objectives - To date, there are no research

data regarding the number of IEP integration objectives and the

relationship of this to integration. Consequently, a benefit of the

proposed evaluation will be this type of assessment.

II. V. B. 8 Fun-otion-al- Abilities As A Predictor Of Degree Of Integration -_.

A major predictor of the degree of integration, which we will consider, is
the degree of severity of a child's'handicap.- Unfortunately, much of the

rese rch which' has been done has treated "the ,handicapped" or "the

reta ded" as if they were a homogeneous group. Subgroups of this larger

pres mabb, homogeneous population_are.then compared after exposure to some,:

for of educational treatment which .is also presumed to be homogeneous

(e. EMR classes are all treated as the same thing); In fact, there is

ver little basis for assuming the existence of a hotogeneouS Population

Cal ed "the handicapped" )r of consistent homogeneous treatments called
"s ecial classes, " "resource teachers," etc. :(Kirk; 1964; Jones et al.,

'19 8);
, -

The problem of classifying _types of handicaps in terms of _their

severity is indeedsizeable (Hcbbs,-1975a, b, 0). Justen and Brown (1977)

ha e noted -there is very little consistency in delimiting the population of

" everely handicapped" in'various states of the United States; Although 28

s ates have mandatory legislative provisions for serving the severely

h ndicapped, these states have no definitions of'"severe handicap." Of the
s ates which did d6fine "severe. handicap," ,many. used traditional

educational definitions which defined severity of handicap in terms_ofan

available administrative arrangement (e.g., class for the trainable

Mentally retarded).: Of those definitions_which focussed 'on the abilities
Of the child, most relied on standardized IQ scores. For example, several

states have adopted Grossman's (1973) procedures for classifying a person
as severely retarded_if his/her IQ score. is greater than four standard

deviation units-below normal and if this is associated with 'problems in

social adaptation. , Unfortunately, as Filler et al. (1975) point out, such

a definition does not lead to the constitution of a group with similar

educational needs.

-30-
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An alternative type of cIassificatiOn would be an interactive system

Which fod
,

uses a) on the total ecologY of the child; b) the behavior of the

Child in that ecology rather_ than upon the presumed inherent

.
characteristics of the child (Bricker', 1967; Hobbs; 1966; Sarhsob &

Doris; 1979); and c) updfi the services and resources needed_by the child

and his ecology rather than upon.gross.categories'of exceptionality._ This

syttem_has_
.

been by Hobbs (1966, 1975) and to _a large extent. has

been' incorporated into the federal definitiOn_ of severely handicapped

Children. Such a definition emphasizes a deSCriPtion of functional needs.

rather than static child charatteristies. Children would be clasIsified.as

severely handicapped a) if they.lack baSid_ekiils of toileting; independent

eating;. ambulation (where no paralysis is involved);- b) if they

demonstrate severe maladaptive behaviors (e.g.; self biting.. head banging,

etc.); ci if they deMonStrate severe communicative ,problems; andd)

demonstrate-only sensorimotor intelligence when they are of schodil age;

If we_accept such a functional definition of severe handicap'(Justin &

Brown._ 1976; Sailor & Haring. 1977), then_ it becomes clear_that'the

OdUdational:processjor such children will be substantially different from

the traditional, forms ofrcurricula.. Many of the basic skills (beginning

communication development; beginning social skilldevelopment; beginning'

cognitive development) _are_Skill8 necessary for commerce with the child's

social world. While such skills can be established outside ot_the social

context In which they_are USed, it is not clear that this will result in

appropriate use -of the skills when the child is in the appropriate social

context (Beveridge_ & Brinker; 1980; Beveridge & Tatham,- -1976; Brown;

.

Nietupski & Hamre-Nietupski, 1976; $tOkes & Baer._ 1976). Moreover; the

relevant_ aspects of the development of these skills may not be found in a

task analysis of the skills themseIves'but rather:in- an analysis of the

socioemotinal' aspects of the interactive_COnteXtin which the skills are

taught (Lewis;1977): If the basic SkillS involve a complex 'set. of

discriminations of social context in order that such skills be accessed and

UtilizedapproprieteIy; then basic. skills curricula will necessity

involve attention to the .context in which these skills are utilized._ Thus;

,;a key aspect of the evaluation of.the adequacy of basic .skill--acquisition

.will-be foUnd in assessMentOf_the appropriate use of such skillS given the

opportunity in_an appropriate context. With respect to the integration :of

:seirerelk_±handicapped children; major educational_goalsin the basic skill

areas -will be defined in terms of the degree_to which the child has the

opportunity to make.these social discriminatiOns and utilize his/her skills

when such opportuniites arise.

One major form of evaluation of the impact of integration, upoh_the

handicapped child.must therefore be. in terms of the extent of that child's

social network (Feiring kLewis; 1978; Lewis & Feiring,_ 1979) and the

quality of that child interactions within the social network. Thus, one

major evaluation goal will be to document the extent -of opportunities for

an extended 'social :network and the handicapped_ child's interaction within

this extended network. pl other words, social effects 'are a predominant

. goal of integrated ed6Cation. To theeXtent that a child's educational'

plan 'consists of basic skill acquisition these. social -effects; are',direct

measures of the success of that plan; Thus; there are important
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theoretical reasons to expect a relationship betWeen the degree of

integration and the 'degree of improvement exhibited 'by a severely
handicapped student on his individualized educational plan.

II.VI EDUCATIONAL AND ATTITUDINAL IMPACT OF INTEGRATION ON CHILDREN

II.VI.A _Children's Achievement

A much more extensive history of researchZOn the effects of
integration of mildly handicapped children upon their academic achievement
leads to the conclusion that such integration is not detrimental' (Filler et
al., 1975; Johnson* 1950;' Kirk, 1964)i A more recent study of mildly
retarded children (N = 1711) decertified (handicapped children reclassified
as nonhandicapped) in California and placed_ in regular classes_led to the
conclusion that "while decertificatin did not make the students' _average,
the students nevertheless tended to succeed nearlyas well as regular class
matches" (Meyersi MacMillian & Yoshida, 1975). Although there was no

significant difference at the time of_ decertification betweenchildren who
were decertified and thoSe who were not, the special class students were
significantly lower in the Metropolitan Achievement Tests of Math and
Reading when compared after decertification both. to the decertified and the
regular class students;

Cantrelf and Cantrell (1976) provided_an experimental study, of the

effects of mainstreamed education upon the achievement scores of not only
mildly handicapped_ children but also nonhandicapped children. The
experimental schools (N = 723 first graders) had access to specially
trained teachers available to assist in the solutions of any teacher's
problems with any first 'grade children.- The control. schools (N ='355. first
graders) did not have access to these_support teachers although :they did

participate .in the same testing and::Classroom observtion procedures as the
experimental6schools (Hawthorne control procedure). Using the residual
achievement score as a criterion measure (i.e., the difference between the
achievementpredicted_on the basis of an-achievement test administered at

the beginning of the year and the obtained achievement at the end of the
year) they found significantly higher scores at each of three-IQ levels for
the experimental school first graders; Moreever, thge were significantly
fewer referrals for special services from the experimental schools in

comparison to the control schools. These results clearly demonstrate that
mildly retarded children (IQ 50-90) can benefit from mainstream education
when teachers are provided with appropriate support within their own
school. Moreover, these differences were consistent across each IQ_ level.
The authors conclude "this supports the contention that experimental school
teachers tended to teach pupils at each IQ level in such-a way that more
homogeneity of _growth: rates was maintained within their classes than in
control school classes" (Cantrell & Cantrell, 1976* p; 385).
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Unfortunately, there are no comPaeable data on experimental

integration programs for the severely handicapped because such programs

simply haVe not been studied with systematic and replicable research

designs.

1I.VI.B Children's AttitudeS

For elementaey school children, the general finding has that

normal elementary_ school children reject handicapped children and would not

chooSe such children as their -friends (BildWin, 1958; Clark, 1964;

Gottlieb, 1975a; Johnsoni 1950;. John6-oh& Kirk; 1950;:kfarish, OhlSen_&

PaeiSh, -1978).. This ,bias againSt___handidapped 'children .seems to be

established by age'4 years (Asher, 1975; Jones & Siski 1967;. RichaedSoP.

1970; Tucker & Brinker, 1980). Some studies have demonstrated. that

attitudes toward visibly- integrated handicapped children were more negative

than attitudes toward children in segregated special_ classes (Goodman;

Gottlieb & Harrison. 1972; 'Gottlieb keudoff, 1.973;_ Iano, Ayer6, Heller,

McGettigan & Talaide,'1974).Howeveri. other studies have found either no

difference in attitUdes_or.mdre positive attitudde (Friedman, 1975; Naih &

McQuiStini'_1975; Peterson, 1974; Sheare. ..1974; Strauch, 1970) as a

function Of havingexposure to handidapped dhildren; Gottlieb,- Semmel, and

Veldman (1978) found that the major cause of social rejection of

handicapped children was attributable to perceived behavioeal disturbance.

The basis of children's negative attitudes toward handicapped.cbildeen has

been attributed by the nonhandicapped children themselves to aggressiveness

and behavioral disturbance (Johnson,'1950; Kiernan & Kavenaugh, 1978);.

It is diffiCUlt ..to draw any definitive conclusions 'from the

attitudinal research other than the fact that handicapped children are

regarded negatively by nonhandicapped children." sitpson_(1976) and Tucker

and Hririkee (1980) demonstrated that specially designed media can produce

positiVe shifts in attitudes toward handicapped 'children. Questions

regarding whether initial or:post.intervention attitudes would related

to behavioral differences should_be answered prior to developing large

scale attitudinal change studies. Bell (1977) has shown-that_expressed

attitudes of preschool chtldren_are not related to patterns-of interaction.

Sipperstein, Bak. & Gottlieb _(1977XLIasLe raised fundamental_ methodological

issues about assessment of individual'e-7bttitudes.__They have argued that

the attitUdet expressed toward handicapped children are a social group

phenomena_and that:such:attitudes are considerably more negative when

assessed in a group rather than individual COntext;Clearly the expressidh

of attitudes can be infI,Ienced by_groUp processes (Asch, 1958). Whether

such expreSsion is any more valid than individual attitude scales (Voeltz,

1980; 1982) as an assessment of the individual's : "true_ attitudes", is

.debatable. The ceitical question is 'whether either _type of attitude

assessment procedure produces measures which are related to behavioral

measures of interaction in various social contexts.
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Having reviewed the literature; it is clear that a number of studies

haVe addressed the impact of the of antecedent and concurrent.

features of educational contexts which we proposed evaluating within_ an

ecological model of integration. equally clear that most Of_theSe
features have been addressed separately, outside the framework of an

ecological analySid. Moreover,_ very few ofthestudies have involved
severely handicappe'd students. Thus we are faced with a very large number

Of factors which, when separately considered. may be critical to the

integratiOn of severely handicapped students in regular schbol and

Community settings; However; the available literature does not provide a
broad context within which to consider any separate finding. Thus we -might

ask; "Are critical administrative features (Stetson, 1980) so_dritioalthat
they compensatet for differences one might ordinarily. _find in lbdal

expertise. teacher Attitudes, teacher classroom behavior, Hor' parent

involvement ?" It is clear that such questions cannot be systematically

addressed based on the' urrent available research for two reasons;" First;
there had'been no measurement of the variations in the degree and quality

Of integration which might be related to variations in such fadtors about
the edUCAtiOnal context. Second; each antecedent'andtoncurrent feature:Of .

'educational, contexts ha6 been considered separately rather than. within the
ecological framework of4nteracting and mediating forces at various levels

of the ecology (Bronfenbrenner. 1977). The purposes of the project to
evaluate the integration of severely handicapped stddentS were to

1. base whatever conclusions were made about the important
variables, affecting integration upon a consistent metric
for measuring the degree of integragonl

2. determine which features-of educational contexts emerged
AS critical when evaluated within the ecological
framework of other presumed critical component';

3; determine whether integration. as measured by the rate

, of interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped.
.students. had an edOcationai impact_on the progress of

severely handicapped,: students__ and the-'attitudes of
nonhandicapped students toward the handicapped;

We will turn now to a description of the methods used to measure both

the degree/quality of integration and the antecedent and: concurrent

features of integrated educational environments.



CHAPTER III'

METHODS

111.1 SITE SELECTION

Our expectation regarding integration of severely handicapped students in:

regular educational settings was that few school districts would admit to such:a
goal. As one_federal, official said, "I wish you could sbow me half a'dozen." In

fact a_ total of 303 public school districtsAn 47 states were recommended as
attempting to -integrate severely handicapped students. These nominations

resulted from formal requests to the 12 regional deaf-blind centers and to the
directors of special- education from each of -the states, :from_ informal

questioning of professional colleagues. and officials from Special Education
Programs, and from an analysis of a survey conducted by the Association for the

Severely Handicapped of its membership.

In requesting information from these sources we defined "integration" as

the presence_ Of' severely. handicapped students in the same school building as

nonhandicapped students; Our definition of "severely handicapped" was the same.

as the federal definition;

"Severely handicapped.children are those who because pf

the intensity of their physical,: mental, or emotional

4mobiems, or a combination -lof_ such problems need

educational, social,; psychological, and _medical services
beyond_those which are traditionally offered by regular and

special educational programs, in order to maximize their
full potential for useful and meaningful participation in

society and for self-fulfillment."

The total number of ,sites by state and by nomination .source are listed
in Table 1; The total _by nominating source was: Regional Deaf-Blind
Centers -'26;_ SEA' Special Education Directors - 85; Special Education

Programs Officers - 7;. and The Association for the Severely Handicapped. -
201.

Each asterisk in Table 1 means that; of the sitesnominated, one was

also nominated by another source: Asterisks appear next to each of the

mutual sources. Of the1305 different educational,agencies nominated; :95%
were nominated by only one source. Only one school system was nominated by
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Table

TOTAL NOMINATIONS- BY STATE BY SOURCE

Page 111-2

Alabama

Arizona

DISTRICTS/AGENCIES SCHOOLS

S' 0 'V R C E .

OSESEA HEAP/BLIND TASH-

2

3.

12

3
3

Arkansas ; 3
3

California 8 6
8

Colorado 12
12

Connecticut 1 3
1

Delaware 2 4 2

Florida 9 26 **3 ath4 *4

GaOrgia 2 6 2

Hawaii 1
1

Idaho 1
1

Illinois
_ .

.

19 23 1 18

Indiana 11
**5 * *2 6

Iowa 10 6 6 4

Kansas'
9 4. 4

Kentucky 3 1 '2

Louisiana 1
1

Mkine 1 $41
*3

Maryland 3 2
3

Massachusetts 5 1
5

Michigan 9 7 2 *3 *4

Minnesota 11 11 3 2 6

Mississippi .

12 8 1 11:

MissouZi 4 2
4
_

Montana 1
1

Nebraska .

5 6 * * *3
***4

Nevada 2 2 2

New Hampshire 2 2

- 36 -
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Table I (Continued)

New York

New Jersey

DISTRICTS /AGENCIES SCHOOLS SEA DEAF/BLIND TASK

16.17

1

'1

1

1

a

North Carolina 12 11

NertkEakots 1

Ohio 5 4

Oklahoma. 5 4 1

Oregon. 17 *3 5 *10

Pennsylvania 15 21 3 2 10

Rhode Island 1 1

South Carolina 1 1 .

South. Dakota 3 Z4 3

lennesee 20 38 16 4

.

Texas 18 7

Utah 3 3

Vermont 6 5 1

Virginia 7' 5 3

Washington 6 2

Vast Virginia 5 6 4 1

Wisconsin 9 **4 *2 . *5
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three of the four sources: Madison Public Schoolt. This would indicate

that while _there ,i.s.more than a handful of titee_in which integration of

severely_haddiCapped_students is. being atteMpted, knowledge of these

efforts is not widespread. Thus, there is no consensus about whether these

sites are engaged in an innovation or perhaps no forum fe.:r establishing ,a

consensus about the innovative aspects, of the integration which has been

achieved.

:-Mere nomination_ certainly does not imply that- a site _actually was

engaged in integrating IsevereIy 'handicapped studente. To confirm the

degree to Whidh such integration was in-fact takihg place was one of the

purpdede of this project. However in Order.td Verify_the_beIief that a.

school district was integrated, 113.ofthe nominated sites were contacted

by phone. These school districts are listed in Table 2.

Phone contact was often. diffieUlt to establish and the:constraint6 of

completing the entire'site selection process ,in the first six months of the

project diminished the possibility of a systematic --survey at the site

selection phase. Thus it .was not possible to get detailed information.from

each of the hdthihatedSites.In addition, we had targeted states in the

geographic regiOn of states which SpecialEdUCation Pr'ograms .(SEP) had

:_nominated as potential recipients. of funding as model projects for

integrating severely handicapped students._ It would be difficult to make

any.. firm_ conclusions about districts from WhiCh detailed Information was

not available:, ;: However;. 48 of ,the 113 nominated sites which had been

contacted' provided information ebout the number of severely jlandicapped

Students integrated, the-age ranges Of the students, the schools in whith

they were integratedas well;as information about the size of.. the School

Alstricti. the size ofthe_spedial education program. and the socioeconomic

status of the integrated schools (if:known). 'the summary information from

theie 48 sites is presented in Table 3.-

On the -basis of continuing discussion with these sites; an effort was

made to determine a), the degree .of innovation in integrating severely

handicapped students, b) the willingness and resources of the Site to

participate in an evaluation as extensive as the one proposed, and c) the

relationship of the site to other. potential sites in terms of geographic

region, age range of students integrated, and the range of integration

activities. Based_upon these discussions 22 'sites agreed to .participate in

all of the particulars of the proposed evaluation: From these 22 sites .the

final selection of 14 sites was made.

During the early stages of negotiation with potential sites, distriets

were sent an overview of the_prOjedt outlining the design and generaldata

collection requirements as" well.asthe projeat's proposal which described

in detail the proposedevaluation pIan theasures_ and. timelines.

Discussions were maintained with interested districts by phone_ to clarify.

questions AboUt the design and.' procedures 'td be used as--well as the

involverheht that would be required,by ETS and. diettictstaff.Sites' were

assured 'that disruption of ongoing programming wOuld, be minimized and.that

all data collection responsibilities would be handled by ETS fieldwOrk

staff" on site' in their,. distridt. For those -sites which indicatetLa
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Table 2

Sites Contacted by ETS on Telephone

Page 111-5

STATE

AL

FL

HI

ILL

IND

IA

ME

cep

SITES SOURCE

Birminghay Public Schools

George Miller Development.
Center = Concordi'Calif.

San Francisco Public Schools

'Alachua County School District
Jackson County School District
Leon County School District
Orange County

Hantii Public Schools

Chicago Public Schools
LaGrange Area Depti of
Special Education

Hammond Publid Sdhoolt .

Fort Wayne _Public SChbolS
Lafayette Corporation
-Muncie toununity'
NE Indianz. Special Ed Coop

Dubuque.Public School District
Charles City. School District_
Maquoketa School District
Iowa City School' District
KaIona School District
Pymosa School District

USD #497 = Lawrence
USD i233 ;..-= Olathe
AtChinson=JeffersOn Educ. Coop.
Leavenworth Comprehensive
Special Ed Coop.'

Jefferson County Pnblic'Schools

Bradley_ ubliC Sdhoeld

Ida Pdhlit'Sthoois
Traverse Bay Intermediate
School District

Southeast Regional
Deaf /Blind Center.

Contra Costa County
Superintendent of Schools

OSE funded site

Sodtheast Regional
Deaf /Blind Center

OSE funded site

Illinoia State Deaf/Blind
Center

TASH:Conference

Midwest Regional Deaf/Blind
Center and IND-SEA:
INDSEA

KA; SEA

H;

.RY. SEA
0

TASH Conference and
Maine SEA

Midwest Regional Center
for Deaf/Blind
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Table 2 (Continued)

STATE

MINN

. NEB

NJ

OHIO'

OK

PA

tx

VA

VT

SITES

St. Paul PAlic Schools
Monticello Public Schools

Jackson Public SChOoIs

Lincoln PUblic Schools
Grand Island Public Schools
Omaho Public Schools

N.Y. Institute for Education
of the Blind- - Bronx

Woodbridge State School - Rayway

Toledo Public'Schools

Idabel Public Schools
Oaklahoma City Public Schools
Putnam. City Public Schools
Tulsa Public Schools

PageNIII6N

Teaching Research - Monmouth
'Portland Regional PrograM 'for
the-Deaf

Jackson Education Services
District Medford ,

.Clackamas Educational Services
Marion Education Services District

Pittsburg Public Schools
Philadelphia Public Schools

Tuloso- Midway Indep. School District
El Paso Independent School District
Arlington ISD
Region X EduCation SerVice Center
Fort Worth ISD'"
Judson ISD
Region XX EdUcation Service Center

Mkontgotery County Public Schools
Shenandcah County Public Schools
Fairfax County

Central Vermont ScflooIDistricts

-40-

Midwest Regional Center
for Deaf/Blind

Southeast Regional Cente
for Deaf/Blind

Neb. =. SEA

11

Mid Atlantid Deaf/Blind
Regional Center'`

Mid.AtlanticDeif/Blind.
Regional Center

Ohio StateCenter for
Deaf/BIind

OK. -SEA

Oregon Deaf/Blind Center
11

u
and Oregon Research Instil
Oregon Deaf/Blind Center

Penn State Center for
Deaf/Blind_

.Tic. SEA.
,11

VA. SEA
rr

It

OSE funded site
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Table 2 (Continued)

Page III=:7\

'STATE

WA

SITE

'Shoreline Public 'Schools
Lake, eshington School Distridt

Racine Public Schbols
.Oshkosh Public Schools
Madison Public Schools

SOURCE

'OSE funded site

Hid4eSt Regional
Deaf/Blind Centet
TASH Conference
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Table 3 ,

Site Selection Summary

te Responsible
m

0, Agency

# of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

'

# & Size of

Site ,

Schools

Total # of

Students

Served in

LEA ,

Total # of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

II of Schools

in LEA

Title _I

Enrollment

Of Site

Schools

,

Birmingham City

School District

5 DiB

75 SPMR

5-21 9 School() - Elem.

(16 Classes)

49,488 3,500 100 Schools ,

K - 12

Robinson

Comer

105

0

Birmingham, Robinson 306 77: elementary
Hill 178

Alabama 1-5; (D /B. stdt) 23: secondary

Comer 104
Huffman 0

k-5

Hill 321
,

Lewis 300

K-8
,

Huffman 358
Martin '70

K-8

.

Lewis 569
. Minor 120

K-8

Martin 272

K=4

.

,

Price 30

Minor 204
Sherman

1-5
Heights 95

Price 218

1-5

Sherman

Heights 447

.

K-8

George Miller East 6 TMR 6-9

,

1 elem. school 6,020

.

11: K-12

Development Centet K-5 6 :' K5

2: 6-8

A,coop. program Program operates on 500 students . 2:, 9-12

between Contracosta regular school 'campus
.

1: Adult

County Sup. of but in\an isolated
Center

Schools and Pittsburg

Unified' S.D.

portabli\unit

campus grounds,

on ,

Pittsburg, Calif.

\

...............
. ,
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Table 3 (Continued

06

A4 geSpOnSible

Agtfor

# of Severely

Handicapped

SW-00 in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

# & Site of

Site

Schools

Nal II of

Students

Served in

LEA

'Total If of:

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

If of Schoola

in LEA

Title I.'

Enrollment

of Site

Schools .

San Franclaca .

State University

& San Francisco

Pubiic Schools .

San FranciscOi'

California

'.0SE Model_Siti

REP 8050

/

81H . ', ;reschool

L!

Other sites to.,

be finalized

age

,

Jose Ortega

'k X-5

.

04734.

,,

109 Schools it

4 areas

80: elementary

29: secondary

,

*Alachua County

School District

Gainesvillei

. Florida

*Students moved

selkontatned

. nonintegrated

into

_

school,'

Alachua

County ED,

21-072

306

,

34 Schools

20: elementary

14: Secondary

Orange. County

SchOol District

Wanda, Florida

40 SMH & S. 3-18 Rungerford gum,

K-6 310

Pine Castlel1ea6

K-6 387

81;851

..

.

10i772 107 Schools

73: elementary.

34: secondary.

.

_ :_ __,

Hunger rdilem.

,113

Pine. Ciitli El&

9.

Jackson County

Public School

DiStrie

Marianna Florida

*,ThOrogram 10

with nonhandicipped

Severely handicapped

with other handicapped

ins tricounty

not int.grated

stu'ents.

ar.

segregat.d

served

tudents

program,

Jackson City

School

DistriCt

8)331

884 -16 School's

9: elementary

4 secondary
.

,

54

.

, .

,



Table 3 (Continued)

ible # of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

# & Size of

Site

Schools

=

.

Total # of

Students

Served in -

LEA

Total # of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA.

# of Schools

in LEA

Title I

Enrollment

of Site

Schools

Df 49 SMH, D/B, 3=18 5 Schools in Total in 3 LEAs:

Doper- SPMR 3 LEAs '
123 schools

Hawail

tment

n LEA , School

Wail Hilo: eSalvia Hilo: Hilo:

357 31: 19 elem.18,763

ite
10 Sec.

Waimea 2 adult

616

Winward ,Nammax4-0ahu:.;.--Vinward

Oahu: Kainalu Oahu: 31: 23 elem.

723 23,343 7 sec.

,

Kaimalu

I adult,

.

982

Honolulu: Jarret Honolulu: Honolulu:

Int.-508 44,665 61: 45 elem.

15 Sec.

1 Adult

hip High 33-35 SMH 16-21 Lyons H.S. SMH Program Lyons High

rict in

vith
(No. Campus)

serves 3 High

School Dist.

School: 0

ea Dept.

Education,
2,340

Lyons TOp:

2,340

Lyons:

: '9-12

lanais

(Continued on

: 11-12

next page)
.

55
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Table 3 (Continued)

2
M

Al Responsible

Agency

# of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

il

Age

Ranges

0 & Size of

Site

Schools

Total # of

Students

Served in

LEA

Total 1/ of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

# of School§

in LEA

Title I

Eniollment

of Site

Schools

Lyons Township

(conic)

Hinsdale

DIP:

4,306

Riverside-

Brookfield:

1,716

Hinsdale:

2: 9-12

Riverside- .

Brookfield:

1: 9-12 ,

Northern Illinois

University

DeKalb in cooper-

ation with DeKalb Co.programs

Spec. Ed. Assoc.

DeKalb, Illinois

OSE Model Site

RFP 80-12

Regional Program

Serving 10 LEAs

57

24 in public

school settings

& community

50 in resident-

ial & community

progr :In 8

6-21 DeKalb:

Senior High:

1,404

Little John Elm

385

Notre Dame'

OCSEA Residentia]

Facility:

50

\\

For 10 LEAs

in DeKalb

County:

12,905

LEA enroll-

ment:

Genoa

Kingston:

1.213

Shabbona:

503

Hiawatha:

635

Sycamore:

2,555

DeKalb:

3,965

Hinckley

Big Rock:

\\ 954

Sandwich:

1 -590

(Cont ued on

\

For DeKalb

District:

650 approx.

1,859

served by

DeKalb

County

Special

Services

.

next page)

DeKalb District

7: K-5

2: 6-8

1: 9-12

.

,

DeKalb Senior

High: 0

Little John

Elem: 30
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Table 3 (Continued)

11, Responsible # of Severely

Agency Handicapped

Studinti in

Integrated

Settings

Age # & Size of

Ranges Site

Schooli

Total # Of Total # of

Students Handicapped

Served in Served in

LEA LEA

II of SchoolS Title I'

in LEA Enrollment

of Site

Schools

Northern Illinois

University

Dekalb in cooper-

ation with DeKalb CO.

Spec; Ed. Assoc.

(con't)

Waterman:

361

Somonauk:

716,

Malta:

353

Hammond City

School District

Hammond, Indiana

310 9, 12 & Wallace School

15 years K-6 Elem.

of age

528

16,898 1,800 -

2,000

24 Schools

K-12

19: K-6 or K-8

2: 7-12

9-12

*Bradley Public

Schools

Bradley, Maine

*Program being

moved to another

district.

Regional program

serving several

districts

4 SE 6=9 Viola Rand

Elem. School

(K-8) : 200 st

Bradley, NE

Bradley:

1: K-8

Fort Wayne

Community School

District

Fort Wayne; Indiana

5 NB

6 SPE

Under Brentwood Elem,:

12 K-6 331

,Hogland Elem.:

K-5 469

37,120 3;000 approx; 61 Schools



Table 3

H

Continued)

M
A
P4 Responsible

Agency

.

II of.SeverelY

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

,

Age

Ranges

#.& Size of

Site _

Schools,

,

Total # of

Students

Served in

LEA

TOW # -Of_

Handicapped
.

Served in

LEA

.

# of "Chola

in LEA

.

,

Titli_I

Enrollment

of Site

Schools

Wayne-Westland .

Community School Dist

31627 Palmer Road.

westlandi MI 48185

,

Catchment program .

fOr 5 'LEAS

.

21 SMI/SXI

50 TKR

(under 39 IQ)

,

6-12 3 classes:

SMI/SXI:

Kittering, Elea:

K4 551

19i960

,

,

.

_1; X21

(w/speech) ,

. ,

.

'

.

.

31 'schools

23: elementary

8: secondary

.

,

Kitteriug 58

Roosevelt-

Mcgrath

Elliot 82

Hamilton 0

.

McKee 0

Hoover 38

Franklin

Jr. H. 40'

Stevenson

Jr.. H.

TMR_Program:

8 classes

Roosivelt-McGrath

K4 . 429

Elliot:

14 546

Hamilton:

K -6 438

McKee:

K;6. 251 .

Hoover: ___

K4 298

Franklin Jr. H.!

74 1,140_

Stevenson Jr; H.:

7-9 '

Marquette-Alger

School District

Warquette, Michigan

Helen Schipman

14 SP

.

Served in parochial

setting; Lutheran

Church - not a Echo&

3-16 Redeemer Lutheran 5;160

.

,

.

686

.

10 schools

,

6: elementary

4: secondary::

,

. . . .

. ,
.
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Table 3 (Continued)

-70
DO

Responsible

Agency

1 of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

# & Size of

Site

Schools

Total 1/ of

Students

Served in

LEA

Total 1 of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

1 of Schools

in LEA ,

Title _I

Enrollment

of Site

Schools

East Lansing

School District

East lansing,

Michigan

1 D/B

7 mod:ibivere

9 modr)severe

3=5

5-10

Pinecrest Elem.

School

K=5 365

4,834 250 12 schools

9: X=.5

2: 6=8

1: 9-12

Pinecrest Elam:

0

Traverse Bay

Inter. School

District #r -.

Traverse City;

Michigan

1

,

60 NH

mod, "'severe

.

3-21

,

Traverse City

School District

Cherry Knoll

Elem. School

K-6 437

Serves 5

counties

21024 in

5 counties

Antrium:

3,893

Ben Zie:

2,722

C. Traverse:

_111319

Kalkaska:

1,855

Leelanau:

2,125

Traverse Bay

Intermediate

District

serves all

handicapped

students ages

0-25 in the

5 county

area:

1,384

students

Antrium: 15

Ben tie: 7

,

G. Traverse: 22

Kalkaska:

Leelanau: 6

Cherry Knoll

Elem:

90,

'Spring Lake Park

School Diitrict 16

8000'Highway 65

Minneapolis,

MinneSota 55432

(612) 786-5570

UJ

14

6 ,

5-10

,

secondar.

age

Westwood Elem:

K-6 420

Westwood Jr. H.

7-8 484

3,906
384

.

,

6 schools

4: K-6

1: 7-8

1: 9-12

Total district

enrollment:

111

(grades 1-4)
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Table,3 (Continued)

4
ru Responsible

Agency

I of -Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

I & Size of ,

'$ite

SchoolS

Total I of

Students

Served in

LEA '

Total I of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA .

I of Schools

in LEA

Title I

Enrollment

of Site

Schools '

St. Paul Indeperd-

ea School District

St; Paul, Minnesota

75 MH incl.

8 D/B

125 MR incl

4 D/B

6-12

Como Park Elec.

531'

34,547 5,000

,

71 schools .

48: K-6

23: secondary

.

Como Park Eiem:,

0

Total district

enrollment
--

grades 1-6:

. 311

Willmar Public

Schools .

611 West 5th Street

Cheri Minnesota

.

15 E

6 Severely

Retarded

(will be 10

students next

year)

11 MR.

10,TKR

,

545

11144

Layfayette Elem:

165.

Willmar Jr. H.:

_937:

Willaiar_Sr._E.:'

'1,060

3,923 400 est. 11 schools

7: elementary

4.: secondary

Jt, independent

School District

287

1820 R. XeniUm Lane

Minneapolis, .

Minnesota 55441 ,

65.
Serves 13 LEAs

'200 TMR at

Elem, sites

54.TMR at

Sec; sites

(of these

approx. 30

are OMR)

545 Elem. sites:. 13

Sec; sites: 7 .

1,300

servedby .

Jt. Ind. S.D.

LEAS:

,

Bloomington

Brooklyn Center

Eden Prairie

Edina \

Hopkins .

(Continue on' next

Suburban middle

class area

page)



Table 3 (Continued)

ible II of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

. #_& Size of

Site

Schools

Total if of

Students
Served in

LEA

Total # of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

# of Schools

in LEA

,.

Title I

Enrollment

of Site

Schools

,

ndent

con't)

Minnetonka

Orono

Osseo

Richfield

Robbinsdale

St. Louis Park

Wayzata

Westonka .

iblic

2889

E 68501

20-25 SMH

20-25.SMH

5-14

14-21

Hawthorne Elem.

.

27,5000

.

2,700 Hawthorne Elem:

0

Eligible urban

center in low

income area, ".

but didn't

- apply:

Fontanelle Elem:

131
,

Hartman Elem: _

0

50,200

,

100 schools

74: elementary

6: secondary

School

#1

raska

Fontanelle Elem.

640

Hartman .Elem.

402 '

,
.



Table 3 Continued

H
H

Ai ReSpOnSible

Agency ,

# of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age:

Rah0

#& Size of

Site

'SehdoIS

Total 1/ of

'Students

Served in

LEA

Total 1/ of

Hindi-640d

Served in

LEA

# Of_Schools

in LEA
,

Title_I

Enralment.

of Site

Schools

Grand Island Publi 6=7

Schools

318 SO, Clark

'Grand Islandi__

:Nebraika' 68801 21

.

jut of a 31 district

cooperative; Grand

Island serves low

incidence spec. ed.

populations.

5 -8

9-20

HoWard Elem.

W; W; Connell-

a special ed,

public school

(NH ids come_

here & SH_go into

community)

,

19;000 est.

in 31 LEAs

Grand Isl.

6;500 est.

1;850

served by

31 LEAg

_.,

Grand_Ial.

700 eSt.

Ward Elem.:

45

W; IL Connell:

0

(not eligible

as it's SpeG

Ed; school)

,

,
Wdodbridge State 26 D/B; SE

School in

conjunetion_oith

Woodbridge Public

Schools

Woodbridge;

New Jersey

6-21 Lynn Crest School

\:

Avenel; N.J.

K-6 355

15467 1;500approx 28 schools

K-12

20: K-6'

7; 7-9

.3: 10-12

Lynn Crest Elem.

.
.

.69
,

4

_________

7n
v,

.
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Table 3 (Continued)

-11

g Responsible

Agency

of Severely

H dicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

1 & Size of

Site

Schools

Total 1 of

Students

Served in

LEA

Total I of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

1 of Schools

in LEA

Title -1

Enrollment

of Siti

Schools

Albuquerque Public

School District

P. 0. Box 25704

Albuquerque,

New Mexico 87125

200 SPMR

60-70

severe commi

disordered/

autistic

5-12/13

5-10/11

Altrisco Elem.

(K-5) 324 tt.

McCollum. Elem.

(K-5) 341 SA

McArthur Elem.

(K-5) 261 st.

74,412 9,700

fincluding

1,117 speech

115 schools

75: elementary

40: secondary

Atrisco Elem:

272

McCullum Elem:

65

McArthur EleM:

0

Wake County

School District

P. 0. Boi 28041

,Raleigh;

North Carolina

27611

10 SP

2 classes

6-17 Garner Elem.

(K;6) 893

Lignon Jr. H.

996

54,436 4,800 85 schools Garner Elem:

117

Lignon Jr. H.:

164

Forsyth County

School District

920 W. Eleventh St.

Winston Salem ,

North Carolina 27102

71

16-20 SP

2 classes

6;11

12-21 Cook Intermediate

Grades 5-6

309 st.

.

43,800 5,703

Hof the

1,810 gifted

1,226 speech)

66 schools Industrial &

suburban area

Large middle 8

upper class

Cook Intim:.

60.

,
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4' Responsible

Ageacy

Table 3 (Continued)

II of Severely

Handicapped

Studetts in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

# & Size of

Site

Schools

Total # of Total # of

Students Handicapped

Served in Served in

LEA,' LEA

/I of Schools

in LEA

.
_

Title I

Enrollment

of Site

Schools

Rowin_County

Box 428

East Spenser,

North Carolina

28039

SIP

2 classes

No. Rowan Middle

grades

749. it...

14,411 23 schools

15: elementary

8: secondary

No. Rowan

Middle School:

53

Alb:Tr!il City

Schocl Disirict

1813 E. Main

Albemarle;

North Caroline

28001

1 class

East Albemarle

School

(K-6) 321 st.

No Hanover County

3702 Princess Pl.Dr

Willmington,

North Carolina

28005

73

20 students

3 clean

Most are H. Bloun

5-8 yrs;' Elem::

old but (K-'4) 504 it.

range

5-17

2,399 at.

20,912

under 50

est.

''..mIremi

2000'

(of these

800 speech)

6 schools

4 (K-6)

(7=8)

1 (9=12)

32 schools

22: elementary

10: secondary

Eiit Albemarle

School!

Blount Elem!

50
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Table 3 (Continued)

0.1.

00

__.14 Responsible-

Agency

..........___

# Of Stverdy

'Handicapped_

Students in

Integrated

Settings

'Age

Ranges

# & Size. of

'Site

Schools .

Total # of

Students

Served -in

LgA

Total # of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

# .4 Schools

in LEA

,

Title I,

Enrollment,

of Site

Schools

.

Toledo qty

School DistricL

. _

'Toledo.; Ohio

.

'40 'approx.

including

autistic,.0

communic.

disordered

6 -12 Washington Elem:

219

Old Orchard Elem:

580

Oakdale

823

Larchmont Elem:

362

DevilbisstR, S.:

1.550

Libbey.R._S,:

1.650

48.151

-

,

,

4,752

,

,

79 schools

(K -12)

_

59: .K-5i 6 or B

20: secondary

.

,

.

.

Washingtonk

.85 .

old Drchard:

'
' 0

Oakdale!

.

85'

Larchtont:

0'

Datrilbisa ES.:

0

Libbey R. S.:

0

Marion EducatiOn

Services District

3180 Cinter,St. N E

Salem. Oregon

97301

,

'Program serves .

: 34 districts

,

13 approx.SPMR

within TMR

program

.

649

.

6-10

6-10

6-10'

11-12

14=19

SPMR students are

within TMR progra

5 classes in 4

LEAs:

Jefferson Elem.-

Jefferson

StaytOn Hi. -

Stayton _

St, Maryllem.-

Mt._Angel

ibodhurn Middle.-

Woodburn .

Woodburn High

Woodburn

35;825

served in

Marion ,

County

,

..........---..

.

,

581
.

.

. .

,

74: elementary
.

9! 'middle

15! high

.

,

Largetural area

100 mi. in

diametirl'

Blue collar

Jefferson Elem:

215

Stayton)li.:' .

50

St.. Mary Elem.: -

32

Woodburn, Middle!

45

Woodbiitt Hi.:

6
. ,

(last year - 28)

Monmouthi'Oregon 6 SE

7

I '\,

7-13 Campus Elem.:

14-16 Talmidge Jr; H

,

,
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Table 3 Continued)

i
N Responsible

Agency

I of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

# & Size of

Site

Schools

Total I of

Students

Served in

LEA

Total # of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

I of Schools

in LEA

Title _I

Enrollment

of Site

Sthools

Jackson Educ.

krviaa Diitrict

Tedford; Oregon

.

,

.

55 mod.4severe

,

041

5q0

(intern.

Jr. P,)

6.17

.

Program

in 4 LEAs

(1 class per site )

5-8 stilts

In Medford

Regional

program

serving

10 LEAs:

Total .1 of

stUdents:

24,400

.

Jackson

Spec;

Ed. District

serves

700 aPPr"

,

10' LEAs:

Ashland-Dist.5:

Butte Falls

SD91:

3 schools

Jackson Co;

SD6-Central Pt:

Medford: 18

Phoenix 24:

4

Pinehurst SD94:

1

Prospect SD59:

2

Applegate 5040:

Rogue :River SD35:

-liiiik-Co:r---

,

Jefferson:

40

Oak Grove:

MtGloughlin:

50

,

Sags Valley:

50

ittie'Butte:.

20

549

Jefferson:

Oak Grove

447

Elem.:

276 .

McGloughlin Jr.H.:

817

In Central

Distriet-6:

Sams Valley Elemi

K-6 168

In EillePoint

Dist 9:

Little Butte

Tatum.:

4 -'6 360

In Ashland S.D.:

Ashland Sr, H,:

1042 712

I SD9 1. Jag1e Pt:

8 ,

h
hlan

d
:, 0

,

.
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Table 3 (Continued)

tO

. 0
PA Responsible

Agency
.

0 of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integraied

Settings

Age

Ranges

0 :b Size of

Site

Schools

Total 0 of,

Students

Served in'

LEA

Total 0 of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

,
# of schools

in LEA

Title, I

Enrol ment-

of Sit
A-

School'

?ortland Public

Schools

;Mild Service Center

!20 NE Beech

'ortland,

)regon 97212

tegional prOgram

laving 48 districts

.

31 M.H. with

sensory impair-

ments

(D/B, DMH, BMH)

20
. .

11

24 autistic

students

3-21

6-10

Edger Elem.:''

(4_ classes)

K-6 293

Mt; Tabor:

(2 classes)

6-8 423

Creston:

(j classes)

K-5 462

Clark:

(1 class)

459

Grant H.S.:

(1 cliii)

8=12 1,529

Portland:

55 ;631

.

,

.

4;800

(with Speech

,

.

.

,

Portland:

16 schools

._ .

,

,

.

Brigir Elem.:

0

Mt. Tabor;

______ 132,

Creston :'

Clark:

0

Grant ILL:

..304

A....1.160
.

ill Creek.S.D.

illCratk,

innSlvania

_ __ a

9 SH Grandview Elem;:

787

(with 125 tp.Ed.)

McDowell Interm.

High School:

.1059_

7,468

_ _ _ __

450 ,

__________

11 schools

7: elementary

'4: secondary

_ . ___.

Grandview:

56
.

McDowell Int:

. .

, . , .1..,
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'6ble 3 (Continued

W ,

p., Responsible

Age'icy

# of _Severely

Handicapped

StOdents in .

Integrated ,

Settings

Age.

Ranges

--------------------,--

# kSize of

: Site

SChods

lotall Of

Students

Served iii

LEA ,

Total # of

Handicapped

8erVed in

LEA ':

G
rof

in' L A

,

Title i

Enrollment

of Site

,Schools

Philadelphia

Public, Schnols

Philadelphia;

Pennsylvania

_,',..-1.

23;000.appro),

. .

,

,

,

......:_.3

313 schooli

.

.

,. ,.

,

5354:

. 1

,

5;21 36 ithOO1S

Elet, - ES;

.

,

.

244;723

'

&Cat Arei'S.D,

161 -New Castle Road

Baler; PA 16001

11 SPH I

----,.......,

5-21 West End SchooX

(1 class) .:

K.-6 . 221

Butler Aria St,H

4 class)

1142 1;717

10,586

.

,

813 :

(with speech)

'18 schools West End School:

, 60.

Butler Ateli St,11

0

_

Taloa(); Midway I.S.D.

97601,abranch

Corpus Oristii

-Texas , 78410

.............

1 DEB'

.

a

12 -years

old

Clarkwood Elem:

X-4 '135 s

2,499

.

.

,

400 est.

I

4 aChdOlS:

3: elementary

lt secondary

.

Clarkwood EleM,:,

61

Regiini XX EfSerlit

Centcr .'

1550,N.E._LOOp 410

San Antonio,

-.]8209--18209

81

16 D/B

RegiOnal-Technical

a *lie school

idol,

Asks ancelrogram

setting,

,

for :20

lecomended public

4 .

ditittititi

school programs

.

.

Not operating

to contact;

IP programs direc ly.within

,

,

8914

. .

.
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Table 3 (Continued)

;
m
a Responsible ,

Agency

# of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

N & Size of

Site

Schools

Total # of

Students

Served in

LEA

Total # of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

# of Schools

in LEA

Title I

Enrollment

of Site

Schools

7-----

El Paso Indep. S.D.

Box 20100

El Paso, Texas

.79998

12 autistic 4

studenti

.

6-19

(pit of

ilem.ag6

General McArthr

Elem:

(2 classes)

Burgess H.S.:

(2 classes)

/

61 298 6,000 65 schoolg

(4 area S.D.1i)

McArthur:

139

Burgess:

314

Fort Worth Indep.SA

Spec. Ed. Dept.

3210 W. Lancaster

Fort Worth,

Texas 76107

14 N.H.

17 0/B

7-12

11 monthi

-14 years

Bruce Shulkey

Elem:

(2 classes)

Alice Carlson

Elem:

69,209 9,918 109 schools Shulkey:

Carlion: 0

.

University of

Vermont & Barre City

& Barre Town

School Districts

Burlington, Vermont

OSE Model Site

REP 80-12

Regional program

for districts in

central Vermont

Barre City:

13 autistic/NR

7_TMR

(for Fall '81)

_

7-;21

15 -11

Mathewson Elem:

K-5 192

Spaulding H.S,.

9-12 1,417

Central

Vermont school

population:

13,400

approxi

Barre City:

2,680

Barre City

2,680

,

Barre City:

5_schools

elem. & tee.
ll
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M
p, Responsible

Agency

0 of erely

Handl, ,oed

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

I -& Size of

Site

Schools

Total 0 of

Students

Served in

LEA

Total 0 of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

0 of Schools

in LEA

Title I

Enrollment

of. Site

Schools

Jniversity of

iashington in

3ooperation with

?ircrest Residential

ichool & Shoreline

'ublic School

Jiatrict

Seattle,

lashington

)SE Model Site

tFP 80-05

16 DI8 8: under

12

: 12-21

Firrrest

Residential

Axil: 400

i'iaxin School-

spcial public

school: 156 eta

Fircreg

serves 400

Shoreline.

SD: 11,365

Shoreline

SD: 657

(including

112 speech)

21 schools

Jake Washington

icl 1. District

4,

1. ,

rashing,un

SE Model Situp

LFP 80-51

'community model)

32 SH 13=21

or sever

to a seg

2 Special 16,894

Public Schools

Gordon R. &A

Special Ed. Ct.

Hauck Vocati.

Annex

Plus community

placement

1082

(including

244 speech)

29 schools

19: elementary

10: secondary

Judson Indep.

ichcol District

3ox 249

3onverse, Texa.1

SO

Their program

has been moved

education center;

0 handicapped 8;121

egated special

,

11 Schools

8: elementary

3: secondary
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H

011

14 Responsible

Agency

# of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

# t Size of

SitO

Schools

Total # of

Students

Served in

LEA

Total # of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

# of Schools

in LE,

Title I

Enrollment

of Site

Schools

lilwaukee Public

Schools

5225 W. Vliet St.

ilwaukee,

iisconsin 53208

Mod.-4severe

20
.
,

300

3=6

6-21

2 Elem: 97,207 9,1100 est.

,,ith speech)

147 schools:

118: elementary

K-5, 6

29: High

7-12

Middle & low

middle urban

65th Street: 0

78th Streit: 0

House:

Autobahn:

Fritaie:

Custer: 0

Riverside: 318

Hamilton:

65th Street:274

78th Street:480

2-Middle:

Moorse: 690

Autobahn: 741

Pritchii: -'i

3 Serilq:

COW: 2,275

Riverside:1.388

Hamilton: 2,371

idison Public

:pools -

idison;

sconsin

87

100 SPMR 3-21 Mendota Elem:

1( -5 246

Glend :2 Lem:

K-5 313
1

Van Rise Elem: )

K-5 294

1 i
tCoutinuPd on next

I

i

27,538

page)

2,00

,

45 schools

,

Mendota:

Glendale: 52

Van Rise: 0

88
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Table 3 (Continued)

01

m

p, Responsible

Agency

# of Severely

Handicapped

Students in

Integrated

Settings

Age

Ranges

*

# 6 Size of

Site

Schools

Total ,f of

Students

Served In

LEA

Total # of

Handicapped

Served in

LEA

# of Schools

in LEA

4.

Title I

Enrollment

of Site

Schools

o

iadison Public

ichools (can't)

John Muir Elem:

K-5 377

Samuel Gompers

Middle School:

64 720

116rbert Schnenk

Middle School:

6-8 254

J. Madison MEM.

H.S.

9-12 1,894

LaFollette Sr,

H.S.

9-12 , 106

John Muir: 69.

Samuel Gompers

Middle: 0

Herbert kited

Middle: - 0

J. Madison Mem.

H.S. 0

LaPollitte Sr.

H.S. 0

Sources of information:

* : LEA contact person

1mq, 01 enter Directory published by

Curriculum Information Center, Westport; Conn., 1979.

o or LEA Title I Crordinators

Revised 6/10/81
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.

,:llingnes to participate in the project, a detailed; individualized

3:etter uptL prepared sUMmariZing the discussions that had been held and

specific- data collection procedures, timelines and

-eshdheAbilitl.e;s. F011-cwing tApeipt of this letter, sites indicated

Whether a final commitment: to participate could be made. A copy of such _a

lettet.. is attached In Appendix A. In this manner the seleCtion of our 14

listrY.!ts was comrleted.

14 sites included 13 school districts and one public institution

for the mentally retarded. The sites were locr.ted in four regions of the

country-.--the Northeast.. Southi_MidWeat and .Northweslt and represented a

ranE;e of communities- inClUding suburban, .4rbAnand rural areas; These

locations also varied in size and socioeconomic- charaoteriztics as Table 4

reveall.

these sites integration with nonhandidapped students ranged

from
Within

physical presence within the same building to special progra
designed to foster interactions between handicapped and nonhandicapped

Students within school or to foster integration of severely handicapped'

students into community environments. Within this range' the amount of

integrated time and the type of integrated activity varied considerably.

III. II SUBJECTS

In all cases school systems:were asked to identify their most severely

handicapped students as potential partidipants using as criteria the

federal definition ao:J AAMD descriOtiOna_of adaptilie behavior of severely

retarded students ascribed belOW. Using materials prepared:by ETS. each
system then sent a letter to parents or. guardians of prospective students

explaining the purpose of the study and requestiri; permission for their

child's partiCiPation. Parents were told -that their child would be

observed dUring school hours and their child eTsment and program

records WOUld.be reviewed. .Parents were also aaked participate in an

interview, to discuss their child's program. The interview, however, was

not conducted due to lack of SEP clearance. Parents were assured that the

identity of their child would be protelted and that their participation was

Voluntary. All data was collected and analyzed using numerical

identification . numbers assuring comphite anonymity to all subjects.

Parents who were willing to hai.ie their child participate then returned

signed consent forma to ETS. ETS in turn sent copies of these permission

slips to each participating di-Strict.

NOnhaddicapped students were selected according to their opportunity

fOr contact with severely handicapped students to form contact or

tio=dcntact groupp; Students in the target sohoola who were known to

interact with severely handicapped students or had -the opportunity for'such

interaction were identified by teachera of _severely handicapped students

within each site as potential participants.for the contact group. Student

in schools that did rot have severely, :ridicapped students were _randomly

selected as potential participants for the nocontact group; The process'
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Table 4

Page 111-29

,

Integration Evaluation Site Demographics

Sipe Region Community
District
Enrollment

Birmingham Public Schools South urban 49,488

Birmingham, Alabama

DeKalb County Midwest rural. 13,487
Special Education Association
DeKalb, Illinois

LaGrange Area Department of Midwest suburban 10;124
Special Education and
Lyons Township High School District-204
LaGrange; Illinois

Spring Lake ParkPUblic Schools Midwest suburhan 4,210
Spring Lake Park, Minnesota

Grand ISland Public Schools Midwest rural 6;172
Grand Island, Nebraska

Lincoln Public Schools. Miftest suburban 25;466

Lincoln, Nebraska :

Jackson County Education Service District Northwest. -- rural 25,000
Medford, Oregon

Phila.;elphia Public Schoois Northeast urban 225;805
Phi7.a,:1,4phia, Pennsylvania

Barre City Public Schools Northeast rural 2;271
Barre Vermont

Southwest Vermont Sui:ervisory Unioa Nprtheast rural 4,769

Bennington, Vermont

Lake Washington School District 14 ,Northwest suburban 17;487
Kirkland, Washingtoa

University of Washington and Northwest suburban 11,365
Shoreline School District and (Shoreline)
The Fircrist School
Seattle; Washington

Tacoma Public Schools
Tacoma, Washington

Madispn Metropolitan School District
Madison, Wisconsin

Northwest suburban 27,000

suburban 23,232

- 63-
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for obtaining parental permission and confidentia.itY was the same as

'described for severely handicapped students.

III. II. A Severely Handicapped StudtintS

245 severely handicapped (SH) students ranging in age f OM _3 to 22

years_ participated in the study, .54 Weremale Stuut2nts w re identifi:

as potential participants teir respective school systetS a'corhing

the federal definition of :A:-ere:I.y. multiply handicapped previously quoted,

To provide sit,;$ t:':-: addiional information which would e,-.__

selection of severely handicapped students they:were provided with bhe AAMD

descriptions_oT independent functioning and:socialbehavior representative

".. prOfoundlYor severely handicapped individuals at different

6hblogical ages. According_ to_ the American Association ._On Mental_

:.iiItiency Manual on ClasSificatiOn and_TerminoIogyi a severely retarded
,..
>i--sonwould have severe_- MpairMents in adaptive behaviOr and a measured IQ

i.;ween 20 and 36. Using iMpairments in adaptive: behavior as a general

guideline, we might conclude along with AAMD that perSOnS would be.severely

handicapped as long as they were dependent on:others for asSistance_in

adaptive_fUnctioning. ,For ,ample, in the areas of independentfunctiOhing

a
lc,

.and social skills, a person would be classified as handica )P *CI if

that person could not perform the follOWing behaviors by the indi ated

ages.

Age

3 years

6 years

9 years

12 years

3 years

4

6 years

indePendent Functioning

Attempts finger feeding; cooperates in dreising,

bathing and toileting;

TrieS't0 feed self with spoon:

Feeds self with spoon, drinks unassisted;

indicates soiled pants or toilet needs.

Puts on clothing but needshelp?ith zippers
and buttanS. hah.wash and dry hands.

- 7

Social Behavior

,

Responds to others in predictable fashion;

communiCat2s needs by :66tUres, noises: or pointing;

occupies self alone Wit tor, for a few minutes

Plays in parallel with others for short period:, under

direction, recognizes others and shows preferem,es

for some persons over others.

9 years Interacts with others:in simple play activities;

usually with one or two Others unless guided into
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12 yeat.3

group activity;

articipates in group activities and simple group gamesi
interacts with others in.simple:fantasy play (e.g.; "store",
"house") and expressive activities (e.g., art and dance).

The population for whom parental or guardian's permission to participate

Was obtained represented multihandicapped and/or severely retarded

individuals with pronounced e7.fii% the areas of language; mobility,

self help; cognitive and community domestic skills. These individuals
required a high degree of assistance from others in order td /function

within a given domain. with- over 93% of the population TUnctiOning on a
sensorimotor or 71-7,:cperational level.

III.II.B Nonhandicapped Students

515 nonhandicapped (NH) students ranging from 4 to 18 years of age

were administered the appropriate form of the Acceptance Scale (Voeltz'.
1980; 1982); Of these students 328 took both pre and post school_ year

attitude measures Data analysis of student's attitudes was:based upon
students taking both pre and posttest. Of these Students; 170_(125 females
and 45 malus) were selected by teachers of severely' handicapped students as
most likely_to -lie_contact with the severely handiCapped students; 158

students (83 females, 75 males) were rand.Ally selected from schools in
which no severely handicapped atudents were enrolled;

Confidentiality

All-data collected and transmitted -;to ETS was specially coded- to

protectthe identity of the district and all persons involved; The coding

zystem that was devised nested various levels of information;. A. single
digit represented a unique code for information at each of 5 levels. These

levels. were arranged in a hierarchial order and included ieentification of

state; district; schOol teacher and student data Each leVel of-

information carried with it the unique code for all prior _levels,
the identification numoer for a di.strict was two digits_in length beginning
with a digit for the state in which the s_te was located and followed by a

aigit for tha specific 'district_ involveo. a similar fashion, the
idantifiaation n0r1ber for_a particular_targe(;student was five digits in

length beginning_ withthe state code and\ending with a disiG representing
the_ student, SLcha coding system uoj.quely identifit all.. information

pertaining to a site; Confidentiality all information was thus assu:ed;
wniie at.the same time providing for consistency in record keeping ar ease

in oerging information for dar.a analysis. data was :eing collected; any

perscnally identifiable information was removed and 'aced with an

assigni-ld identification number pricrto transmission to ET:.:a Raw data was

store in locked file; organzed by luentifichtion ourp..i. All data was

94
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entered and analyzed using these code8. A roster for each site containing

target students' identification numbers, names birthdates and sex were

Maintaned in a separate locked file at the ETS Princeton office.

III. III CONTEXT SELECTION

In our model, integration in school represents W opportunity for

social interaction between severely handicapped an nonhandicapped students
,

and:integratiOnin the community .represents this --same , opportunity for

interattiOn with community-people. BecauSe we wished to, observe students

bOth within integrated and nonintegrited toptextsi we asked teachers of

severely handicapped target students who had the greatest_knowledge of

these students' School behavier to designate these contexts. In specifying

the integrated context, we asked teachers to indicate the_Setting in, which

each student:had the greatest number of4 or opportunitieSfdr, interactions

with nonhandicapped students in schooi..or with nonhandiCaPped, people in the

ccmmunity. These designated settings were usedas integrated contexts for

conducting Observations of social interactions for each student; In a

similar' Mann.- me asked these same teachers to. indicate for :each- student

the nOninterated context in which each student had the most interactions

Or interaction opportunities with other severely handicapped students.

Thus the.s.Aection_of contexts for observation was individualized for each

student an was baseh upon information supplied by those persons most

familiar ie.. I'l these students social interaction opportunitie8 in integrated
i

and segrtted contexts. \

1 Data'C011ection Periods. The study :.as conducted in two data.

collection periods; The first_ period covered .0cto'Jer through December,

1981.lnd Lhe second period coverer' -March through May, 1982.
Prior to the

Start of data cctIlecti011 activities; district administrator8 were sent

summary descri of the'evaluation:project for distribution_ to school

staff; These deSCriptions_ were intended to announce to principals and

teachers ',:he involvement of the diStrict in this project and describe the

kinds of data that would be collected in_each schoro. Theannouncement

indicated,that a fi[eld worker hired by ETS would .r responsible for

collecting all data and would make every effort to minimize intrusion into

the life of the schboI;

III. III: Field Woirk

Recruitink. , Afield worker was hired to cone-et data Within each

site. Iii all tas -S;, the final selection was a dad/Si-oh arrived at jointly

by the diStrict an---ETS staff; Each site was asked to nominate potential

tabdidat-es fer the field worker positiOn. As it was not alwiys:_possible_to

obtain candidates reviously known to the diStrict, field workers were_also

r '-uited Of con acting college placement offices as well as'advertizing

-- 66 -
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the position in local newspaperS; Each candidate was asked to submit a

resume and a writing samPle. The writing sample was required since
readability was a'prerequisite to coding:data in the central office foe

statistical analysis. Selected.,candidates were screened .n a telephone
interview by ETS staff. Since fielu workers would he ititerating with

various school staff in the course of their dutieS; it wa:: very important,
that they -have excellent communication and social skills; and that they

recognize the sensitive nature of their presence on teachers and students.
In addition; we sought infOrmation aboUt field worker applicants which

would convince us that they were'conscientious; capable of generating and
adhering to their owp: 'work .schedule; and enthUsiaatic about observing
severely handicapped_students'in schools and community settings. TO assess'
these qualities a series -of followup interviews were conducted with

candidates who .passed the screening interview. Additionally, references
were contacted to provide personal evaluations. Final candidates were then
proposed to the district. In cases1Whene the person was unknown; districts
were encouraged to conduct, their o. interviews; Once district approval
was obt-fined; the field worker was hen hired;

.

t
,

:pra_t.rdng; A week-long training for field work staff was condueted in

the J

lauil..-m; Wisconsin. in the beginning of October; 1981. The Madison Public
schools had: generously agreed to allow_ our field workers to conduct
practice

had:

within school and'_community ,settings in which

severely tln ; icapped students were integrated.,_ Each of the field workers
had an opp4tunity to observe_studenta from elementary thro h high school
ages in_a/v4iety of integrated activities; Having -an opportunity to use

the observation systems in live settings accompanied by intensive
preparatory and debriefing sessions; provided field workers with a sound

basis to use these systems according to project standardslin their own
sites; In addition to receiving training in the observation systems; field
workers were also trained in their' other data collection resonsibilitieS.

' Each field worker received _4 cop1r_of the _project's trpining manual
containing a detailed discuflon of all data collection activities.

On Site Famil:Larization. During the two weeks following training;

field workers were given an opportunity to become familiar with their
students and surroundings; Dialing ::iiS time they conducted practice
observations on their target studerts.and received feedback from ETS to
clrify questions relating to the us of the observation systems and/or

othcr data : collection responsibilities. During this time they .also
collected student schedules and obtained _from' teachers designations of

contexts in which observations of social interaction should be conducted
for each student.

Beginning 'October
'observatiofial idatn in

collection waS
situations. In

senol. In Tacorn: .
Iarae staff redui-n
Novtwber.-23; datn
students in Philadelphia

26; 1981 field workers began collecting
All sites except Philadelphia and Tacoma. Data

n : those two sites due 'toil% local political
the teachers' strike;!delayed the opening of

,:zatic,n of special education services due to

'commoncement of project activities. Als of
collection began in Tacoma. .ObserVations of.

were begun on Oarch' 15, 1902.

-67-
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Ongoing Feedback and Support. To maintain ETS standards and ensure

the StOOthtransmission of data to ETS. a monitoring_ system was devised

providing for weekly review of the progress of data collectiOn activities

in each site. Field workers were required to prepare a projected data

collection schedule detailing on a daily basis the data to be collected for

the entire data collection period. Each week written time sheets

containing a daily listing of activities were_subtitted along with the data

that had been collected during that period. Weekly review of data

submitted'and progress made in completing scheduled activities was the

basis for _providing feedback to field workers on the completeness and

accuracy of _their performance. Regularly scheduled ,weekly phone

Conferences were held with each field worker to provide feedback and to

address any questions that -had arisen. More frequent phone contact was

made on an individual _basis as needs arose. Projett coordination was

designed: so that _incoming calls from field workers or district.

administration staff_ would be responded to within the same day as calls

were received. 0In addition to ongoing _phone_ contact; periodic written

instructions were sent to field work staff on both an individual and across

site basiS.

The strong emphasis on communication with field work staff_ ensured

that they fulfilled their responsibilities in an accurate, professional and

timely manner± informal measure of this approach WAS the favorable

feedback from distridt_ adtinistration in all sites -on the high level of

professionalism exhibited by field work staff._ In fact, several sites

indicated an interest in hiring ETS staff folloWing the completion of the

project. Onsite monitoring of the process of data collection was

conducted through visits to participating sites conducted by project _staff

from the Princeton office. Within the first data collection period two

visits were made to 10 of the 14 sites. Within 4 sites located on the West

coast, transportation costs alloWed that only one site visit occur within

each data collection period. _All sites were visited on-de dUring the second

data collection period. At the time of each vislV,_a meeting was held with

district administration to discuss the project's _prOgress,and respond

directly to any questiOnS or:concerns. Additionally, time was spent with

field work staff reviewing the progress of data collection and conducting

joint oservations of target students using_both observation systems. Prior

to resumption of data collection activities in March of 19$2,- extensive

communication occurred with field work staff and district administration.

In the interim periodi field work staff had been,prepared_thrOUgh ongoing

telephone contacts and written_intructions. District edMinistration and

teaching staff were prepared forthe_beginning of the second data period

through correspondence and discussions with the project director, Richard

Brinker; followed up by direct contact with research assistants assigned to

each site. As a reSUlt, the transition was made smoothly and without

disruption to ongoing school activities. The system for monitoring data

collectiOn activities continued to be conducted through weekly phone

contacts with each research: assistant, weekly review of incoming data,

periodic written instructions and On=site reliability visits.
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The first week of data collection was spent_ collecting information on

the amount of integrated time planned for each target student, reviewing

contexts for observation and conducting practice observations on each

target student. This itircrMation was reviewed and critiqued with each
research assistant by Princeton'staff to ensure maintenance of project

standards Actual observations were begun on March 8.with the- exception of
three sites in which replacement staff had to be hired and trained.' These

sites were Lake Washington School District (Washington), Jackson County

Education' Services District (Oregon), and Madison Metropolitan School

District (Wisconsin). Training _for_these_new personnel was conducted at
one of the project sites (TACOMA, Washington) during the week of March: 8.

As two of the_three research assistants were working_in sites located on
the West_coasto_it Waa most cost efficient to conduct the training in the

state of WaShington. The Tacoma publicsbhools generously offered us the
tppoi-tunity to use their classrooms for trial observations and the

.UhiVerSity of Washington project was most helpful in providing office space
and video equipment to conduct didactic training. Following training the

new research assistants ;began to work in their respective districts on

March 15. The same process for initial transition to assumption_ of field

work responsibilities was 'maintained with new staff. During their first

week on site their data collection activities_ were closely monitored to

ensure consistency and reliability of data collection standards; When

assured that -they were faMiliar'With their school systems, target students

and data colledtitin aotivities; research assistants were permitted to begin

actual observation.

III. III. B TnterobsPrver Reliability

Joint observationa WerdodindUCtedineach data collection period; In

the fall data atilleCtion_period a total of 133 joint observations involving

ETS Pritidetan staff and field_ workers were conducted; Seventyfive of the

joint. obaerVatiOna used the Interaction Observation System and 58 used the
APPLE observation system. In the spring, data collection period a totaL__

85 joint observations were conducted., Fortythree of these used the APPLE
observation system while 42 used the Interaction Observation System.

The interobserver agreement data were obtaibed___for_ the criterion

variables reported ih_the subsequent analyses. Specifically, the average
Pearson Product MoMent CorrelatiOna between each field worker and the ETS

criterion observera was obtained for the following measures:

1. The total number of interactive bids from the target

student to other students or adults.

2. The total number of interactive bids from others to the

target student.
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Thetotal number of interaction_ bouts. A bout is a

continuous exchange of interactive bids between the same

participants on the same topic.

4. The mean length of the interactive exchange.

The average of the correlations between observers for each of these

measures is presented in Table 5.

TABLE 5--Average Correlations Between Rates

Recorded by Field. Workers and by Criterion Observers

Average Pearson -r
DC 1 DC 2

Total S bids to others :-8-$
-- -
.86

Total Other :bids to S .92 .95

Total Interaction BOUtS
.81 .83

Mean Length of Ihteraotion .60 .88

Data Entry and Checking. After data were received and reviewed_ for

accuracy and completeness, information was entered onto_ a_ VAX 10

minicomputer using the Forms Management System and Datatrieve_(bOth Digital

Software products); This _enabled the entry of data using a computer

facsimile of the actual data _collection forms. In addition; this

facilitated editing of Observational data where the syntax of the

observation systems was violated or where complete information had not been

provided. The data were subsequently transforted into specific data files

and variables were defined for analysis using the SPSS and _SPSSX

statistical packages (Nie; Hull; 'Jenkins, & Steinbrenner; 1975; HUll &I

Nie._1981_; SPSS Inc:; 1983). All observationdate were initially entered

at the level of individual student's daily Observation Sessions.. At a

later stage; data were aggregated by individual student across observation

sessions; Other data pertaining to state; districti_schoOl, teacher and

student: variables were entered onto each target student'S data file. At

each stage of data: _entry and translation to data files the accuracy of

Information was checked by comparing records to the:raW data;: At least two

independent check6 at each stage:of entry and analysis were conducted on

all data to ensure accuracy.

Observational- Data Collectri. The study:Was designed to collect for

each severely handicapped student a_total of two hours and_forty minutes of

observational data in integrated_ settings and a total of --.one hour and

twenty minutes of observatiOnsln segregated settings. _C011ection of this

datawasnto be divided equally between both the fall and spring periods.

Therefore; for each severely handicapped target student a total of two

hours of observation were collected in the fall and two hours were

collected _in, the Spring. Each two hours ofobServation per Student were

composedlof separate 10-minute observation periods conducted on different

days. Pbservations were scheduled _in this manner in order to obtain a

representative picture of each student's behavior that would not solely

- 70 -
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reflect atypical student behavior on a partiCUlar day. This composite,

picture_we believed- would -be more representatiVe of an individtal target

student'S interactions than a continuous two hours of observation because
such a composite captures the daily fluctuations in behavioral state which

'characterizes many severely handicapped students;

Exceptions to this plan arose in two sites; Barre; Vermont and

Philadelphia; Pennsylvania; Due to data collection activities Of another
SEP funded project involving the same target students Within the Barre City

Public Schools; concern was raised by_the school administratiOn as to the

potential negative effects orLtheir students of a second outside presence;

ETS agreed to collect only half theAMOUnt of data originally proposed.
Therefore; a total of -one hour and twenty minutes of .observational data

were collected in 'integrated settings and a total of 40 minutes of
ObaerVetiOnal data were collected in segregated settings. In Philadelphia;

dUe to a_teadher's strike in the fall of 198Imhich delayed school opening
and engendered some tension within the district; data collection activities

were not begun until March 1982; Atthat time it was agreed to liMit all
data collection activities including collection of observational data.

Thus;; for each student; only forty_minutes of observations were conducted .

in integrated settings and twenty minutes- Were conducted in segregated

settings; Within the remaining. twelve sites, exceptions to the amount of
planned observational time occurred on an individual student basis because

A
of fadtdora such as illtieSS6S; change in residence; or conflicts in

.SChedUling _due primarily to the infrequency of occurrence of the designated
setting. 'Nevertheless; for the large majority of students (n = 234_for the
fall data collection period and .n = 245_ for the spring data collection
period); the amount of observational data agreed upon with each site was in
fact collected;

III. IV OBSERVATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

The central focus of the integration evaluation, project was the

description of integration in terms of opportunities for__social

interaction; Previous studies of integration of severely handicapped,

students have focused _on policy and planning variables Whieh faoil/tate
integration (Stetson; 1980). bUt haVe not measured the omount'of integration
achieved. We have defined the amount of . integration operationally in terms
of the rate of interaCtidd'betWeen severely handicapped and nonhandicapped
students.. _TWO observational procedures were developed to record the rate

of interaction. Both provide three levels.of information:

macroscopic overview of the location of the obtervatiOn,
the people present; and the organization of the

environment
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2. deadriPtion of the specific social and- physical context

Of the observation

3. microscopic view of the_behaVibt of individuals relative

to the severely_ handicapped target student and of the

target student relative to others

Theframeworkfbr development of the observational tools was provided

by the APPLE system developed by Nadine_Latbert-and .colleagues (Lambert &

HartsdUgn, 1971; Lambert; Hartsough; CaltreY_& Urbanski; 1976; Lambert;

HartatiUgh, _Converse & Converse;_ 1971). Lambert et al; (1971) adopted an

ecological approach to data organization of events which happened in the

daily lives of ;school children. They used narrative recordS_Of the

"events" which happened_to children in the classroom; Events Were defined

as behaviors of children _plus a) the preceding behavior of others which

were related to the target child's behavior; b) the consequent behavior of

others to the target child; and c) the social and instructional context in

which these behaviors .occurred. These behavioral descriptions were

recorded in simple narrative records which were then codedVia an extensive

lexicon.' The lexicon evolved over a ;variety of educational evaluationS

Which utilized the APPLE. The system was designed to reduce the use of

inferential behaVioral oategorieS Which'tight have restricted applidability

to various school settings.

The APPLE_was_seleeted as a model for system development after careful

examination of other observational systems which, were a) not restricted to

classroom use, and b) were capable of capturing peer peer interactions.

One major competitor to the APPLE was the ECologicalAssessment of Child

Problem Behavior (Wahler; House & StatbaUgh,7 1976). We selected the APPLE

because the Wahler system is specifid to children's behavior problems and

the contingencies maintaining these_ behaviors: We,- anticipated._ that the

_severely handicapped children would often emit very :low rates of behavior;

Hence; the-Problem was to identify situations in which oppOrtUnities and

encouragement for appropriate responses were given'even thoughjid response

.
was emitted. We felt that an open ended system such as the APPLE would

help to identify the_ contextual. supports for responses (even in the absence

of such responses)_ whereas the Wahler et. al. (1976) system requires 'a'

clear behaVior: which is then categorized in-terms_of appropriateness; At

the outset, the flexibility of the open ended APPLE system seemed

advantage-0118 for capturing a potentialll Wide range of educational.

practice.

Our modification of the APPLE:syatem included the addition_Of a more

detailed overview of_ the_ observational setting; focus upon a single 'target

student and the social behavior in which he engaged; and coding of the

identity of- persons involved'in the interaction. The systet which we have

called_ APPLE incorporates the narrative record of

entededent=tesponseconsequence
units._ The Interaction Observation Systet

(Brinker, 1981) did not include narrative recording of what transpired
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during an interaction but recorded the number of exchanges between

participants mithin interactions. Due to the costs of data coding and

reduction for the APPLE_tiarratiVe records, only the Interaction'Observation

System data was analyzed_ for the current project; However; both _systems

will be described since two hours of data with each system were collected.

III.IV.A Overview Of The Observational Setting

Before an observer began observation Of.the_target child that observer

first completed the Observational_ setting_ Cheoklist. This checklist

provided a macroscopic overview of the location of the observation and the

people present. The chedkliat is presented in Figure 3.

At the top Ofthe Observational Setting Checklist, the school diateitt

participating in the evaluation is noted; in addition to the target_pupil'S

identifiCatiOn ,number- the date of the observation, the observer, the hour

and minute of the start and completion of the observation.'

In the location column the number 1 was entered next to the mutually

exclusive location category in.WhiCh the target pupil was present at the

beginning of the observatiOn. If the location changed in the course of the
observation; the observer_COded the number 2 in the second location and the

time at which_the transition occurred. Changes were entered at the_end of

the observatidd. Up to three location changes could_be recorded inthe

sequence in which they occurred; In addition the social setting of the

room was described in terms of the people present and the size of the room;

III.IV.A.1 Adults Present. - The nUtberOf.adults preSent of either sex

were entered for each of the 14 adUlt role categories listed in Figure 3.

III.IV.A.2 Present; - Similarly; the number Of_ children present

by sex was noted; If the number of adults or children changed in. the

course of the.observation; these obangeS add__ the time at which they

occurred were .noted on the ObserVatidnal Setting Checklist When the

observation period was completed..

III. IV. A. 3 1;o-tattoo Size. - Location size refers to the physical

dimensions of the observed area; Size was estimated in terms of the number

-f feet in length by width.
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State School
District

Irate

-OBSERVATIONAL-SETTING GIECKLIST

School Teacher Target Child Cycle

Observer Time Start

Page 111=40

Time End

LOCATION

01 Special Cledird6A

02 Regular ClaisrOom

03 Therapy ROOM

04 Nurses Office

05 Administration
Offide

06 Lunch Room

07 Library

08 Auditorium

09 Gym

10 School Shop

11

12

13

14

Lavatory

Playground

Hallsray

Other School
ROOM

15 Other. School
Grounds

16 Livitg ROOK

17 Bedroom

18 Bathroom

19 Kitchen

20 Other Home

21 Work Place

22 Restaurant

23 Store

24 Other
Community

25 Bus

26 Car

27 Street

28 Locker Rm.

29 Pool

ADULTS PRESENT:

I. Teacher

-resnale

8. Nurse

Nile Female

2. Aid 9.

10.

Parent

3. Administrator Manager

4.- Speech Therapist II; Employee

5. Occupational Therapist 12. Cult:AY:6r

6. Physical Therapist 13. Other

7. Other Therapist 14. Reg; teacher

CHILDREN PRESENT: Bite FeMaIe Over 20

1. Non Severely Handicapped

2; Severely Handicapped Location -Size:

3. Selected
(feet) length z width

Tutors/Friends

Figure Observational Setting Chetklist;'
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III.IV.B Organization Of The Environment

After recording who was in what environment the observer rated

organization of the environment in terms of'the ways in which people,
materials and the physical setting were arranged (see Figure 4). The

following elements were rated.

III.IV.8.1 Material Density. - Material density refers to concentration of
material within the observed area to which children had immediate access.
The following scale was used:

1. Very few--materials are currently within the reach of
most of the children within the class.

2. Half have materials--only half of the children in the

class have materials within their reach.
3. One per child--every child has one. kind of material

within their reach.
4. Clutteredmost of the children have 2 or 3 kinds of

materials within their reach.
5. Very clutteredmost of the children have 4 or 5

different. kinds of materials within their reach;

III.IV.B.2- Social Density. - Social density refers to the concentration of
people withIn the observed area. Social density was rated using the

folloWing scale:

1. isolated- -most of the children are more than five feet

from any other children.
2; sparsely populated-60% or more of the people present

are greater than an arms _length fr.= another person.
3. moderately populated - -50% or more of the_people present

are within an,arms length of only one other person;
4. crowded -- between 50 and 75% of the people present are

within an arms length of,..at least 2 other people.
5. very crowded- -over 75% of the people present are within

an arms length of at'least 2 other people.

=75.=
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ORGANIZATION- OF ENVIRONMENT

MATERIAL DENSITY:

1. No students have materials

2; A few have materials'

3. Half have materiald

4; Moat have materied

5.. All students have materials

Page 111-=.42

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS IN LEARNING AREA

1. No grouping

Invisible grouping

3. 1-3 Visible groupinge

4; 4 or more visible groupings

5. 4 or more visible and
labelled

Sparsely populated

SPATIAL SEPARATION OF LEARNING

1. None

2. I - 3 simple boundaries

3. 1 - 3 complex boundariea

4; 4 or more simple

. Moderately populated

MGM:

I. Near silence

2. Quiet

3 Conversation level

Noisy

Very noisy

BRIGHTNESS CONTRASTS:

I; Uniformly dark.

2. Uniformly btight

3. Light gradient without
clear contrast

4. One clear contrast

5. More than one contrast

Figure

4 or More Complex

AREAS:

MATERIAL ACCESSIBILITY:

1. No materials

2. Only within reach

3. Ulf of materials

4; Two- thirds of materials

5. Most of materials

AGE APPROPRIATENESS OF-MATEKIALS:

1. Wants and toddlers

2. Preschool

3. Elementery school

4; High school

5. VoettionaIiindependent
liVing

N.A. No materials available

Organization of the Environment;
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NoiSe. - Noise refers to the noise level in _the Observed area

from either internal or external sources. One of the following dimensions'

will be selected:

1. near silence - -no auditory stimulation is noticeable.,

2. quiet.r=bne -could be heard by those within 10 feet by
speaking_ softer than normal conversational level.

3. conversational level --one could be heard by those within
10 feet by speaking in normal conversational tones.

4. noisy--in order to be heard by those within 10 -feet _one
would have to raise one's-voice abCve the usual_level.__

5; very noisy--in order to be heard by those within 10

feet, one would have to ShOUt.

III.IV.B.4 Brithtness Contrasts; - Brightness contrasts refers to the

number of bright and dark places in the observed area. One of the

following scald items was recorded:

1. uniformly dark-the entire Area is dark
for an .hour anywhere in the room would normally. .strain

one's eyes)._
2. uniforMly brigbt==the entire area is uniformly bright

either frOM bright fluorescent illumination or bright

sunlight.
3. light gradient without clear contrast- -there is_ a

well-illuminated part of the area and a less
well-illuminated area but there is no distinct boundary
between the light and dark_parta.

4. one ,clear contrast-=there is one Well=illuminated area

and one dark area with a distinct boundary between the
two.

5: more than one COnttast==there are several brightness

contrasts including well il=lum=in=ated areas and dark
areas With Clear boundaries between the two (produced by
light through the window, lamps, shades/curtains, and
flourescent lighting).

III.IV.B.5 Learning Areas.=. Learning areas refer to the way in which the

observed area Was organized for various learning. activities. ,The

dithetiSiOns range from clearly defined areas to areas without: _clear

definition serving many purposes. A learning area is a place where a

specific kind of learning about a particular_subject matteror_tOpic takes

place; The topic or subject matter of'a learning area should.be obvious

from the materials available. For example;_ a hOuse area might haye a

stove, pots anu pansi a refrigerator, a mirrori old Olothes, a bed, a toy

baby. Depending upon }IOW olear the boundaries are between areas; the house
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area might be two separate areas--a kitchen and a bedroOt.

The learning enVirOnments'were rated in terms of whether 1) materials

were clearly grouped into types and 2) whether these groupings were clearly

separated froM other groupings. The_importariCe of both dimensions (1. the

overt classification of materials_apd 2. the spatial organization_of these

classifications) may:not be readily apparent. However; these_ dimensions

seem to occur independentlY._ For example; in many preschool classrooms

Most of the puzzles are grouped together; the building blddka are grouped

together; the kitchen toys/items are grouped together; However; these

groupings are often not. separated from each other biv spatial boundaries

such as bookcases Or moveable_ partitions. AnOther example of clear

classificatiOn_Often without clear separation -of one classification from'

another would be found in a supermarket. Most of the same type of products

are grouped together but the separation of Oneiikind of product from another

is usually not that obvious. A third example would be classrooms_ which are

divided into areas by furniture, cabinetS and other kinds of barriers, but

which have no clear grouping of materials within areas.

Thus; rating of learning areas involved the following two scales:

1. Degree of classification of types of materials/ -

activities.
Z. Degree of spatial separation or marking of class-

ifications.

III;IV;11;.5;a Materials ClaSsifteattom - The rating scale .for degree of

visible classifidatiOn of types of materials was as fdllows:

1. No grouping - -no visible grouping of similar materials in

(211e_place;

2. InViSible groupingseveral_ kinds of materials in

storage areas with some_visiblelabel/sign indicating

what is in a closed storage area. Materials not

visible. _

3. 1-3 ,visiblethree or fewer separ'-ate -groupings -. of

similar materials are visible but no-signs or labels

indicate the nature of the groupings.

4; 4 or More visiblefour or more separate groupings are

visible but no signs-or labels indicate the nature of

the grouping;
5. 4 or more separate groupings are visible and some of

these- are labelled_ with words; symbols; or pictures

related to the grouping principle;

10
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The concept of spatial separation of materials requires a' certain

agreement upon the definitiOn of a boundary. Boundaries, fOr our purposes,

were physical structures which;divided space. ShelVeS, -storage cabinets.

durtaina, partitions; walls, and different textures of Tlodr coverings were

typical bOUndaries; Boundaries involved_one_Of these types of pnysical

structures (simple boundaries) or a combination of such structures (coMplex

boundaries); -,-An example of a simple. boundary would be a bookshelf Placed,

perpendicular to a wall. An example_OT_a complex boundary would be an area

bounded by a bookshelf and wall_which also had a change in floor covering.

For example, carpet was inthethree=sided area but linoleum Was outside

this area. Thus. complak boundaries involve at least' two different

physical structures which separate a space from the adjacent space; An

area-bounded on fdUe sides with a clear entrance_ would be a complex

boundary since in addition to two walls there would be at least two other

physiCal structures to create the space. A mat or carpet in the middle or

the flOtor Wald be a simple rather than complex boundary since the area is

Created by only one physical structure.

Spatial Separation 011 Leanning, Areas; The rating _scale for

spatial separation of. materials is the following:

1. .Nond=;=nd clear spatial boundaries apart frOt the four

Walls in the room.

2. 1 to 3 (simpIe)--between one and three areas are defined

by simple boundarida.
3. 1 to 3 (cOmpleX)==between one and three areas are

dcfined by_comPlex boundaries;
4 dr_Mded (simple)- -four or more separate areas most of

which are created by simple boundaries._
4 or more (dditplex)-7separate areas at least 2 of which

are created by comi0ex boundaries.

All of the preceding ratings.which have been described involved rating

of the entire. environment_ as it would impinge:on anyone. "The next two

ratings were specifically in tefetence to the target_ pupil for the

observation. The two environmental aspects rated relative to the target

student werd_a)range of materials to which'the target pupil had access at

the.-Aime Of the observation and b) the approOriateness of these materials

to that child's chronological age.

= 7 9 =
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III;IV;13;6' Material Accessibility. Material accessibility refered tothe
_ _ --

variety of materials that were available to the target child during the

observational periOd. That is, of the materials in the learning

environment, What pettentage_ of the materials would it be physically

possible fOt the targetstudent to touch if allowed to do whatever he/she

wanted.. The possibilities of that target student touching materials in the

environment was rated rather than the actual materials which_ the target

Student was touching. at the moment or which were nearby. Obviously target

students with severe motor impairments WOUld_Obly be able to touch those

few objects arranged, immediately near their hands; Other severely

handicapped students might be Able to touch any of the materials avaialbe

in the classroom. HoweVet; if -the materials were in a different room or in

a closed cabinet then they_would not be accessible even to the amubuletoty

severely _handidapped'_StUdent; Thus; rating the degree of accessibility

involves knoWing the physical mobility of 'the target student as well a$ the

locatiOn of materials in the classroom. \The following scale was used to

rate the accessibility of:materials to the severely handicapped students:

1. None - -no materials are accessible to the target student;

2. Within reach--only matetial6 placed within this target

students reach are available to the student;
3. About half of the materials. are available to the target

student.
4. AboUt tWo=thirds of the materials are available to the

target student.
5. MOStHCf the materials in the classroom are available

the target student;

III;IV;B;7 AEE Appropriateness OfMateriale; This refers to the

suitability of the materials accessible for the target child in terms of

chronological age.

For example; a tenyearold severely handidapped student may be

working with puzzles or toys which were de-Signed for much younger preschool

children; Although such toys may ibe appropriate for the developmental

level'at which the handicapped student is functioning; they are not typical

materials for nonhandidapped students of that age; In rating the

chronological age appropriateness of materials the:tasks and materials

being used_were compared with materials which nonhandicapped students as

old as the target student would be engaged in this environment. Thus the

rating was based on whether the available materials tbemSalVeS were typical

for children the age of the target child. The rating scale, for the age

appropriateness of the materials was as folloWS:

1. N.A. - -not applytable since_ there are no materials

acCessible to the tatget student and rating of 1 was

assigned above; for material aceessibility;
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Infants--the accessible_ materials would ordinarily

used by infants and toddlers.
3; Preschool--the accessible materials would ordinarily be

used by preschool and nursery school children._

4. -Elementary'- school- -the accessible matetielS would

:ordinarily be used by children in elesientaty school.

(ages 6=12);

5. High school--the accessible materials would ordinarily

be used by students in high schoOl (ages 1318);

6; Prevocational/independent liVing==the accessible

materials would ordinarily be used by people

independently living in and holding jobs in the

community.

III.IV.0 Immediate- Context.

After completing the Observetional Setting Checklist the field workers set

their alarm chronographs for-11 minutes after the presenttime. During the

next minute they provided information on the immediate interactive setting

of the target student they were observing. The e-purpose Of the context

section was to Ot.ovide information on the extent of individualized

instruction for the target student and the nature of the working

relationship of_the target student to the teacher And_Othet people. in the

environment: The immediate context section Of our data sheet is shown in

Figure. 5.

sun SOIUdL *WWI MAMA
DISTRICT

'TWAT QUID

CONTEXT kiSPONSIBLE
PERSON

DIFFERENT
WKS

DIFFERENT
LEVELS

SOCIAL_
strum

TINE

Pupil May Icy t

PoulAlonIngt

0(00'14,41c E4u/proatt

TeithIA4 AccivItys

CIC11 WEENIE Pi=

Figure 5. Immediate context information
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The time of day at which a context began was entered in the to p boxb on

the lefthand side. New context information was entered whenever a context

changed and the new_time was entered when such changes occurred. The

target pupil's task relative to others 'in the_group and the target pupil's

location in the social setting was recorded using predefined codes

described _belOW.. The categories, were assigned based on answers to the

following four questions;

III.IV.C.1 Responsible Pei-son. = Who is responsible for the target pupil's

activity? The question of responsibility refers to specific interactive

behaviors with the target pupil; Thus, while the teacher has continual

responsibility. for many daily activities._ we are referring: to

responsibility 6S__it has been assigned in the interactions which occur

during school. The following mutually exclusive codes can be entered: 1.

T -- teacher; 2. Th -- Therapist; 3. A -- aide; 4; OA other adLit;

5. __HM == a severely handica00ed tale_ student; 6. HF a severely

.handicapped female ,student;_ 7._ NM -- a nonhandicapped male_ student; 8.

NF -- a nonhandicapped feMale student; ;:9; I -- the target pupil on

his /her own.

III.IV.C.2 Differentiation Of Task. To what extent is the target

student's task the same kind of task as the other children's in the

environment? The task is the activity and materials with which the target

pupil is erigtgeth

1. 1 -- target pupil's task is

different from all other children'

tasks
2. G -- target pupil's, task is the same

as at least one other child's task

bUt not the same as the whole

group's task
3. C -- target pupil is involved in the

same kind of task as the rest of the

children present

III.IV.C.3 Differentiation Of Task Level. 7. To whatextent is the target

pupil engaged in a task at the same_level as others in the group who are

involVed in that task? The level of the task is the extent of: use of

materials or _performance of the activity. For example, at lunch all

students may be involved in thd_Same task: eating. However, the target

student- may be getting _phySidal guidance by the teacher to get the food

:ft-oM the plate to his_moUth, This woad be a different level from eating

independently. Levela of a task will be.indicated using the following

codes:
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1. I == the level of a target student's
involvement in a task is completely
different from anyone else's
involvement in the task

2. G two or more students (but not

all the students present)' are
involved in the task at the same

level of difficulty as the target
pupil

3. C children are involved at

the same level-of the task

Social Setting.. - What is the social setting_ for _the target

pupil's behavior? This refers to the group structure Of which the target
student is a member when a_specific event was observed. The group is

collection of ihdiVidUal8_ atigaged in a common . activity or .clearly

distinguishable through spatial proximity; The relevant codes are:

1. I -- the target pupil is alone
HM -- the target pupil is' 4 with: at

least one severely handicapped male
3. HF the target pupil is With at

least one severely .handicapped
female

4. H -- the target pupil is with both
severely handicapped males and

females
5. NM the target pupil is with at

least one nonhandicapped'male
6; NF -7. the target pupil' _is,with at

least one nonhandicapped female
7. N -- the target pupil is with both

nonhandicapped males_and females
8. T --_the target pupil is with. the

teacher
9. A == the target pupil, is with the

aide
10; Th -- the target pupil is with the

therapist
11. OA -- the target pupil 'is with

another adult

The above codes (with the exception of ,1) could be combined to

characterize the group structure of which the target pupil was::a part.

=83--
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IILIV.c.5 Positioning. The observer described the physical position of

the ,terget_child relative to_graVity (e.g., standing, sitting;' laying) and

the location of this position (e.g., in Chair at work station, in

parapodium at sink) _within the room. These descriptions were later

translated into the f011OWing codes: 1) lying; 2) sitting; 3) standing;

4) walking; and 5) other.

III.IV.C.6 Ot.tho_psatd_ Equipment. - This refers to any special equipment

which a OUpil was wearing or On/in which the pupil was positioned: If,

observers did not know the name Of,a specific piece of equipment they put a

.check_ next to orthopedic egOiptent and obtained the name of that equipment

from the teacher after the observation. From _these, written descriptions

numeric codes were later supplied to characterize the orthopedic equipment:

0) none; 1) leg braces; 2) helmet; 3) standing frame/parapodiutaprone

board/ standing table;. 4) wheelchair; and 5) other.

III.IV.C.7 Teaching Activity. = This refer's to the general topic of

instruction irTE11; group whiCh includes the target pupil and the general

method the "teacher" was using. If the target pUpil is :being taught

itidiVidually or as part of a gedup; the topic and method of instruction was

indicated. For example, "shopping in supermarket, verbally prompting

Children to select _iteMs by matching _labels." or "putting pieces in a

puzzle; physicallY guiding the child's hand."

The teaching activity is directly related to the .person responsible

for the target pupil's activity._ .Ifa nonhandicapped_fetale ( NF) was

teaching the target student to_sWiM by physically guiding hit through the

water. (NF) would be recorded under person responsible and the teaching

activity would be described 'Wider the teaching actiVity box. If the

student .was responsible for directing his own activity and was' not being

instructed by anyone__else,_ 'I' -meaning self was recorded for 'person

responsible' and 'NA,_not applicabIe'.waSrecorded
for teaching activity.

From thedbserVer'S_Written
descriptionS. ETS coders later supplied numeric

codes to represent the teaching activity. The relevant oddes are: 1)

Caretaking;__ 2) Direct Physical_ TeaChing; 3) Verbal Instruction; 4)

ObserVitig, Monitoring and Supervising ;.' 5) Facilitation; 6) Playing and/or

ConverSing with Students: 7) -Other Activity; 0) No Activity; and 8)

Combination of Teaching Techniques;

III.IV.C.8_ Studen -t Activity. The_adtiVity.of the .target_ student was

described.in behaVioral terms. ActiVity descriptions inclUded reference to

the.kind of Objects with which a student was involved. WheneVer the kind

of objects changed. a' change in student: activity was recorded. For

example, changing from a puzzle to coloring with crayons would be noted

alder pupil activity since this would involve a change in the kind of '

Materials. Changing from coloring to l'ooki%g around the room for a

8
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.prolOhged period' (more than 30 sec) or to doing nothing would be noted as

a change in target student activity. As in the case of teaching activity,

the field worker's descriptions of the _pupil's activity were later

translated to numeric COdea_by Princeton codera; The following twelve'

codes. -were' used to describe the activity in which the pupil was engaged:
0) Doing nothing/Waiting; -1)_ Personal' Living; 2) -Domestic; 3) Work

(Vooa.tiOnal bt-_0-evbbational); 4) Community Contact; 5) Dyadic and Group

Games; leisure/Play;. .7) Preoperational School Readiness

Tasks; 8) Sensorimotor Tasks; 9). Academic School_ Wcirk; _10)

Watching /Passive Attention (Listening); 11) Social Exchanges/Conversation;

and 12) Other.: A complete description of the codes for teaching activity
and pupil activity are contained in AppendiX C. -

III.IV.D Interaction Observation System-

The Interaction Observation System was used to record- social. bids

(movementa directed: toward another person). The system was an event

sampling procedure in which all behaviors of a specific type were recorded

(Altman, 1974); The social interactions inVolving severely handicapped
target students were reCordedin a continuous fashion as they__. occurred.

The recording system was ;designed to capture the number Of exchanges'

between the target:pupil and others in the enviropment. Thequality of the

behavior- of each participant was also hoted. A sample recording ,form is

presented in Figure 6. On thiS fort, the participants in the interaction

are noted using the initials given in-the previous.descriptiIn of the

social setting.

III. IV. D. 1 Beginning Of An Interaction -

An interaction begins in One_Of four ways_:__1)_the target pupil emits

a motor movement_ when Oriented toward another person within 4 feet; 2)

another perstin emits a motor movement directed at the target pupili _3)

another person verbally or physically. guides'a 3rd person to interact with

the tat-get pupil; or 4) the target pupil emits a behavior which was not

clearly directed to another person but another person reacts to it by

directing behavior to the target pupil.

The, interaction continues as lOtig_aa it involves the saute participants

and the same-topic. The tai-get pupil ust be involvedin.the interaction
either as the person to WhOt pie Other particiPants direct--their behavior

or asthe person WhO directs behavior to'others. Participants were defined

by: 1) being_within 4 feet of the target pupil; or 2)1 being oriented with

face and, body towards the target pupil. Given these -conditions, a

participant's'behavior directed toward the target pupil was recorded as

-part of an ongoing interaction if it involved the same topic as the ongoing

interaction.
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The topic of an interaction was defined by the_ materials being used

and by the referents of verbal conversatiOn.. As long as the materials

and/Or referents,were _of the .same generic class; the topic remained

constant, e.g.. within a cooking activity the materials are pots, pans,

measuring duos, spoons, forks and various ingredients. These would all be

considered _part of the same generic class such that behavior inVOlVing

these materials would be part of the same'interaction. If the- teacher had

been_ direCting the target pupil with these objects and then introduced a

puzzle, a new interaction was coded.

The End Of An Interaction

An interaction ends_When a new one begins or when:after a reasonable

time. there is no subsequent behavior directed by the target pupil to

another personr by another person to the target pupil.. We defined the

time boundary for determining the end of a gifen interaction et 30 Seteinds

after the behavior of the.previous participant; e.g., if the teacher says;

ffloOk at me," remains silent for 30 seconds and obtains_nd response from

the target pupil, then her next behavior directed_ towards the target pupil

would constitute the begining of_another interaction. We have chosen this

long latency of 30 seconds to reflebt the fact that patterns of behavioral

exchange involving severely _handicapped individuals' can involve such

latencies between. behavior of the participants; IbUs an interactid is made

up of the exchange OfSOCial bids between two person's which continues AS

long as the same two people are exchanging bids in an Uninterrupted_ manner

t. abou. the same topic; In all analyses of interaction reported in the

reSUltS section the rate of social bids constitutes the dependent measure;

interaction Observation System Record_ Form

The basic context information is repeated 3 times per page., ,WheneVer

the context _for_the_observation changes; that change was recorded_in_the

next context box down the page.' There' was room for up to 9 sequences of

interactions, each of _which_ could involve 10 interaction opportunities:

The'ObServer uses as many pages:as are required -until the end of the 10

minute observation period. i

Since these interactive events should always be' recorded next to the

appropriate context; each of the interaction lines on the form were not

necessarily used, _e. g., if the observation started, out with only

handicapped StUdents, a teacher and an aide present, the context might be ,

deSCribed as shown in Figure 7; The teacher.approachesthe tat-gat,. student'.

and moves hiM closer to the sink. Nothing happens for several minutes;

until three nophandicapped.students enter and one_Of' them approaches the

target student. This change of_dontext is noted in the next context box.

The nonhandicapped student says; "How are you doing. Walt1"and,the target

student smiles. This is the second interactive event and it is recorded as.

s'hc wn next to the ,appropriate context;
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An example of the use of the interaction observation system is

provided by .the following:

Context: The multiply handicapped class, and a group of nonhandicapped

children who have chosen to be friends to some of the multiply handicapped
children are at McDionald's for lunch;. The children are in Iine. at the cash

register waiting to place their order;. The target pupil (Bill) is third in

line and is being pushed in his wheelchair by a nonhandicapped friend

(Mike). The context description appears in the coding boxes and the top
context box of Figure 8;

_

Behavioral sequence: Mike says to. Bill; "Is a. Big_Mac your favorite .

sandwich?" Bill smiles and looks at the Big Mac he isiholding. Mike says;

"I'm getting a Big Mac; too."

This' sequence would be recorded in the first interaction sequence box

as depicted in Figure 8. Mike's first statement was coded as a neutral
behavior (0) -and Mike is a nonhandicapped male so NM is used to 'identify

him._ Bill's response of smiling and looking at the Big Mac picture is
coded as a positive response (+) for the target student (S). Mike_ then

completes the exchange by telling Bill that he's ordering the same kind of

sandwich;

Later Bill is placing his order with the McDonald's person at'the cash

register. The cashier says, "May I help you?" Bill moves his hand holding

the Big Mac card. The'cashier leans over and takes the card and says; "You

want_. -a Big Mad?" Bill smiles, The cashier says; "Do you want anything to
drink?" Bill does not respond; Mike says, "We'll. just have water;"__ThiS

interaction is coded as a neutral initiation (0) by an adult (0) followed
by a neutral pupil response (S) of moving his handfollowed by a .neutral

. (0) adult response (0) (Do you want ajiig Mac); followed by a positive
student response; followed by a neutral adult question about drinks to

which the target pupil does not respond.

At the table Bill is eating his sandwich which has been cut into

small pieces: The teacher says to Mike; "Would you give Bill a drink of

water? " -Mike offers the water to Bill; who poves his lips to the straw and

drinks it.

For this interaction, the context has changed since the student

activity; the teaching activity.and the social setting have changed. The

other adult (the cashier),is no longer in the social setting so social

setting has been_recorded from the point at which Bill took his order back

to the table. This interaction is recorded in sequence. 3 on Figure 8.

Since the teacher's behavior directs another child to do something

with Bill; this is coded first, Such indirect behaVior is coded only'if it

directs another person to the target pupil or provides _another with

feedback for:doing something with the target pupil. Such indirect behavior

should be circled as.shown in Figure S.
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III.IV.E APPLE Observational System-

The APPLE observtional system is identiCaI in design to the

interaction observation system. Thus emerything described thus far in

terms of rating the observational setting, the immediate social context and
the beginning and ending of interactions alsO applY_t0-th&APPLE. The only

difference is at the level of'recOrding.individUal interactive events. The

APPLE system provides the same_ codes_ for recording the direction of
interactions and the participants involved S=0; T=S;. SA); In

Addition_ _to these codes the APPLE requites a narrative description of the
action which was recorded as a social bid:' Thus in describing an event.

using the APPLE the observer records 1) Who did it?, 2) To whom did they do
it?, and 3) What:did they do?

Events were recorded on the observation sheets in the antecedent,

target pupil, consequence sections of .the forMs. Antecedent events -are

those behaviors of others which are directed_to /the target_ pupil and/or

precipitate behavior by the target OUpil.1 If anotheraerson directs
behavior to the target pupiland therd_iS hot-eepoasehy the target_ pupil;
the observer deabribe6 the behavior directed to the target pupil and notes
NR (fornb reSponse) in the target pupil section; The next event directed

to the target pupil would be recorded in the/next box under antecedent.

III.IV.E.1 APPLE Observational Record /Sheet. _= The observational record

sheet, see Figure 9, wad' structuredto facilitate consistent recording of
the immediate context for the interaction, the participants in the

interction.and the structure of theiinteractiOn.:--

00 each sheet was header. information which uniquely identified this

Observation in terms of state, district, school, teacher, the target
student, the date, the cycle (.which .of the six 10 minute observations), the

observer, and the page wittin this observation. On_ each APPLE

observational form there:, were three identical fields- (see.Figure 9) of

information each of/zWhich was brokenintd_fiVemajor_sections with each
section being furthar subdiyided. The three identical fields per page were

used to record each separate interctive event and /or each separate

immediate_contekt. In the course of ten minutes as many pages. as necessary
Were used to record all the social interactions and changes in immediate
context whiChoccurred.

Within each of the three major fields there were five separate areas

as shown on Figure 10. The immediate context information described above
-was entered in areas 1 and 2 which were identical to the context

descriptions for the Interaction Observation syeteth.

Target pupil_ behavior was recorded whenever the target pupil directs

behaiiOr to another person; All smiles and vocalizations :by target

stUdent6 ware recorded since these behaviors have .speciaI social

significance; If the vocalization contained words the observer_ recorded

the exact words. Second, any behavior by the target child to which another

= 91: =
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person responded was recorded even if the target pupils behavior did not

seem to have a social intent* e.g.* the target pupil vomits and the teacher

says;, "Bill. has been sick" and' -goes to clean him* would be recorded as a

target pupil behavior and a consequent hPavior.

Consequent behaviors were behaviors:of others which followed -a. target

pupil's behavior and were directed to the target _OUpil. Generally*

consequent behaviors would occur within 15 seconds of the target pupil's

behavior; However* under some circumstances there may be a longer:delay

between target pupil behavior andoonSeqUende. Such events -with longer

delays- would only be recorded as consequences if the other prson

specifically made references to the preceding target pupil behavior.

Thus; all the_target_pupil social behaviors are recorded in the box

next to target:pupils. All behavior of others directed to the target pupil

are recorded as antecedents or consequences. If the target pupil's

behavior was precipitated by the behavior of another,_ then_the other's

behavior is recorded in the antecedent behavior_ box. If another person

directs behavior to the target pupil and that behaViOr was not preceded by

a target pupil' ehaviorthen the-other person's behavior is recorded in the

antecedent section. All behavior of Others; which is directed to the

target pupil and immediately _f011OWs the target, pupil's behavior is,

recorded in the consequent section. We budgeted 30 minutes for producing a

complete transcript from each 10 min; observation; This enabled observers

to check the_- completeness. of -recording and to' _translate

shorthand/telegraphic decriptions of the interactions into Teadable forMsw

Affective Quality of _Interaction Opportunities. .,The affective quality

Of each antecedent* target 'pupil behavior_and dOnSeqUenee was recorded in

area 4 of the observational form. Interaction Opportunities; with negative
affect* contained an obvious eleMent of Sadness; or. stress such as crying or

anger. All interaction ppportUnitieS, which were not obviously haPpyi sad

or angry* were recorded as neutral. The mere:fact of interaction was not:

thin this framework.

_Linking events th --. ..1.,..- Area 5 of the APPLE obserVational form

proVides for Aumbering each event . F n a social interadtion and linking

one event to another so that the number al 'bids in=7ti:111

interaction bout could be computed. Thus* bOth the Interact

System and.the APPLE system sturdtUreinteraCtions into a conversational

format which can have a variable. UMber of exchanges of social 6Ids within

and interaction bout..

.
Social Behavior and- .thon--;soral_ Re.qpnnses _to Social Behavior. We have

defined 7spcial behavior as anybehavior directed by one person to another.

Social behavior has the character- of exchangeS, as in dialogue or .

conversation; People take turns speaking. Somedne initiates the dialogue

the next person reciprpcates the firAt_ person responds again; etc;

beaching situations* the teacher iedontinUOUsly emitting behavior towards

students; which is therefore' social by our definition; However* the

behavior of the student in response to the teacher's initiation'is not

always social* e.g.* a teacher putSa spoon of food in a ohild's mouth is

-94-
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an example of behavior directed toward tne child and is therefore social by

our definition. However; swallowing the_ food is not clearly social; since

it is notClearly_directed back to the teacher. So the dilemma is what:to
clC With behavior which was not social but which happened in response to

teaching. Such behavior was recorded as a. target student behavior Sbut
with no recipient of the.behavior (e.g.; "S" vs; "S-N"). Thus; while a

social act normally begins' withldentification or the participanta,
non-social behavior in respnse to social behavior will simply be noted in

the space for target pupil behavior.'
_ _ _ _

The;APPLE oservationalsystem was particularly helpful in training

observers since the narrative descriptions helped us to focus them on the

same leVel of behavioral detail in interactions.::. Such narrativ ...

descriptiOna fedilitated the comparison of identical events-recorded by two
field workers during training;

III.V FUNCTIONAL MEASURES

To describe the functional _abilities of our population, the most

current measure of adaptive behavior available for each student was

obtained._ :The most commonly used measures included the Adaptive Behavior.

Sdale==SohOol Version (ABSSV); the Assessment Inventory for the Severely.

Handicapped Child (TARC)..the Callier Azusa, the Developmental Profile ;

cAlpern B611);:the Inventory of Early Development (Brigance, 1978) and tne
Portage Guide to Early Education (Portage). Table 6 outline-8 for each

measure: The number.of students for whom the measure was used, mean age,
standard deviation of'studentsl_ages, and the number_ of _Site8 in whi-ch the

measure was used. For 7 of bur 245 severely handicapped students; a

current: measure was not__available. For these students information"

concerning functional abilities was obtained directly from descriptions of
current leVela of functioning within their individualized education plans

(IEP8). Additionally; not all of the scales or inventories contained
inforMation on areas of interest to our study. In these cases, we also

supplemented information from- current IEPs.

Each student's_level_of functioning was described separately

e skill area: _1) mobility, 2)__ communication; 3) self help; 4)

cognition.. 5) Community/domestic skills. Mobility was conceived of as a

person's _ability to' move about his /her environment. The area of

communication_ dealt with a person's ability to transmit message's which

could_ be understood by others in the environment; including those not

familiar with the student's mode or level of communiCation. __Self help,

referred to the execution of personal independent living skills, such as
grooming; dressing; eating; and toileting. Lastlyi_cognition was conceived

within a. Piagetian- framework to reflect Piaget's level8 Ofdevelopment
including sensorimotor.preoperational,.and concrete 01ierational. skins;
Ccgnition_ also _L inclUded more traditional academicskills such as reading
and_ The category of community/domestic skills encompassed the

ability to function in community or domestic environments. Included within

this category would be skills such as cooking; cleaning; traveling. in the
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Table 6

Page II162

Functional Measure§ of Target Students' Skills

Measure

Number of
students.

Mean age
(yrs.)

S.D..age
(yrs.)

Number of sites
using measures

AdaptIVe Behavior Scale 79 16.6 3.5

TARC 53 13.3 4.9 3

Callier Azusa 39 - .11;8 3.5

Camelot 18 16.0 1.9

Brigance 16 11.3 5;6

Portage 14 12.0' 3.5

AlPern Bol 14 11.2 5.7

Other Sdalea 5 .8.0 4.0 1

IEP only 7 9.0 2.0 3
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community, shopping;_etc. Since four of our sites had a strong curricular
emphasis on theSe skills, we felt it important to include this dimension.

To compare the tunctional abilities of students in our population in

each of these five areas, it was necessary to develop a metric for scaling

the similar information from the variety_of assessment devices and IEPs

available. The concept of mediation (Feuerstein, 1979; 1980; Tredgold,

1937) was used to deVelop a rating system for each domain which reflected

the degree .of_ independent functibning, or the degree of mediation or

assistance required from others in order to fUnction within-each .domain

Each skill was rated on a fourpoint scale. The lowest level, Level 1,:

referred to the need for complete mediation. by others to perform the skill._

Level 2 represented the need for frequent mediation by others and_LeVel 3

represented the need for 'occasional mediation. The highest leVel;Level4;

referred to no required mediation from others in order to perform the

skill; Four of the five-domains were conceived along_ this continuum: The

exception was -the cognitive domain in Which Level 1. referred. to

sensorimotor skills, Level 2 referred to preoperational skills, and Level 3

referred to concrete _operational skills; Levey 4 would include formal

operational skillS ._and the conceptual relating of dimension's of

symbolically .encdded information,; No students were rated at LeVel 4 in

cognition.

.
Using information, obtained from the most_current_aVailable functional

measure; each child was then rated within each domain. A total score

summing across all five dotains was also derived._ In this way an ordinal

ranking of .:skilIs in each domain and across'aIl domains was obtained for

each student.

Interrater reliability for the rating across all ''domains was

calculated _using peatson correlations. A reliability coefficient_ of .92

was obtained. Pearson correlations were calculated for each of the ETS

domain tatingi with. associated domains from the Adaptive Behavior

kale -- School Version (ABSSV). The ABSSV was selelctedasbne of the few

available functional measures.which included_ severely handicapped Students

in the standardization- population and published norms for this group ..

permitted such a comparison. Table 7 diSplay6thecorrelation of ABSSV TMR
norm scores with ETS ratingS. The correlations ranged froth .65 to .90 with -

half of theSe falling ator above .85 level. These correlations_ were'

computed on only 45 students due to the fact that. the 'remaining students'

were outside the age range for the published norms.

As there were 34 additional studentswho were administered the ABSSV

but whose ages were outside'norm secondAdottelation matrix was

computed; In this second_analysis_raw ABSSV scores from comparable domains

were, related to ETS fUndtional ratings.

As Table 8 reflectS, all:79students whose ABSSV we had received were

used. The results in Table 8 closelyresembIe'those in Table 7. The range'

in scureS was :.67 The only difference occurred within _ccittUdity/

domestic skills where economic, activity was highly_ correlated wheh .

comparing this ETS domain to ABSSV raw scores Cr = .72, p< ;001); but

=97=
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Table 7

Pearson Correlation of ABSSV TMR Norms with ETS Ratings

ETS

DOMAINS

MOBILITY COMMUNICATION SELF HELP
COMMUNITY

DOMESTIC

S

V

D

0

A

N

coCNITIO$

P*1..61 Language Independent Independent Lappage

Dei.ii1000int 'Development Functioning Functioning bevelopment (

0.8949

(N 45)

k < ;001

0;7558 0.8610 0.6497

(N = 45)'
(N = 45) (N = 45)

k < .001 k < .,001 2. <,i001

.0;8510_

(N ° 45)

t <, 40i

ND-
bers $051

Time

0.8510-

Pi '.2 45).

y. < .001
,
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Table 8

Pearson Correlation of ABSSV Raw Scores With. ETS Ratingi

MOBILITY COMMUNICATION SELF HELP

COMMUNITY

DOMESTIC
COGNITION

Physical Language Independent Independent Language

Development Development. Functioning, Functioning Development

0;9186 0.8449 0.8693 0.6665 0.8442_

(N = 79) (N = 79) .
(N = 79) (N = 79) (N = 79)

2. < .001 P <.001 k < .001 E < 001 E < .001

Economic

Activity

0.7206

(N 79)

< .001

Numbers and

Time

0.8215

(N =;,79)

< .001
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1

less correlated when 1 oking t. ABSSV TMR norm (r = .55, p < .001)'. .A

possible explanati6h fdr_the dif rence may.be that older students were

inClUded'in the 66rrelations bet een ETS ratings and 'ABSSV raw scores while

the TMR standardization sample had, a. more restricted_agerange and possibly

less. experience with domestic/ecOnomic activity such as handling money and

stiopping; Overall, there was a great. deal of similarity. in the

correlations.-between ETS ratings, of functional level and 156th the TMR

standardized score and-the ABSSV raw score.-_ This finding-sUigests;thot the

entire group. of 79 _students who were administered the scales performed
similarly to_the_normed group and are .-indeed functioning on- a severely

handicapPed.leVel. Moreover, the correlation between the rating scaleS\and

the ABSSV attests to the validity of our rating of target ,student.

functional abilities;

III. VI FIELD'WORKER RATINGS

III;VI;A Rating Of Teacher And Sdhool Support 'For Integration-

y..At the end of the fall and'spring data collelction periodsi;iETS field

workers' froth_dadh:Site completed. a rating scale for the classroom teaCherS

;of the severely hendidapped.target students observed during the study.

AlthbUgh ,eaCh scale focused primarily on the involvement in and support

received by teachers to promote integratiOn; a few questions were also

included concerning the 'behavior of the nonhandiCapPed Studebts 'who had

been present during the observations. The rating 'stale. was designed in

question format to elicitinformation on teachers' age, .sex, efforts to

promote integration, degree of outside support received from other school

staff. or parents, and the teacher's general attitude toward teaching.

Additionally; information_was obtained on the friendliness toward severely

handiCappedStUdentS_WhiCh.peet tutors or other,nonhandicapped student8 had

deMonStreted during the Observation period;

Aside from providing information bn'the actual age and sex of teachers'

observed; responses to questions were rated on a_continuum whose range and

values varied depending on the nature of the question asked;. For-questions

addressing the friendlines_s__ of peer tutors (TUTBEHAV) or other

nonhandicapped stUdentt (NHBEHAV) toward severely handicapped students, -a

rating of 0 to 5_ was._obtained_Where(0)indioated no opportunity to observe

contact with nonhandicapped students; and the remaining ratings (1 to 5)

indiceted_ a continuum of hostile (rating of 1) to very friendly (rating of

5) behaVidr. For questions
year

the change in the amount Of

integration across the school year (INTCHGE)_ind the_change in the quality

6f-integration across the data collection periods (QUALCHGE); a rating of 1

to 5 was:obtained where (1) indicated a large_deCreaSe 'In':amount or quality,

of integration, (3) indicated no change, Ohd:(5)_indicated a large increase

across the school year in integration__ achieved. The remaining questions

were answered on a 0 to 4 scale, where (0) indicated an absence of the

behavior. in question and (4) _indicated-. a high degree of the behavior

expressed. Table-9:summarizes the range of ratings for each queStibn. as

Well as. the number of teachers rated.
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Table 9

Ratings of Teschers. and Nenbandicapped Students.; Attitude, and Involvement in Integration

Page 111-67

Question

1. Teacher's age (IMAGE)

. Teacher.* sea (TCHSEX)

3. Peer tutor' friendliness toward
severely_biedicapped ecgdants
(TUTBEHAY)

4. Other nonhandicapped students'
Mean-Mess towerd_severely__
handicapped students (NHERHAV)

5. Change in_ amount _of _ifltegration
- across school year (INT(MIGE)

6. Change in_quelity_of_iniegrstion
across data collection periods

- (QUALCHGE)

7; Teacher!.- efforts-to achieve
integration (PROINTG)

8. Frequency_of_regulgrAiducetion
teachers in environment (REGT)

9. Frequency_of_aide in
e nvironment (AID)

10. Frequancy.Of other special education
teacher* in4nvironment (OSPECT)

11. Frequency of consultents in
e nvironment (CONSULT)

'12. frequency of therapists in
e nvironment (THEPST)

13. Frequency incipal in
enviro

P4.5)

14. Frequimmy of student teachere,in
classroom (STUDS)

.

15. Pregnancy of parents in classroom

I6. Teathees_enthusiess for_and_enloyment
of teaching ly handicapped
student, (ESTRUS/

17. Degree'_of_prior_preparation of-
nonhandicatped students .

(NHPREP)
.

18. Ongoing_direction to_atd,facilitation
of nonhandicapped students during
their interactions with severely
handicapped students (NHDIREC)

1. Principal' support for integration
of_severely handicapped students
(HSUPPT)

Number-of
Response Ratings respondents Mean S D

22 years minimumage 60 years maximum age 90 31.5 6;7

1 4 female 2 4 male 90 1.2 .42

0 1 , 2 3 4 5

No such program Nelsen. Unfriendly Neutral Friendly Very friendly 2.78 1.96

No such program Hostile Unfriendly Neutral Friendly Very friendly
86 3.01 1.29

1 2 3 4 5

Large Small -No Small Large
decrease dec aaaaa change increase /acreage

65 .3.14 .93

1 2 3 4 5

Large Small .
No Small Large .

decrease decrease change
65 3.22

0 1 2 3 4

Now Very Some Actively tries to Great deal of emphasis
at all little effort promote integration on integration

90 2.84 .89

0 1 2 ' 3 . 4

Never Only one time Occasionally Frequently Very frequently 90 2.29 2.29

2 3 4

Never Only one time Occasionally Frequently Very frequently 90 3.42

13 1 2_ 3 4
Never OnlY'one time Occasionally Frequently Very frequently 2.12 1.40

2 3 4
visionally Frequently Very frequently .67 .74

0 = I -2 3 4

Sneer Very frequently 2.24 1.07

o _ l 2 3 4

Never Oily one tine _ Occasionally freausntly Very frequently 90 .89 .97

. . 2 4

Never Only one tiii OCcagiatvelly_ frequently Very frequently- 90 .98 1.39

. 1 2 3 -4
Never Only one time Occasionally frequently Vary_frequititIy 90 .61 .75

_V_ 1 2 1 . 4

No Very Somewhat .- A good To very 90 3;14 .92

at all little deal 'high.d

V 1 . 1 4 '

Now Very A lot ,E5ctensive 89 ;70 ., 1.05

little preparation
_ .

V 1 2 3 4

None Very Some A lot Extensive
little .direction

87 1;5 1.05

Rating for School and Principal Support for Integration

0 1 2 3 4

Not Very Some Actively tries to Very supportive

at all little promote integration of integration
42 2.68 .96
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Ratings of teachers were averaged across both data collection periods.

Whore- information was obtained only. in one data collection period dUe to

staff changest the rating for the available period was'used.

Teacher ratings were obtaihed in all but one site,_Philadelphia; Due

to the sensitive political situation which _existedinthis site; ETS

trained members of Philadelphia's evaluation staff' to collect all the data

for this study. To reduce the burden of involvement for their staff

members, ETS did not'. ask that. teacher_ ratings' be ,completed. Teacher

ratings were also not obtained for the first ditacollection period fer

Lake Washington, due to the 'sudden departure of our ETS field worker

assigned to that site.

As.new field workerS were needed for the second data colleatien period

in Lake Washingtont _Madison; and Oregoni these people Were unable to

respond to questions of change in the amount of integratied (INTCHGE)t or

the change_ in_ quality of integration (QUALCHGE)_across both data collection

periods and thus ,reducing the number_of ratings_ for those. questions.

Reduced number of ratings for (TUTBEHAV) and (NHBEHAV) were:due to a leek

of _opportunity to observe this teadher'S group_. of students with

nonhandicapped students.. This situation occurred primarily in sites. where

students were in segregated- schools and/or where :integration occurred in

community rather than schodl environments;

III.VI.B Rating Of School And Principal SUpport

At the end of the fall '81 and spring '82 data collectiOn periodi

field workers were also asked to -rate the support of the building principal

for integration of severely handicapped students in his/her_sohOOl. The

range of the rating_waS on an 0 to 4 continuum with (0) indicating: not at

all supportive and (4) indicating very suppOrtive of integration; An

average rating of support observed across both data collection periods was

computed for each prineipal; Ratings were completed on_42 of 44 principals

across all fourteen sites in whose schools target students were enrolled.

Of the two schools in which no rating of support was obtainedt one school

was located in-an institution and the other school located 'its classe-s--far

severely handicapped.in a building detached from the regular school. The'

field worker reported_ that, in -these situationst no contact with the

principal was obserVed during the data-collection.

III.VII AMOUNT OF SCHEDULED INTEGRATED TIME

Two sources of information were used. to collect this data. First,_

Measure of planned time for integration (TIME1) was obtainedthreUgh a,

review of each student's weekly program schedule collected froM classroom

teachers in October 1981. From these schedules were Obtained the number of

minutes per week in which teachers had planned for each student to have an
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opportunity to be in an integrated setting whether within the schOol or the
community. The second measure was the observed time that students had an

opportunity to interact with nonhandiCapped students or nonschool staff;
This information was obtained during the observations 'of each student's

social interactions within integrated settings. The amount of time each
student had a real opportunity for interaction was computed from the number
of minutes each student spent in the same immediate social context.or
grouping as nonhandicapped students orcommunity people.

III. VIII INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLANS (IEPS)

In October of 1981 each of the 14 sites were asked to provide for each
student a copy of the IEP which was in effect for the 1981-82 schhol year.
In this way a copy of the most recent IEP available was obtained for all

but five students (n =

Each student's IEP was analyzed to provide information on program

'planning for severely handicapped_ students.. The level:of specificity at
which students' programs_were palnned was reflected by the total number of
IEP Objectives written for_each'student (OWRITTEN). 'In only one of the 48

'schools involved in the study were there no objectives mritten on students'
1E1)6. For the 7 students in'this school; only a few bribed annual goals

were specified. Across all the remaining schools; short term objectives-

were written with considerable variation in length; ranging from under_10
to over 300 shortterth objectives. The degree to which interaction with

nonhandicapped students or integration within school or community_settings
was a valued goal was reflected_by the number of interaction or-integration

. objectives 'written (INTWRITTEN)_for each student. Here, too, variation in

the number of integration objectives written was considerable.'

A measure_of_student progress was derived from counting the number of

objectives met for each student at the end of the 1981-82 school year.
This information was obtained in May 1982 through available _written

information contained. on IEPs or EndofYear Performance Reports,

supplemented as necessary by information supplied' directly by target

students' teachers; A final. measure deriyed_from_IEPs waS\that of parental.
involvement in the IEP process_ which_was ihdicated by-- whether= or -= -- -not each

student's IEP had been signed by their-parent or guardian.

III. TX ACCEPTANCE SCALE

The instrument used in thiS study to measure nonhandicapped students'

attitudes toward handicapped' students was the Acceptance -Scale, 1981

version4 developed by Luanna VOeltz:(1980,. 1982). Validity and reliability

studies conducted on the instrument have consistently produced respectable
results (Voeltz; 1980)__and have demonstrated a positive relationship

between regular education students' scores ori_the Acceptance Scale and

their degree of actual contact With severely handicapped studehts (Voeltz;
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1982).

The Acceptance Scale consists_of a number of opinion statements which

are read to the studentt in small groups, Students write their responses

on answer sheets selecting one of three choices which indicates whether

they agree_ with, disagree, or are unsure about the statements.: Separate

Versions of!the scale were administered to students in!gradeS kindergarten.

to second grade (K=2), third to sixth grade (3,-8), and seventh to high

school (7-12). The maximum score attainable_on the three versions is ;30.

60, and 64, respectively; Within eon level_.there are a core set of

questiont abdUt attitudes towards the handicapped. These questions are

randomly phrased in both positive and_ negative terms to discourage

consistent yes or ho responses. Also )included are questions_ to assets

students' ability to listen to the questions and respond to the instrument.

Failure to respond accurately to these qUestions results in _the

invalidation of the sCale andremovalof that -data from analysis. A third'

set of items, not included in the computatiols.,of the Acceptance Score, are

those dealing with the students' general feelings ebOUt themselves and

friends which could affect a student's attitude toward handicapped children

and which can be analyzed as aseparate factor.

This instrument was administered to -two_ groups of nonhandicapped

students. The first group, designated "contact students" were telected

from schools in which severely handicapped students were enrolled._ These

students had beennominated_bySpedial education teachers as most likely to

have contact with severely handicapped_- students. Once contact students had

been seleCted, a second group:of students designated no=COntaCt students"

were selected._ TheSe students were randomly selected frditi student rosters

from schools in which poseverely handicapped students were enrolled_. The

two groups. were matched according to grade level -and attendance in schools

Of similar size and socioeconomic characteristics. The number of contact

and no=cOntact students varied within:each site as a function of the pumber

of schools' that were involved in the study and:the number of students it

was possible to include without causing undue disruption to each school.

The 1981 version of VO61WS(1980, 1982) Acceptahed Scale was

administered in the fail_ of 1981 and the spring of 1982 to 530'

nonhandicapped students ranging in age from-5 to 18 .yeart. 515 received

--valid scores on the Acceptance. Scale. Of these, 328 students had both

pretest and posttest scores. From this subsample, a_total of 170 students _

(125 fetales '.and 45 males) had contact with severely handicapped ttudents

and a total of 158 students (83 females and 75 males) did not have contact..

III.X STATE LEVEL INFORMATION FROM U.S. DEPT. OF EDUCATION

- 104 -
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III. X. A The Fourth Annual,Report To Congress Oh P. L., 94=142.

The Annbal_Report prepared by the U.S. Department of Education (1982)

provided information on entollment -. of severely handicapped students in
different educational environments for the 1980-1981 school year:. The

percentages of severely handicapped _;students attending regular schools
(PSHINT) was computed by, adding .the percentages provided for categories of

mentally retarded, multihandicapped and deaf-blind students within regular
classes. The percentage of all handicapped students served in regular
schools (HPINT)_ was directly_ reported for each state.. :_Unfortunatelyi at ..

the.time of analysis. 1981-82 infOrMation was not yet available so,; 1980=81

data was used.

III.X.B The ifid-Yean Fertormanne Data For 1981-1m

The U.S. . Department of Education provided information on the total special
education enrollment within each state (COUNT81) for the1981-82 school
year as well as 89-313 funding for severely handicapped_ students
(FUND89SH). The proportion of severely handiCapped students funded within
each state by P.L. 89-313 funds were computed from a ratio of the total

number of mentally retarded, multihandicapped and deaf-blind students over
the total number of handicapped students in the state.

III.X.0 Program 'Annual Reviews

Each state:annualIysubmits a report to the U.S, Department of Educatidn

which contains information on the. number of hearings at state and.local
levels and the major issues upon which, these hearings were held; The

proportion of state leVel (PSEALRE) and lodal level (PLEALRE) hearings
pertaining to least restrictive environment issues (LRE): was computed from

:a ratio of LRE hearings to total hearings held at. each level for each
state; These documents also supplied information on the number of regular

educators, special 'educators, administrators and parents_for whom each
state provided in-service training .in special edudation_(INSERV). The most
recently available annual reports were obtained for each state from SEP.

ITI.X.D ProjiPaas For Severely Handicapped And Denf-RIind Students

.The special needs section of SEP provided a listing of the number of
severely handicapped ;projects funded within each state (SEPDEMOS) and
nominated federally-funded model demonstration sites'to be,evalnated by our

. project (MODEL).

-105-
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III.XI SPECIAL EDUCATION STATE_ CERTIFICATION PRACTICES.

_

A_ National Survey was produced by the Poliqy Research Center of the

Council for Exceptional Children in December 1979. From this,document

information was extracted on the certification requirements for regular and

specialeducation teachers in each of our participating states with the

exception of Vermont where information was 'directly_ obtained from

certification materials supplied by that state. _Information on the

requirement for regular educators to have' special education courses in

order to obtain certification (REfNFOSE) was considered indicative of the

state's .interest and support in extending understanding of and

responsibility for handicapped'students'_education beyond the boundaries_of

segregated special education programs. Tho8d states that_required ,spedial

education. courses Tor regular education certification were -given codeS of

(1); those who did notiVere coded -(0). The notion pf :separateness was

also measured -by the 'certification requirements for special_ educators.

States varied according to whether special education certification_ was 'a

separate_ certification and therefore freestanding or whether- certification

in special education:aS ddpendent upon eligibility for ,Tegular .education

certification as well. Thefirst option was seen to indicate that special

education was seen as a separate; distinct program apart from seneral

education. States that adhered to this Certification practice were given

codes of (1). The second option was _regarded as integrating special

educators within the larger framework of general education :as-theSe

teachers were required to be as skilled in regular education as in- especial

education programming; States adhering to this practice were coded (0).

III.XII NASDSE REVIEW OF STATE SUPPORT FOR SH PROGRAMS

The Natidnal Association of State Directors of Special .Education

published_ a report summarizing responses to a national survey_o state

departments of education (NASDSE0 1979). The .survey.completed by 43 states

contained information for the nine states Tartibipatihg in our study: "FroM

this survey were obtained a_number of measures of the specificity with

which severely handica00ed studentswere identified and treated as a

separate group. One measure was the number of categorie8_included in. the

definition of severely and profoundly.handicapped individuals (CATEGORY).

This information was not available within thisdacUment for Illinois and

Wisconsin. .
A. second measure was the number 'Of full-time state- level

tel

consUltantS" fot" ;severel' handiCapped (fTESPH) whose responsibilitieS

included technical assi tance and Monitoring of services for this_specific

.p9pulation. Our sample- angel frOm:no_state consultants .:sa assigned in

three of our states four consultants each spending 80% of their time in

this capacity' in one of our states. A third measure was Whetheror not

each'statedesignated federal funds specifically_ for the severely and

profoundly hanhcapPed (SPHFUNDS). States that did _deSignate funding in

this' way were rated with a rank of (.1); thoge who did 'not specifically

earmark funds for this population were assigned a (0).ranking.
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measure'of the state's jarOfessional resources for extending
services to severely handicapped students the number of colleges training
teachers of the. severely handicapped was obtained (COLLEGES) as well as the.
level_of the degree granting program offered atthese colleges. The number
of_colleges within each statsgranting degrees in the education of severely
and profoundly handicapped individuals, at the bachelors level (BASPH)..
master's level (MASPH). and at the doctoral level (PHDSPH) were recorded.

Information on the number of program options available for delivery .of
services to :severely and profoundIy.handicapped individuals in each state
(PLACEMNT) was obtained.' In cOmpiling this inforMation, states were asked
to indicate which' of six-program options were,available to their severely
and profoundly handicappedstudents. The options ran, along the continuum
of_ restrictiveness, from homebound instruction_ and special education
schOOls (or centers) to education within_ regular Schools in the form of
self - contained. classes within regular schools, resource rooms and itinerant
services; A' sixth option, other, was not specified; For Sach. state- the.
total number of program options available. were used to indicate' the degree
to which alternative services were available to these students based on

program -need rather than category%
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CHAPTER IV

:RESULTS

The primary purposes of the integration evaluation project were first. to

describe the degree of integration of severely. handicapped students with
nonhandicapped students, second: to find out what facilitates integration Of

severely :handicapped students :and _third; to determine whether integration is

ielated to other important educational outcomes for severely handicapped

students. In order to .deSdribt the degree_ of integratiOnf severely
handicapped stUdentS.ObSerVational methods were developed to record the rate__

and ;quality of interactions between_ severelyihandicapped-7aad'bOnhanditapped:

students._ Interactions- were broadly defined in terms of social behavior between

severely handicapped students and other individuals. :Seciar behavior consisted
of any behavior which wasoIearIy.directed by the target student to someone elde
or any behavior by-someone else directed to the target -ztudent.

Integration defined in terms of_soCial behaviordid;oCcur in 'each of the 14

participating School. Moreover, the degree of_ integration was

statistically related to information abOuta)antecent features of the state

edUbatibn :aigendy (SEA) and local education agency (LEA), b) the people present
in the envirenment;when integrated; c) the organizatiOn of the environment, d)

the .rate of social input from nonhandicapped students e) the degree of suppott
for interaction which thosestudents had from -the teacheri_and f) aspects Of the

teacher's educational planning process. _The social behavior of severely

handicapped students d4gfered depending_on whether it was .directed to other

severely handicapped students versus to nonhandicapped students. Finally; the
degree of integration was related btothto the proportion of objectives achieved
On the target students' IEPs and to. the attitudeS of nonhandicapped students.

IV.I OVERVIEW OF ANALYSES

The following discussion Will describe the analyses .according to a) the

degree and quality of interaction in integrated settings; -b) the .features of
integrated_ educational contexts which facilitate students' social Interactions,

And __C) the relationship of nonhandicapped students' attitudes and severely.
'handicapped atud-ents, achievement to.students': social interactions.. -

= 108=
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IV.I.A Degree And Quality tafih_tegration

The rate_and quality -of social interaction.of_severely.handicapped students

with .nonhandicapped 'students was the measure for the degree of integration.

Since concerns have been raised as to whether integrated environments produce

any viable. interaction between handidapped and nonhandicaped studentsi Withih

student,comparisons.of the rates of social. interactions in integrated, and

segregated environments were made, These comparisons defined integration at two

leVels of the environment. The first level defined integration_ based upon the

presence of_ nonhandidapped students or community people in the total observed

area or room. The second level of analysis defined integration based upon the

immediate social_ grouping in which the severely handicapped. target student was

observed. At each level of the environment both the rate and quality of social

interactive behavior of handicapped and nonhandidapped students was compared..

Specifically,_ we asked whether severely_ handicapped students engaged in

'different rates of .interaction with other .students in 'integrated 'Versus'

segregated settings;

IV.I.B Educational Context

Analyses of antecedent and concurrent features o':_the, educational context

were conducted only/ at the second level in which integration was.defined in

`terms Of the severely handicapped students' immediate social groups. TheSe

analyses were designed to.identify_thdad factors which facilitated_integratidn.

Ihtegt-ated environments were defined at the level of the. .immediate_ social

setting by.the :presence of nonhandidapped students within the saMe_SOcial group;

Features of the' context relevant to integration' were selected_ from a broad

ecological framework. _These features represented hierarthical leVels of

information aboUt the_enVirdnMent ranging from the broadeat level of state

planning down to' the immediate social context within Which interactions were

observed.' This_continuum inclUded information on local planning; school support

and Oareht involvement as desscribed in Chapter 2, Figure 2.

Iii,dederto select the best measures from each level or dOMaih of

information in the ecological .evaluation model,' separate stepwise_ regression

analyses including all available information from each domain were done. The

criteria' for these regresSiOn analyses were the rates .of bids_to and from Other

-.students in integrated settings. After selecting the best predictors from each

domain 'of informatiOn this inforMation was combined in a4sUll model to.determine

the degree ta_whicheathvariabIe uniquely accounted for proportions of Variance:

in /student interattion -finally-,, the predictors from these full ecological

modelP. were included in stepwise' regression analyses to select the beat

predictors of degree of integration.

= '109 7
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IV.I.0 Impact Of Integratioa

\- Page IV-3

\

The educational': progress of severely Jiandicapped students, and\ the
attitudes of nonhandicapped students_ toward handicapped students were analyzed

as criterion variables for assessing the iMpact of integration; .EducationaI

progress was defined hy_thei5rOpOrtiOn of IEP objectives met.. This was analyzed

using a regrestionModel WhiCh included the. functional level of. .the target
students; the rate-per=Minute Of interaction with nonhandicapped students; and
the rate-per-minute of interaction with other seIereIy handicapped students.

The :attitudes Of nonhandiCapped students were analyzed in two ways. The first

analysis compared the attitudes of nonhandicapped students who came frOM schOO1S

in which severely handicapped students 'were `integrated to the attitudes of

nonhandicapped students in schools that did 'not enroll severely_ handicapped

students; The second' analysis examined only the attitUded of students in

integrated schools and predicted the averageposttest attitude scores for an

integrated 'school from the average pretest 'scores and average rate of

interaction with nonhandicapped students within that school.

IV.Ii SOCIAL BEHAVIOR IN INTEGRATED VERSUS SEGREGATED SETTINGS_
.

The first step in describing integration was to determine if severely

handicapped students actually interacted with nonhandicapped:stUdentt, and if so

whether such interaction was in any way_ different _froM . interaction when the

handicapped students were segregated._. TO address these questions; analyses were

conducted on two levels using-the Interaction Observation System. data. The

firt 16461 prOVided a broad view of the environment in which integration or
segregatiOn was defined by the preSence of ,nonhandicapped people (other than

teaching staff) within the -total observed area s In school settings integration
was defined in terms of the presence of nonhandicapped students the same

room. For community settings, integration_was defined -in terms of the presence

of community people nonschool' staff)_ in the location observed. The

second level of analysis focused. on the immediate social group in which each
severely handicapped student was-_observed and defined integration in terms of

the presence of nonhandicapped StUdents or. oommuntty people within the same

group (i.e:; within five feet) as the severely handicapped student. For the

first levels Of analysis data from the interaction observation system oolleoted

in the fall of 1981 was used.' For the second level of analysis data frOM bdth.

the fall 1981 and,Spring 1902 observaion periods was used.

When integration was defined for the first leVel Of analysis by the

observational setting coversheeti the average rate of interactive bids were

computed' per 10- minute _observation_ period.. This.average, rate .per. observation

was calculate_ both for bid8 emitted by severely handicapped students to other
students'as Well as bias_directed toward severely handicapped. students by "other'

students.. The rate of social bids by severely handicapped students to other
StUdentsarta-the-t-ate-of-social-bids by other-students-to- handicapped_ students

Were compared using paired t-tests to deterMine. if there were significant

differences within children either in social output or social .1.006t depending

'upon whether they were in integrated versus segregated'social contexts.
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IV,II;A Integration Defined By Presence Of NH Students In The Room

Findings from.the first level of analysis reyealed that interaction between
everely_ handicapped and other students was definitely occurring and that there

were differences in the rate and quality of interaction depending upon whether

the setting_ was integrated or segregated. Integrated settings were seen to
promote significantly more social behavior between, severely handicapped and

''c'her students. Severely handicapped students directed significantly tr -re
social behavior toward other Students in integrated settings. The aVerage

niztmber' of social bids by the severely handicapped students in integrated
settings was 6.79 bids per 10=minute observation (SD = 7.80) in comparison to
3,71 bids per 10minute observation (SD = 5i97) in nonintegrated settings (t. =

.52, df 198, p,< .001). Additionally, other students directed more social
behavior to severely handicapped students in integrated settings.' The average
ril.lImber of social bids directed by other _students to severely handiCapped

studentS in integrated settings was 9.93 bids per 10minute observation (SD =
10.47) compared to 3;07 bids per 10minue observation (51)-= 5.L3) in segrated
settings (t. = 8.68, df = 198, p < .001). These results are depicted. in Figure
11.which gives the mean number of social bids by severly handicapped Students .to
other students in integrated settings (SK) and to other severely handicapped
students in segregated settings (S=H);: In addition Figure 11 depicts the mean

ntimber of social bids_ from other students in integrated settings (KS) and in
segregated settings

Finally; defining integration at the, leVel of the total environment,

severely handicapped students emitted significantly more social bids to

northandi capped students in integrated_ settings than to other handicaPped
studentsi (t = 4,61; df =-198, p < .001) in integrated settings and received more
st)bial bids from nonhandicapped students than. from .,,c)ther handicapped students (t_

8;04; df = 198; < .001) in those settings.
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SOOTAL BIDS BY SETTING

,4 -

.....41-,:u4c.;..4e,..iLy

S-K K-S S-H H=S

INTEGRATED
SEGREGATED Ea +SEGREGATED

EZI +INTEGRATED

11. Rate of social bids for target children observed in integrated

and segregated places; .

II.A.1 Affective Quality Of Social Interactions A' related and important
question in Studying interaction between severely handicapped and 'nonhandicapped
students concerns:the quality of the exchange that :occurs. Specifically.
concerns have been raised that severely handicapped students will bear, the brunt

of negative behavior by nonhandicapped students. =The Idata was. consistent in

reflecting extremely low levels of negative behavior (i.e. between ..02 and_ .20

per 10 minute observation) so that further analyse_ s_ were_ not warranted.

However.' the frequancy of positive bidS were adii4What higher, permitting

112
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analyada of differences in rate between integrated '_and :segregated -settings.

USing data from the fall data Collection period Statistically significant

differences we're found in the rate of positiVe interactive bids from target

students to other, students in _integrated versus nonintegrated contexts: In

integrated:settings. rate of pOsitiVe bids from severely handicapped 'target

students averaged across all sites was 1.12 (SD:-. 1.86). In nonintegrated

settings these same target:students emitted an average of only .69 bids per,

'observation (SD to_other students; The difference was statistically

significant at 0_<.01 (t = 2;76; df = 198)4- Thus; severely_ handicapped target

students emitted__ more positive social bids when in integrated than-when in-

nonintegrated settings:
.

Differences in the quality of behavior which was directed to the severely

handicapped students by other students Whdn they were in integrated versus

segregated settings were also found.' There. were significantly more positive

.social bids from other students when the severely handicapped students were-in

integrated settings. In integrated Settings; an average of 1.26 (SD := 2.3!1)

positiVe bids per observatidnifrom other students were directed- to the_target

students in comparison to .47 positive bids per observation_(SD = 1.70) in the

segregated_ context. This difference was statistically significant_(t = 4.55. df

= 1984 p .001)._ The results on positive _social output_ from severely

handicapped'students (S-K. .S-H) and social input to these students.(K-S H-S)are

depicted by the- crosshatched portions of the barSin figure 11.:
O

IV.II.B IntegrationDefined At Level Of Target Student's Social Group;.

These_results were confirmed add:extended when the level of. analysis was

the immediate group in which severely handicapped atUdents,wereobserved. In

this second level of analysis, the rate per MibUte of interactive bids was

computed separately for handicapped.and dohhaddidapped students. The rate per .

minute was obtained by dividing the total frequency of bids to `handicapped :or .

nonhandicapped students by the totalcutber of minutes nonhandicapped students

were present-id 'the same social setting as handicapped students. .Thus, this

rate _was obtained across all observations for a given child. Similarly, rates.

_per-minute were obtained fOr social bids from handicapped and nonhandicapped

students to severely handicapped target.students. FinallY, the rate_per minute

of interaction between handicapped students when nonhandicapped_ students Were

not a part of _their immediate social groU0 was computed._ The mean rate per

minute of social bids for Fall. 1.981 and Spring.-1982_are depicted -in Figure 12.

The solid bars: represent -rate of social bids in integrated groups while the

CrOaShatched bars represent rate of oids in segregated groups.
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SOCIAL pits BY GROW

Spring 1982

1-4

co 0.2

S:--N S-1+- H-S S-H *I=1S

la I NTEeRATEri# I OM SEGRE13ATEINtl-

INTEGRATED#2 123 SEGKGATEINt2
Eigure Nate of social bids'for target children observed in integrated

and segregated groups.

The re'sults_from this level confirmed 'previous results . That is,

integration:_040ted _mot-a 'social behavior than did segregated groupings;_ and
second,, within integrated groppirigs, interaction with nonhandicapped versus

ether handiCapped students predominated.

In the fall 1981 data collection period. the social output of severely
.

handicapped students to nonhandicapped students (S-N) was :greater than the

social output to other handicapped students (S-H) in both integrated ( t = 6.48i

df=234; p < *;001) and segregated (t_= 3.11._df = 234._p < .002) 'group3. These
findings were replicated-in Spring 1982when S-N bids also exceeded S-H bids in

0
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integrated, (t_= 4.84, df = 237, P. .001) and in segregated (t = 2.04, df =237;.

p < .05) groups.

The rate of social input from nonhane.capped students to _ severely

handicapped students (NS) exceeded the social input from other handicapped

studentS (H=S) in both data collection periodS. In the: Fall; 1981 NS bids

occurred at a significantly higher rate than H -S bids when HS.bids were

observed in both integrated (t = 9.29, df = 234, p < .001) and in segregated_ (t

t_ 7.12, df = 234. p.< .001)_ settings.. In the Spring 1982 NS bids exceeded.the

rate of both of HS bid6 in integrated (ti = 8;56; df = 237, p _< .001) and H =S

bids in segregregated groups (t = 6.99, df = 237; P:< .001).

IViII.B.1 Contingencies For Social Behavior Another analysis was completed on

the cOntihgepCies for social interaction by handiCapped versus nonhandicapped

students. Specifically, the rates per minute of social bids by severely-

handicapped students to which nonhandicapped or handicapped students responded

were compared. Such rates were calcUlated from the frequency with which_ _social

bids from severely handicapped target_ students were followed by social bid6 from

other students back to the target_ student. These rates of social. contingencies

are depicted in Figure 13. In integrated settings in_the 1981i

nonhandicapped students responded to significantly more bids (M = .30 per min;

SD = .50):,from.:SeVerely handicapped students than aid: handiCapped students (M =

.08 per miii; SD = .23) (t- = 6.29, df = 234, P_;001). NOnhAndicapped childrenl

in integrated settings also responded to significantly more t 3.79, df = 224,

p .001)_SOCial bids from severely handicapped students in integrated settings'

than did handicapped studentain segregated settings; The handicapped Studenta

in segregated settings only_responded to an average of .16 bids per minute (SD =

.32). Thus social bids from SH stUdents'are*responded to by social bidS from

nonhandicapped students twice as frequently relative to contingencies_frOffiother

SH students in segregated settings and nearly four times as frequently relative

to social contingencies from SH students in_integrated settings.. _._Since social

contingencies frOM one's social group are probably.onejneChanismby_which social

behavior is acquired (Strain & Kerr. 1981) the integrated environment is clearly

superior in reinforcing naturally occurring social behavior;

The fact that nonhandicapped students provided more contingent _social

responses than handicapped students was replicated inthe Spring 1982 data

c011ection period; Thus, nonhandicapped student's responsiveness tb _social

behavior of severely handicapped student's exceeded the responsiveness exhibited

by other handicapped students -both in integrated (t
5;490 df-=_237, p < .001)

and in segregated (t._= 3.15, df = 237; p < .002) settings.:__ AS aresult. not

only are severely handicapped students exhibiting more "social behavior"

themselves in integrated settings; they are alsb being reinforced by more

contingent soial behavior in these settings.
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Figure 13. Contingencies for bids from target students in integtAted
and segregated groupsi

_

IV.II.B.2 Violations Of Assumptions Of Normal DistributionS,' The distributions
of rate- of bid8 per observation anc rate of bids per minute were not normally

diStribpted. In order to ensure that the results of the ttests which have been

reported were not artifacts iof skewed distributions. the variableS were

tranSformed using an arctangent transformation. This tranSfortatibti- has been

recommended by Rubin. (1980) to normalize skewed_ distributions. All of th0/

results reported above were significant at the same. levels when . t=tests were

applied to the arctangent transformed scores. Hence, the reported results aye
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not artifacts of violatiOns in the assumptions underlying the t.--tests.

IV.III STEPWISE REGRESSION TO SELECT PREDICTORS FROM DOMAINS

_ _ ,

Given that severely .handicapped students interact differentia/1y in

jntegrated and segregated_ environments, what are the major influences on such
r;interactions ?. Clearly. within a dialogue model of reciprocal social interaction

'the behavior of_the other person in the interaction is a major influence on the,

rate of interaction. The Pearson Correlation between the rate of social bids

from severely hand:capped students to nonhandicapped students (S4) and-the rate

of social bids from nonhandicapped_students to -the severely handicapped students

(N-S) was r_=,69 (dft 244,p, < ,001). Similarly, the correlation between the

rate of social bids from severely handidapped_ students to other handicapped

students (S-H) and the rate of sodial'bidsjrom other handicapped studentatb.

the target students (H-S) was r = .89'(8f < ;001); In Order to addreSS

the question of influences on social interaction in'addition_to the social

behavior of the other partidipanta, information was selected at the levels of

the state, district, _school,, teacher, integrated Setting, and individual

students; At each of these levels there was a wide variety of information= from

which to select._ Therefore, it was necessary to_select infOrmation from each of

these domains_ which was reratively independent;of_the Other information within

the doMain but which at the same time accounted for the highest prOportion of

student interactions: In all subsequent analyses the rate of interaction was

computed_ by dividing. the total number :of social bids by the'total number Of

minutes that the student was -in a.: social _group which included nonhandicapped

Students; This rate of interaction per minute was averaged across bOth data

collection period's since previous analyses did not indicapt Significant

differences between data collection periods. .

Similarly, all variables from the

observational_procedurea which were 'used as. predictors were averaged across the

two data collectionperi6ds. Thus, the focus for the remainder of this report

is upon, integrated social settings, and the explanation -of social behavior of

severely handicapped target students within SUCh.settings.

In order to select the best predictors of social interactions between

handicapped ,:and nonhandicapped students a series of separate stepWige regression

analyses were conducted. The analyses included as .predictora the information

from each domain (e.g state', \district, school, teacher, environment, and

student). The criteria for the analyses. were the-rates per minute of social

bids directed to'and received from either handicapped or nonhandicapped students

within integrated settings. Such rates\were averaged across.. all observations

during which nonhandicapped-students were\in the same social setting as severely

handicapped target students.

The types of information included within each of the domains .is presented

in Table 10. Each of these deMaihs was separate.ly analyzed to .predict 1) the

rate of social bids -from severely handicapped target Nstudents to nonhandicapped

students (S-N), 2) the rate of social bids from Severely handicapped target

students td_Other handicapped students (S-H)i_and 3) the-\c-rate of social bids

from_ nonhandicapped students to severely handicapped target:students (N-S). The

predictors from each domain which accounted for significant-,,proportions Of
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Table 10

Variables From Each Domain of Information About the Educational Contexts

Included in the Regression Analysis

Selection for

PrediCtors SOurce Mean S.D. any full model

STATE 1. Total special education population in State

1981-82 (COUNT81)

2; Number of colleges training teachers.of

severely handicapped (COLLEGES)

3. Number of BA degree granting programs for

SEP

NASDSE 9.

leathers of severely handicapped (BASPH) NASDSE 9

4. NuMber of MA degree granting programs for

tiaChira of severely handicapped (MASPH) NASDSE 9

5. Number of Ph.D. degree granting.OtograMS for

teachers of severely handicapped (riZ'u) NASDSE 9

6. Proportion of severely handicapped stUdents

instate funded by 89-313 (FUND89SH) 'SEP

7. Number of categories of exceptionality in
. _... ..._.

State definition (CATEGORY) NASDSE 9

8. Proportion of SEA hearings called regarding

least restrictive environment issues

(PSEALRE) SEP 9

9. Proportion of LEA.hearings witfiin the State

called regarding leait restrictive environment

issues (PLEALRE) SEP

10; Concerns expressed to state by SEP *aiding

leastrestrictiVe environment polity (CITELRE) SEP

. _

11; Percentage of severely handicapped students

attending regular schools (PSHINT) SEP

12. Peruhtage of all handicapped students

integrated in regular schools (HPINg SEP

89i995.18 74i874.65 out

3.14 2;55 out

2.40 2,80 out

2.49 2.86 in

;35 out

;19 ;17 out

3,40 1;75 in

.52

.46 .28 out

.73 .44' out

57.72 27.93 out

95.64 3.08 out
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Table 10 (Continued)

Source

STATE'_

(Cont.)

13; Certification of regular educators requires

special education courses,(REINFOSE) CEC

14; Certification of special educators is separate

from rather than addition to regular education

certification (FREESTAN)

15, Number of SEA consultants foi severely and

. profoundly handicapped (FTESPH) NASDSE'

16; State 94-142 funds are specifically earmarked

for severely,handicapped programs (SPHFUNDS) NASDSE

17; Number of placement options for PH students.

(PLACENNT) NASDSE

18 Number Of projects, funded its state by the

special needs section of SEP (SEPDEMOS) SEP

19. Average number of people receiving inservice

from SEA in special education (INSERV) SEP 64j417.47 66,384.72 out

CEC

Mean S.D.

Selection for

any fUll model

9

.74

.416

.512

.722

. .445

.494

.830

.449

out

out

4.57 1.13

2.23 1.93

out

Out

DISTRICT 1, Federally ,funded as model project during

data collection period (MODEL)

2. Total_size of district in terms of student

enrollment (ENROLREG)

SCHOOL .1. Support by principal for integration

(MSUPPT)

TEACHER 1, Teacher's age (TCHAGE)

2, Teacher's sex (TCHSEX)

3: Peer tutors friendliness toward severely

handicapped students (TUTBEHAV)

SEP 6 .44 .50 in

District 14 40,000 62,534

Field, Worker 42

Field Work?! 90

2.68 .96

6.731,8

in

out

iield Worker 90 1.2 .42 out

Field Worker, 86 2.78
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Pomain

0

Predictors Source M6-an

Selection for

S.D. any full model

TEACHER

(Cont.)

4. Othir_nonhandicappedstudent's friendliness

toward severely handicapped studehts

(NHBEHAV)

5. Change in amount of integration across

sCh661 year (INTCHGE)

6; Change in quality of integration across

data collection periods (QUALCHGE)

7; Teacher's efforts to achieVe integration

(PROINTG)

8. Frequency of regular education teachers

in environment (REGT)

9. Frequency aids in environment (AID)

10. Frequency of other. special education

teachers in environment (6SPECT)

11. Frequency of consultants in environment

(CONSULT)

12.. Frequency Of therapists in environment

(THERPST)

13. Frequency of .principal in environment

(PRINPAL)

14. Frequency of student teachers in

classroom (STUDY')

15. Frequency of parents in classroom

(PARENT)

16, Teacher's enthUsiasmfor and enjoyment of

teaching severely handicapped students

(ENTHUS)

Field'Worker 86

Field Worker 65

Field Worker 65

Field Worker 90

Field Worker :90

Field Worker 90

Field Worker 90

Field Worker 90

Field Worker 90

Field Worker; 90

Field Wake. 90

Field Worker 90

Field Worker 90

3.01 1;29 out

3.14 .93 out

3;22 ;86 Out

2,84 .89 in

1,29. 1.29 in

3;42 1;24 out

2,12 1;40
I

7 74

2,24 1.07 out

89 .97 out

;98 1,39 out

,61 out

3,14 2
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Table 10 (Continued)

Selection for

TEACHER 17; Degree of prior preparation of

(Cont) nonhandicapped students (NORM

18; Ongoing directiOn to and facilitation of

nonhandicapped students'during their

interactions with. severely handicapped

students (NHDIREC)

STUDENT 1, Numher of objectives written on IEP

(OWRITTEN)

2. Nuiber of integration objectives written

on,EP (INTWRIT)

3. Presence of parents' signature.on IEP

(SIGNED) IEP 242 1.17 .38 in

4. Student'a ability to communicate

independently (TAKING)

5. Student's ability to move around the

environment independently (MOBILITY) TEA 245. . 2;89 1;26

6. Student's ability to take cake of own

personal hygiene (SELFHELP) TEA 245 2.28

7.. StUdent!a ability to function independently

at home and in the community (DOMESTIC) TEA 245 1.41 .68 . out

1.M.RE.....

Field Worker .89 .70 1.05 out

Field Worker 87 1,5 L05

IEP 231 47.80 46.32

IEP 231 8.11 21.67 in

TEA 245 1;60 .90 in

1.04 out
)

8. Student's ability to solve prOblems and

handle academic material independently

(COGNITIV) TEA 245 1.58 .62

INTEGRATED A.

SETTING
1. Number of teachers and aids (MTCHSTAF)

2. Number of therapists (MTHERPST)

3. Number of peer tutors present (MFEERTTR

160

Observation 245 2;91 1.64 in

Observation 245 .25 ;38 out

Observation 245 1.62 2.93 in
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Domain Predictors

Table 10 (Continued)

Source Mean S.D.

Selection for

any full model

INTEGRATED 4. NuMber of nonhandicapped students

SETTING (MNONHAND)

(Cont,)
5, Number of severely handicapped students

(MHANDICP).

6; NuMiber of 1;rincipals and/or

administrators (MADMIN)

7, Number of people from community

(MCOMMDN)

8, Number of other adults,,(MOTHADLT)

B. itArazatiova environment

1. Social density in the room (MSOCDEN)

2; Noise level within the room (MNOISE)

3, Number of brightness contrasts in

ambient light. '(MBRIGHT)

4; NunLr of 'students with materials

;(40,TDEN)

5; Gro4ing of types'of materials in a

given place (MIRNAREA):

6. Organization of places in which

materials are grouped (MSpASEF)

7. Accessibility of materials in the

studentenvironment for the observed student

(MMATACES)

LAppropriateness of materials to the

chronological age of the target .student

(MAGEAPP)

Observation 745,

Observation , 245

Observation 245

8,62 7.80

5.96 4.65

4 .11

Observation X45 1,05

Observation 245 , ;50

Observation _45

Observation 236

3.45

3,55

Observation 236 2,37

Observation 236 2,70

Observation 236 1.71

Observation 235 1,65

3.03 in

1.12 out

.89

;65

1.19

.86 in

.95

out

in

Observation 235 2,90 1.38

Observation 217 3,35 .93
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Table 10 (Continued)

buDothain Predictors
Source N Mean

44

SOCIAL

BIDS

0
U

0

Selection for

S.D. A'ny full model

I. Severely handicapped target students'

behavior toward nonhandicapped students

(S=N)
.ObJervation 245 ;52 .61 .

criterion

2. Nonhandicapped Studinte behavior toward

everely handicapped target students (N-S) Observation 245 .86 1.00 clkerion

3; Severely handicapped target StddehtS'

behavior toward other Severely handicapped

students (Si)
Observation 245 .20 .46 criterion

4. Other severely handicapped target students'

.
behavior toward severely handicapped target

students (H-S)
Observation 245 ,14 .33 criterion

164
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Variance, in the stepwise:.regression analyses are noted in table 10 by the word

IN.

The statistically significant variables which. emerged as the best

predictorS from each of the domains are describedin the ensuing sections (

Section III)- Subsequently, we will examine each of these predictorS when

placed in the conteit: of information.from other domains to determine. whether

they have UniqUeexplanatoryvalue (Section IV). Finally; we will use stepwise

regression analysis to reduce the number of predictors_from the fUll ecological

model and:deveIopia-more-parsimonious-model--.7which--inclUdeS-the :best-overall

predictors of the degree of integration (Section V). The table of'nbmber_of

cases; means standard deviations,. of each variable within domains and the

correlation matrices for varisbleS within each domain are presented in Appendix

D. The table of humberOf cases, means, standard deviations of each. variable.

within the full_ model and_the correlation matrix including all the variables'

which are enterred_in_the full model; from the separate domain anaiySeS is .-

inriuded in Appendix E.

IV. I-II. A State- Policy Variables

IV;III.A;1 'S-N Bids -_Three types of information about state policy were

significant prenictors of the rate of social bids from severely hendicapped

students to nonhandicapped students (S-N). These variables were:

1. FUnds from34-l42were specifically earmarked for Severely. handicapped

programs (SPHFUNDS)..
2. The number of ;categories in the state definition of handicapped

children (CATEGORY).
;

Proportion of LRE hearings in the state (PSEALRE).

Taken together these three predictors accounted for 13.3% of the variance

in the rate of social bids to nonhandicapped students (F = p < .005).

IV.1II.A;2 S-H- Bids; - State level informatiOn:Was not as predictive of the

social behavior of severely handicapped_ students to one another; The number of

master's degree granting programs of colleges within the state did account for a

significant proportion of the _Varian-0e in bids to other severely handicapped

students (S-H) in integrated Settings;i The rate of interaction with Other

severely handicapped students was 'positively related to:the number of master's

degree granting institutions with programs, for teachers of the severely

handicapped.

- 1214 -
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IV.III.A.3 N-S Bids. = One state level variable accounted for a stat4tically

significant proportion of the'vatiance-.im, N-S bids: the percentage of full time

professionala specifically_ allocated to severely handicapped programs. This

variable accounted for 3% of the variance in rate of N =S bids.

IV.IILB _District And Teacher'S SUppOrt For Imtegratiom

S-N Bids. = Local support available to special education teachers

and ratings of_the teacher's support for integration were made by field workers

who had obserVed the teachers for '6 months The average rate of social

interaction was obtained for each of the 90 teachers of severely handidapped

Students, Field worker's ratings were analyzed with the average rate- of

interaction in a teacher's class_ as the criteria! Four statistically

significant predictors of the.: rate of social bids by, severely handicapped

students to nonhandicapped students emerged from the stepwise 'regres.---

analysesiinese predictors were 1) the amount of support the teacher had -frOM

other special education teachers;''' 2) the friendliness of nonhandicapped .

students to the severely handidapped students; 3) the extent to _WhiCh the

teacher was in _favor Of integrating severely handicapped students with

nonhandicapped students; and 4) the amount of support from regular education'

teachers for- integration: lakentogether An the stepwise-regression analysis

these four predictors from the teacher domain accounted for 15% of the variance

in social behavior to nonhandicapped students (F = 8.94,'P < .005).

S-H' Bids. - Only one statistically significant predictor of social

bids to other severely handidapped:students emerged at the level of_the-teacher.

The.amount of enth6:tiaath __P teaching severely handiCapped students' was a

significant _predietOr of the rate of social bids to .other'severely-bandicapped

students in integrated settings. This predictor accounted for 10.5% of the

variance in S=H. bids (F t p < .025).

N-S Bids - Analysi=s Of the social input to severely handicapped

students from nonhandicapped students revealed three statistically_Sighificant

predictors. The_rate of social bids from nonhandicapped students to severely

handicapped students was accounted for by three variables at the teacher level:,

1) the amount.of_direction provided to nonhandicapped students when they were

interacting with handicapped students; 2) the amount of assistance to the

teacher from other special_educators; and 3) the amount of assistance to. the

special educator from district level oonsultants; Tain together these

- variables accounted for 38% of_the variance_ in rates of social behavior by

nonhandicapped students.to severely handicapped students:
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IV.III.C1 Organization Of The Physical Environment

At the beginning of each observation field workers_ rated_ the observed

environments in terms . of eight aspects of the physical organization. These

ratings were averaged across all observations and used as predictors of social.

interactions by severely handicapped students with other students.

S-N_ Bids; _- The organization of the environment differentially

influenced_ social bids to nonhandicapped students versus social bids to other

handiCapped students, Three variables were significant predictors of social

bids by severely handicapped students to nonhandicapped students The number of

clearly defined groupings of materials in the environment, the separation of

groups of materialsQfrom one another and the chronological age appropriateness
of materials in.these areas accounted for 5% of the variance in S=4 bids (F =

3;54; p < ;02);

IV. III. C. 2 Sida, = Aspects_ of the Phsical environment which were

predictive__ of_ the rate of social bids .to other handicapped students included 1)

the accessibility of materials to the severely handicapped target students; -2)

the_ proportion-__of severely handicapped students occupied _with materials at the

time of the observation; 3) the number of clearly defined groupings of

materials in,the environment-; A) the number of brightness "contrasts of ambient

light within the environment. These aspects of environmental organization

accounted for 12% of the variance in social bids from severely handicapped
students to other students .(F = 7.52, p < .001);

IV. III. C. 3 U=S Bias; -.The social behavior by nonhandicapped :student6 to

severely handicapped students appeared to be under the_aontrblof the Settle

features of the environment as the behavior by the handidapPed toward the

nonhandicapped. students.; The age appropriateness_of_mateiala and the spatial"
_

separation of groups of materials for a significant_ of. N-S
.

bids; In addition the _amount_:of noise in the environment significantly .

predicted the_ rate of N=S bids. These three variables acc---ted for

approximately 9% of variance in N-S bids (F = 6;68, p < ;001-.);

IV;IILD _Persons In The SoCial .Environment

The number and type_of people_ present were .:related] consistentlyto -the-

social output_ _of severely handicapped students to other students; The average

number of teaching staff. _present and the..average number of nonhandicapped

students: .present accounted for significant proportions,ofthe.variance in rate
of SoCial_nida tO-both handicapped and nonhandicapped students. Inaddition.the

number of persons from the community'significantly prediCted rate of bids to

nonhandicapped students. The number of handicapped students present was a third

126 -
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significant predictor of rate of bids to other handicapped students;

Page' IV-20

IV.III.D.1 s-N And S-H Bids. - ThUSthe three sspects of the social_etiVirOnMent

which predicted S-N bids were 1) number of teaching staff present; 2) number of

donhandicapped:students present; and 3) number of. community _perSOnS present;

These three predictors accountedfor:,20% of the'variance bid8.(F. = 18;77;

p < ;001); The three significant aspects of the .social_ environment_ which

predicted bids td_ other. handicapped students (S=H) Wers1) number of ;-.:eaching_

. staff-present; 2) number of handicapped students; and 3) number of

nonhandideOpedStudentspresent; These three Variables accounted for 14% of the

social behaVidr towar'.; other severely - handicapped students (F, = 12.14;'

.001).

_

Bids. - In compariSon to the social bids by severely handicapped:

students; a broader array of information about the social environment was

predictive ofthe social behaViOr of nonhandiapped students toward the severely

handicapped .(14-S :bidS); Five aspects of the _Social context predicted a

statistically SighiTioant 21% of the N=S bidS (F = 12;22; p < ;001); The fiVe

social environment variablesiaccounting. for significant amounts of N-S bids were

1) number Of_peet tutors in the environment; 2) number of handicapped students

in the environment; 3) number of other community persons in the environment;

4),nUMber of administrators in the environment; and 5) number of therapists ih

. the environment;

IEP Objectives And Target Student's FUhotional SICLUs

Separate ratings were made of each.-target student's functional abilities in

the areas of` communication; self -help, dOmestio;mobility and cognitive/academic

skills. In addition the number,of objectives written on the target: student's

IEPS; the 'number of integration Objectives;
and'whether.the_IEP !.4as signed by

the target student's parentS Were included as predictors Of the degree of

integration; .

.IV;III,E.1 S=N Bids. -The best predictors_ -Of. the. rate of. social bidS to

nonhandioapped students .'Were 1) the number of IEP objectives written fdit. the

targetstudent.; and2) the cognitive/adademie skills of the student.. TheSe two

predictors' accounted for 6% of the variance in S-N social bids (F = 7;47;_p <

;001);
_

1 9
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IV.III.E.2 S-11 Bid's; - The social_ behavior of severely handicapped students to

other handicapped students ''.(S-H) were best predictedby 1) the' communicative
ability Of the,severely handidapped student and 2) the mobility -of the severely

handiCapbed student. These two variables. accounted for 12% of the variance in

S=H' tiOS (F = 14.82; p < .001).

IV.III.E.3 Bids. - The rate of social behavior_by nonhandicapped.

(N-S) to target students was significantly predicted by four variables:

1. The number of objectives written on the IE',
2. The mobility_cf the target student
3- The number of integratiOn objectives written
4. Whether or not the target student's IEP was signed by his parents

7

students

IV.JV FULL ECOLOGICAL MODELS PREDICTfNG INTEGRATION

Everyone is familiar with the maxim "correlation does not imply causality."

Indeed; there are :_many dangers in concluding that' x causes y'whqn X- is only

correlated with y. An eXAMple.df such an error would be Sir Francis:-Galton's

conclusion_ that-intelligence was genetically -inherited. on the grounds that -many

of the most successful. people in the history of Britain were from a relatively

small number of families; Clearly; an_alternative explanation was that these
family environments differed and such differences in :resources and- access. to

experiences, are as plausible an explanation of social achievement as

genetic - inheritance.' ,

;Since the two_ty066 of infOrmation are confounded one cannot decide which

is tne most plauSibleeXplanation unless there is some variation in environment'

relative to genetic endowment.

Any conclusion about a statistically significant correlation must be

qualified in two ways:
1; If in fact. there is'an underlying_ causal relationshig;

the direction-ofyeffect is unknown (i.e, n nay cause
-or y may cause x.- -

A third ca660 variable may be -.producing the

relationship between x- and y and hence both x and y:may
be the effects of this unknown causalveriabli.

The multiple linear regression approach is designed to reduce the

likelihood that the relatiOn3hip between two variables.is spurious by

examining that relatiOnShip within the context 'of a variety of other

potential causal -fadtdra. This reduces- the impact of the 'second

qualification WhiCh must be made regarding correlational analyses.

HoweVer; true causal modelling requires some' additional assumptions in

- 128 =
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order to determine the direction of effedtS. -MUltiple linear, regression

analysis was. used. within the integration_ evaluation project for isolating

key predictors of integration rather than for causal explanation of

integration (PedazhUri.1982).
.

The regression models whith combine:the significant predictors from

each of . the _separate domains are presented 'in Tables 11.12_and_13.:_Ih

addition0'we added ;to th-e4e predictors T. the rate of social bids from'the

other_ participants within an interaction; the size of the school

district in terms'of total .enrollment;, _3. whether the district was

_federally funded:as a demonstration model fOr severely handicapped students

.* and 4; the total amouLt of integration scheduled per week for each target

student; Table' .11 presents data predicting SN while Table 12 presents

data predicting NS. Table 13 presents the variables which emerged as the

best predictors of the rate Of .S=.1-1 bids from each domain of information.

These tables prOVide RSQ (squared multiple coefficient) change

when each variable is individually eliminated from the full model antrF

tests of thelatatiStital significance oft such a change. In all. these

analyses' pairwise elimination of missing data was utilized. This method

eliminates a target. student's information in the .calculation.. of each

correlation between predictors and criteria .when a_ predictor is hot.

avL]lable but includes the remaining information which is available for.the

target student. The test of the'TUll model is presented at the:bottom of

each table.,

Thus; from Table 11, 68% Of.the variance in social, bids by severely.

handicapped studenta_tb nonhandicapped students (S,N) waseccbunted for by

'the 19 ,predictors indicated. The. 20 predictors:in Table 12 accounted for

70% of the variance insocial bids by nonhandicapped_studehta.to severely.

handicapped .students (N S). The 15 predictors in able )'3 -accounted for

,83% Of the :.varianoe in social bids to other handicaPpedatudents.
i

Tb determine whether a single type of ''information was stically

significant in its own right, that information wasiUbtrac from the -full

model; If the elithihatiOn of that informati .ces significant

reduction in _RSQ, then one can copcIude --that . such information is

significant in its own right over and above all the other Anformation:.

:Although at this point we have redUted the number of possible.

explanations of AociaI interaction With severely handicapped students in

integrated settings , the arrays_ of predictors (between. 15 anch,20) for each .

full model,is still rather_unWieldlY. Tn order tofindemore,parzimonious
set of information fOr predidting the degree 'of integration; the three full

models were reduced through the use of itepwise regression analysis.
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Table 11

Predictota of the Average Rate Per Minute of. Social Bids from

Severely Handicapped Students to Nonhandicapped Studefits (S-N)

Page IV-23

1

SUM OF RSQ
SQUARES tpANGE

1

1

1

1

1

1
I

I
1

1
1

1-

.06 .001

.11 .001

.56 .006
2.77 .032
1.74 .020
.49 .006
.9 .011
.00 .000
.96 .011

1.54 .028
.15 .002
.14 .002
.64 .007

2.81 .033
.13 .002
.00 .000
.00 .000
.14 .002

25.60 .297

19 58.89 .68

. 171 27;24
190 86.13

F SIG F SOURCE'

.35 .552 PSEALRE

.67 .413 CATEGORY
3.52 .062 SPHFUNDS

17.41 .000 ENROMENT
10.90 .001 MODEL
3.07 .081 PRINCIPAL
5.96 .016 OSPECT
.05 .820 REGT

6.05 .015 PROINTG
9.70 .002 ME].
.97 .326 OWRITTEN
.88 .349 COGNITIV

4.02 .046 MTCHSTAF
17.62 .000 MNONHAND

.82 .366 MCOMMUN

.04 .838 MSPASEP

.00 .983 MLRNAREA

.89 .346 MAGEAPP
160.62 .000 N-S

19.45 .000 FULL MODEL
RESIDUAL
TOTAL

- 130
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Table 12,

Predictors of the ANerage Rate Per Minute of Social Bids from

NoAhandttapried Students to Severely' Handicapped Target Students (N-S)

SUM OF
SQUARES

RSQ.

CHANGE F SIG F. SOURCE

4.87 .026 14754 .000 FTESP

1.69 .009 5.05 .026 ENROLREG

.67 .004 1.99 ;160 MODEL

1.63 .008 4.87 .029 MSUPPT

.22 .001 .65 .420 OSPECT

.41 .002 1.22 .272 CONSULT

5.36 .028 16.02 .000 DIREC to NH

1 1.90 .010 5.68 .018 OWRITTEN

1 2.63 .014 7.85 .006 INTWRIT

1 .80 .004 2.40 .123 SIGNED

1 1.09 .006 3.25 .073 MOBILITY

1 1.30 .007 3.88 .050 MADMIN

1 .07 .000 .21 .649 MTHERPST

1 6.36 .033 18.99 .000. PEERTUTOR

1 .01 .000 .03 .872 . MHANDICP

1 .28 .001 .82 .365 MCOMMUN

1 .12 .001 .37 .546 MSPASEP

1 .15 .001 ..i4 .508 MAGEAPP,

1 2.39 .012 7.14 .008 NOISE

1 52.70 .277 157.43 .000 S-N

20 133.32137 .70 19.91409 .000 MODEL

170 56.90602

_FULL
RESIDUAL

190 190.22739 TOTAL

- 131-
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Table 13

Predictort of the Rate Per Minute,of Social Bids from

Severely Handicapped Studentd to Other Severely Handicapped

Students in Integrated Settings (S-H)

DF

SUM OF
SQUARES

-RSQ
CHANGE F SIG F SOURCE

1 .31 .007 7.80 '.006 MASPH

1 .00 .000 .00 .979 ENROLREG

1 .02 .000 .43 .511 MODEL

3 .00 .000 .04 .839 MSUPPT

1 .43 .010 10.93 .001 ENTHUS

1 .00 .000 .04 .836 TALKING.

1 .02 .000 .42 :;518 MOBILITY

1 .00 .000 .00 .949 MTCHSTAF

1 .02 .000 .43 ..514 MNONHAND

1 .04 .001 .99 ..320 MHANDICP

1 .01 .000 .01 .919: MBRIGHT

1 .00 .000 .06 .807, MLRNAREA

1 .17 .004 4.38 .038 MMATACES

1 .08 .002 2.01 .158' MMATDEN

1 23.80 .546 606.19 ..000

15 36.16 .830 61.38 .000 FULL MODEL

189 7.42 RESIDUAL

204 43.58 TOTAL

- 132
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IV.V OBTAINING THE BEST PREDICTORS OF INTEGRATION

lb recount. the findings thus far:

1.; The social behavior of _severely handicappetl
does differ in integrated and sevegated sett.

8

2. The rate Of 'interaction with nonhan.ii students
within integrated settings is siE,Pnift,:ar'cly related to
inforMation' about state specia2 education policy,
district, size and local sdpport..of integration, to
special educator's attitudes about integration, to

pects of the special education planning process and to
aracteristics of.the severely handicapped students.

Page 'IV=26

The analyses to be discussed in this section, combine the rate of
behavior of others-toward_the target student with the predictors delineated.
from the stepwiae'regresSion analyses to determine which of them. are the

...

best predictors of degree of integration; : , .- .

The variables which emerged as 'the best predictors of social

interactions between severely handicapped children and other children from,;.1
each of the separate domains of infbrmation'were _included in a stepwise' :

regression' analysis. The goal was to account for as much_as possible.of.
the variation in rates of social interaction using the smallest array of
information.:.

The stepwise regression analyses.entered variabIeS from any domain
which accounted for a statistically significant proportion (p < .10) of the
Variance in critiria until a variable was encountered with a first order

correlation and a statistically significant beta weight which dif:ered in
sign. At thatpoint,_the stepwise regression analysis was stopped. This

procedure was used to prevent the inclusion of variables with unstable
regression weights and to prevent post hoc speculation about effects of
"suppressor" _variables in the absenbe of an' adequate theory about

.,

integration -of ,severely handicapped students (Cohen & Cohen, 1973;

Pedazhur, 1982; Rock, 1982).

I

The social.obtput of severely handicapped students to nonhandicapded
students in integrated environments was best. predicted by the social input
from nonhandicapped studehts. Other factors which also accounted for a

significant amount of SNi bids.were theorganization of the environment and
the external:supports and attitudes of special education_teachers in. those-
enVironments, Howe44r, Socialibehavior of severely handlcapped students to
other_ severely. handicapped students wasop.:so well understood in teems= of
the information at the state; district, school and environmental levels;
The best Predictors of social behavior of severely handicapped students to

;

other: handicapped. studets,was 1) the HS social bids 2) the enthusiasm of
the special education te, cher 3)the number of masters degreee :granting'

colleges offering. specialization for severely handicapped students; and
Othe accessibility of materials in the special :education classropm. .

.7- 133
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However; these last three predittOrS of S'Fl bids accounted for very small;

. albeit statistically significant, proporicinS-Ofthe' Variance;

H,
IV.V.A Social Behavior' from SH Students To NH Students (SN).

The significant predictors from each of the domains were combined in a

stepwise regression" analysis to cierive.a reduced model with the overall

best predictors of social bids from. severely handicapped it:dents tp

nonhandicapped _students (SN). This model. i61preSented in Tab e114.' The

table'prOVidesfor each predictor!'the degrees of freedom; sum f' squares;

R'SQ briabgei the. F value for that ..mount Ofthange in predic ability;_and

the Statistical significance of F. This' model which i eludes 'five

predictors accounts for 62% of the variance in rate of SN kSids. These 5

-variables offer a considerably. less complex model than he_ one which

emerged from the separate domain analyses and included 19' variables which

,accoUnted for 68% of the variance in SN bids; : Bidsfrom nonhandicapped

students (N.-7S) was the best predictor of bids to severely handicapped

students (SN). The rate of NS 'bids uniquely,ACCOUnted for 40;9% of the

variance in S=,-N.: The next most significant predictor Of SN was the

average number of nonhandicapped students in . the, integrated environment.

.This, variable uniquely accounted for 8.4%. Of the variance in SN. The

number of hours per week the teacher had scheduled the target student to be

integrated was the third best predictor of .sociaIl)ids from severely

handicapped students to nonhandicapped StudebtS The amount 'of_ scheduled

integration time accounted_ for 3.4% of the variance in rate of S.14 bids.

The number of 'special education teaching staff n 'the _environment -during

the observation was the fourth best predictor of $-0 bids' andaccounted_for

2.8% of the variance. 'Finally. the size of the school district also

. accounted for 2.8% of the variance in rate of S=44 bids. TheSe results are

depicted in the pie chart presented in Figure 1.4.1'

Of the statistically significant prediotOrsiof SN behavior,, four had

a positive relationship, and one had _a begative!reIationship. The Pearson

correlations and Beta weigh.s_for each variable are provided in Table 114.

The _positively related predictors were: 1)' the rate of 14S bids; 2) the

number of nonhandicapped students in the integrated environment; 2_3) the

-number of hours of scheduled integration per week, 4 ) the size of the

school district in terms of student ehrollttent. The statistically

'significant negative predictor was the number o special- education teachers

and aids in the integrated environment.

1314
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Table 14

Full Models Including Best Predictors of Interactions

Between Severely Handicapped and Nonhandicapped Students

A. Predialitg Social Bids From Severely Handicapped Target Students to Nonhandicapped Students (S-N)

DF

SUM OF

SQUARES

RSQ

CHANGE SIG-F SOURCE BETA S, E, BETA CORREL.

1 38.92 .409 221.77 .001 N-S ;66 ;04 ;69

1 2.63 .028 .14.99 .001 ENROLREG ;17 .04 .16

1 2.72. .028 15.48 .001 MTCHSTAF -.18 ;04 -;27

1 7.96 .084 45.37 .001 Nonhandicapped 0 ;04 .20

I 3.29 .034 18.77 .001 Time ;19 .04 .19

5 59.23 ;62 67.51 .001 Full Model

205 35,97 Residual

210 95.20 Total

B, Predicting Social Bids From Nonhandicapped Students to Severely Handitappad Target Students (N -S)

DF

SUM OF

SQUARES

RSQ

CHANGE SIG F SOURCE BETA S.E. BETA

72.21704 .35015 202.92139 :0000 S-N .61 .04 ,

15.81781 .07669 44.44617 .0000 PEERTUTOR .28 .04

15.27638 .07407. 42.92483 .0000 DIREC TO NH .30 .05

10.65639

2.45244

.05167

.01189

29.94319

6.89107

.0000

.0093

FTESPH

NOISE

:.26

=,.11

.05

.04

134.71329 75.70570 .0000 Full Model

71.53324 .65 Rikdual

206.24653 Total
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PREDICTING S.-N

Figure 14. Best predictors of F==N

Pn. IV-29;

El 2.8@
ENROLLMENT

2.80%
MTCHSTAF

3640%
TIME1
tin 3.70%
SHARED

8.40%
HONHAND I CAPPED

570 38%
UNEXPLAINED
10 40.90%
N-3

IV. V. B Social behavir From NF otudents To Si Students (14=S)

Since the best predictor of interaction by severely handicapped

students in integrated settings was the behavior of nonhandicapped

studentui the next question _was, "What accounts for the behavior of

nonhandicr-tpped stu(4cnts .:nen integrated wit:the severely handicapped?" The

modl which was bui'A frOm the best predictcTs_from each separate domain of

information itiClUded 20 variables and accounted for 70% of the variance in

rate of social bids from nonhaw!icappe.: to severely handicapped students

= 135
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Stepwise regression analysis of the 20 predictors from each

separate domain resultcd in a less complex model;. The resulting model

included 5- predictors and accounted for 65% of tne variance in rate of N-S

bidS. The full Modelfor answering this question is presented on the

bottom half of Taole tu.

The rate of bids from the severely handicapped to .nonhandicapped

students accountod for 35% ef the bids from nonhandicapped students.

Holding this information constant. four additional variables uniquely .

accounted for statistically significant_proportions of the variance in rate

of social bids by nonhandicupedStUdentS to severely handicapped students;

In order _of 'the amount of variance uniquely explained. the statlst,ically

significant predictors of N=S, holding. S-N constant; were:

1. the average number of peer tutors in the environment

when it was integrated accounting for 7.;7% of variance
in N-S bids;

2. the amount of direction provided by the_ teacher to

nonhandioapped students in_ their_ interactions with the
handicappedwhich accounted for 7.4% of the variance in

N-S bids;
3: the number of full-time persons spe..Afically designated

in the state_ department of education as consultants for
severely handicapped programs (FM3M) which accounted

f67- 5.2% of the variance dn. N-S

4. the amount of noise in the inte7 ,_vironment which

accounted for 1.2!Z of the varic, in rids;

These results are depicted in the pie chart presented in Figure 15.
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PREDICTING N S BIDS

Figure 15. Best predictors of NS

Page 1-':=31

0 1.20%

5.20%
FTESPH
Ea.
DIREC TO NH
ET 7.70%
PEERTUTORS

8.50%
SHARED
f2 35%
SN

UNEXPLAINED

bidS;

Three of the predtotors'aCCOUtitihg :iFficant proportions of U4S

bids had a positive relationship to the :f NS bids These were, in

the order of explanatory power: 1) rate of bidsi 2) number of peer

tutors present at th-,? time of the obs,rvationi 3)_aMoUnt of direction
provided by-the teacher to the peer tutors. Thus the higher the level on

theSe predictors the greater rate of social bids to severely

handicapped studEnts from nonhandieake.d students. Two of the

Statis,:ically significant predictorS haddegative relationships with the

rate of N -S bids: 1) the number of SEA Staff:designated_Jpecificany for

severely 1.1:n(4 :capped programs. 2) the amount of 'o.ise in the environment.

Thus, the higher the levels o: the80 two variables the lower the rate of

138
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social behavior from nonhandicapped students to severely handicapped.

students.

IV;V.0 Social Bids From Target Students To SH Students (SH)

As noted at the outset. significantly less. behaior is directed to

other severely handicapped students when nonhandicapped students are

present in the social setting. Five predictors uniquely accounted for the

behavior which was directed to-other severely handicapped students (S=H).
Over half (63.2%) of the variance in SH social behavior was accounted for

by H=S social behavior. These results 'are presented in Table 15:

Tle four additional predictors which uniquely accounted for SH social
behavior in integrated settings were: 1) the enthusiasmof the special
educ.ation teacher which accounted, for 1.3% of the rate of SH bidi. 2) the

number of colleges and universities in the state granting'masterts degrees-
in special . education with specialization in ; severely. .handicapped

populations which _accounted for .2% of S7H bids 3) the_acCeSsibility of
-materials to aeverely handicapped target students at the- time of the

Observation ich accounted for .4% of the variance inSH bids and 4) the
number of hand_capped studerlts in the environment who were using :materials
which also accounted for ;4% of the variance in SHipids.-: These results
--e depicted in the pie chart presented in ,Figure 16;
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,Table 15

Full Model Including BeSt Predictors of Interactions From Severely

Handicapped Target Students to Other Severely Handicapped Student (S=H)

SUN OF

DF SQUARES

1 28,86896_

1 ...16358.

1 .18243

1 J6860

1 .60606

5 37.76401

209 7;95083

214 45.71484

RSQ

CHANGE F SIG F SOURCE BETA S.E. BETA CORREL,

.o3150 758;86557 .0000.__:___H4
;89

410002.- 71.0.103 131;sity:Of Materials .07 .03 ;25

40399. 4;79544 ;0296 WtTACESS .08 .04 .29

40806 9;68928 . ;0021 NA Programs .09 ,03 ;22'.

;01326 15. 1115 ;000i Enthusiasm ;03 -.25

198;53714 .0000 Full Model

;83 Residual

Total

18,1
184
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PREDICTING S-..H BIDS

Figure 16. Best pree. -drs
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16.98

UNEXPLAINED
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oral

Fi4S

of. S-1i bidS.

-The 'variables which vere positively related to rate of SH were a)

rate of HS bids;- b.) number of master's degree granting programs for

teaChers of severely_handicapped students, and c) the acoessibility of

materials to severely handicapped target students, d) the accessibility of

materialS fOr otaer severely handicapped students. The tescher'S

ehttidSieSM .fOr teaching' severely students W2f negatively

related to the amount of interaction among such students in integrated

environments: Table 15 provides a summary of the results fcr regression

analyses to select the best predictors of SH bids.
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IV. VI PROPORTION OF:IEP O3JECTIVES ACHIEVED

To summarize; we have argued based on the liter8tUre that social

skills are critical to the development of severely handicapped students.;

The results have shown that:

Page IV-35

1. wore social' opportunities are realized in actual -social

interaction in integrated versus in segregated settings;

2. a wide variety of variables influence the rate Of social

Interaction of severely handicapped students with

nonhandicappei students;

3; information which was significant in_ its own tight;

statistically controlling' for otherc,releVant influences,
included a) the social behavior of other members of the

dyadi b) the number of nonhandicapped students;

especially Students who were tutors prepared for'

interaction S::verely handicapped studentsi c) the

amount Of integration planned per week; d) the

direction which teachers provided to -nonhandicapped

Students tp facil'tate, the interaction;_ _e) less

presence of specialized staff during the integrated

time;

A notaole exception to the abOVe list of statistically significant

predictors is any measure of the target students' functional abilitieS..

Although_ such measures were significantly correlated with social

interaction the importance of this form of information was overshedoWed by

th6 information listed . above which vas more predictiVe of social

interaction with nonhandicapped students.

The next question is whether social inter8ttiOn with nonhandicapped

tudentS accounts for any educational improvement in severely 'handicapped

students; To address this question, the Oi.dpdttiOn of objectives met' on

',:ne target students' IEP'S over the .1981-82.school year was computed.

Teachers provided each:target_student'SIEP identified by the. student

number to protect the confide:Ciality of the inforMation.'_ The IEP_WaS

obtained in Odtober 1981 and again in May 1982. The number of objectives

Whicn the teoCher reco.-ded as achieved in May 1982 was divided by the;t6tal

number of objectives written on the I1P in October 1981 tti give the

otoportion of educational objectives attained.

'The proportion of objectives met WAS_USed as the c-iterion in a full

model which included the funetlonal level of the target students; the rate

per minute of interaction with nonhandicapped students, and the rate der

Hinute of interaction with other severely handicapped students il he

-;tegrated setting.

= 142
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The three variables were compUted in the following ways. The average

rate of S-N bids per minute was added to the rate of'N=S bidS per minute to

obtain an overall rate of interaction involving both severely handicapped

and. nonhandicapped students. The measure of functional level for each
severely handicapped target student was obtained by adding the scores from

the ratings of ! teacher's assessments in the _areas of sell-help,

communication; mobili itY. independent living and_ tOgnition. Finally; the

rate of interaction with other handicapped Students in integrated scttings

was obtained by adding the rate per MinUte Of'S=H bids to the rate of H-S

bids.

The_;. variables accounted. for 14;6% of the 'ariance :ln the

propor -cr objectives Met; The target stUden ;nctional level

uni.,;ue...COUnted for 9.7% of the variance in propor,,loti of s'bjectives met

24.69;_p < .001); However; controlling for the effect of functional

level, the rate of interaction with nonhandicapped stiAdents accounted for a

Statistically significant. 2.1% of the variance in proportion of IEP

ObjectiAez met (F = 5.43..p <' .025). ThUa_i rate of_ interaction with

nonhardicapped students was related to the educational achievements of

severely handicapped students,. independently from the functional abilities

of the severely handicapped students.

The rate of interaction with other severely han icapped students was

included 'II the model to separate social interactive abilities per se;_as
predictors of objectives met from the effects of interactions specifically

WiiA1 nonhandicapped students. Although the rate of interaction with

nOnhandicapped students:was a significant_predittOrof the proportion of

educational objectives met; statistically controlling for-the rate of S-fi

bids, the rate of interaction with other handicapped-students in integrated

settings did not itself account for a significant proportion of the

variance in objectives Met,(RSQ = ;004; F < 1.0).

IV. VII IMPACT OF INTEGRATION UPON ATTITLES OF NH STr'JATS

Thus far the results have shown that 4;ratiOrt ,--eh lead to social

interaction between severely' handitad tUdentsandnonhandicapped
studentS. that such interaction can be, expl:::ihzd by' a Variety of variables

over and above the severity of a students handicap; and that the amount of

social _interaction Whith a severely handicapped student has with

nonhandicapped StUdents predicts the proportion of educational objectives
Met by the severely handicapped student at the end of the school year, An

additional question of importance is whether integration of severely

handicapv...d students influences nonhondidapped students in any 'way; de

chose to'addressthis 4L:,:st:i.in jby_examining tho attitudes of nonhandicapped

students toward handiceppte indiVi;JUalS. Two analyses were. conducted to

determine whether there was _a ralationsh:.p between integration and the

Ir'

attitudes of nonhanditapped StUde.ts. The first, ana5isi3 a.';,ress,..cl the

question of whether stUdenta in ChOOls which were integrated with severely.

handicapped studentS had diffe:-e-t attitudes toward handicaplied students

than studentS in comparable schools with no severely handicapped students.
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The second analysis examined for integrated schools the average

attitude scores at the end of the school year as a function of average .

pretest scores for the school and the average rates' of interaction with

handicapped and nonhandicapped students in integrated groups in that

school.

IV.VII.A Contact Ve-sus No-Contact Schools

A tOL,0 ?-,23 students had both pretest/ and postte!.:t 'scores. Of

these 170, students (125 females and 45 males) had .contact with severely

handicapped students and a total of 158 students (83 females and 75 males)

did not have contact.

;Zepeated measures_ analysis of variance were separately

each of the three versions of the Acceptance Scale.- The two

factors Were sex and group (contact versus no contact with

Testing was the within subjects factor.

At upper elementary (.3 -6) and high schoo)

nonhandicapped students who had the opportunity to have

students had sighificantly more positive acceptance Scores

condUCted fOr

between'groups
SH students).

(7-12). levels
contact with Sp
than student's

who did not have such contact. The effect of contact upon acceptance

scores was significant_at_p < .001 (for grades 3 -6, F = 32.42, df = I, 136;

for grades 7-12, F = 25.08, df = 1, 147). There was no difference betWeen

the contact and_riti7.COnteet groups in acceptance of the handicapped in

grades K through 2.

Regardless of the grade level of students, girls responded more

positively to opinion statements about handicapped, students than did boys.

For the K -2 students, the effect of sex was. statistically siPnificant at p

< .025 (E = 5.95, df = 1, 33): For the grades 3-6' and for g.ades 7-12 the

effect of sex,wasSignifiCant_at p<.001. FemaIe.students in gradeS 3 -6

had more positive attitUdeS (F =11,46, df = 1, 136) as did f'emale students

in gradez 7-22,(F = 11.85,de=1; 147). There were

pretest versus pOSttest differences and no significant inte,r

testing and contact groups or sex,nor_were there ..ignificant

between sex and groups. Means for Pretest and posttest scores a': depicted

foe._ge.oups by sex.in Figures 17 and 18. Thus, the data clearly refute-.the

notion that contact with 'severely handicapped Ltudents has a negative

effect upon
/

the attitudes of nonhandicapped 'students toward the

handicapped:

:44
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Results

IV.VII.B Predicting Attitudes Within Schools From Interactions

.

Pagg -40

_Since the attitudes of nonhandicapped_students _differed at pre-year
testing in contact versus no-contact schools, it could be argued that other
features might differentiate the schools rather than the integration of
severely handicapped students in some schools versus others. Hence; by not
randomly selectingtarget students in integrated schools the sample was

biased relative to segregated schools and this bias may not have been
related to the integration process. It should be noted that district
administrators had matched the no-contact schools to the contact schools on
dimensions such as resources; socioeconomic status; size; and peighborhood.
Such matching should have reduced; experimentally; the probability that
segregated schools contained nonhandicapped students who were_morenegative
to handicapped students for reasons other than lack of contact with
severely handicapped students.

In the second analysis of attitudes of nonhandicapped students toward
the handicapped, only integrated schools were examined; Both the data on
attitudes toward handicapped students and the rate of social interaction
Amongst handicapped and nonhandicapped students were aggregated at the
level of the school. In order to combine the three forms of the Acceptance
Scale; z-scores were computed separately based_on the standard deviations
for the ETS sample on each form. A total of 32 integrated schools had both
pretest and posttest scores from nonhandicapped students.

A regression model was computed which predicted average posttest
acceptance score in an integrated school from the average pretest
acceptance score; the average rate of interaction with nonhandicapped.

students in an integrated school; and the average rate of interaction in a
school with other severely handicapped 'students during integrated times in

that school. These three predictors accounted for 82% of the variance in
end -of- -year. attitudes of nonhandicapped students toward handicapped
students._ The average rate_of interaction with nonhandicapped students did
not predict a statistically significant proportion of variance in

end-of-year acceptance scores. However, the.average rate of interaction
between severely handicapped students in integrated settings accounted for

5% of the variance in post-year attitude scores (F t 7.71,p < .01); This

finding is.over and above the amount in end-of-year score which is

predicted by beginning-of-year score; Finally; :there was a negative
relationship between rate of interaction with other handicapped students in
integrated settings and the end-of-year attitudescores._ The more severely
handicapped students interacted with other severely handicapped students in
integrated settings, the less positive the attitudes of'nonhandicapped
students in that school at the end of the'year.

- 147 -
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION: INTEGRATION FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

1

i)The pUrpOSe of the national project to evaluate integration severely

handicapped students was threefold:

, f

: I

1

3; To determine whether integration as measured by the rate

of. interaction with nonhandicapped students had__ an

educational context which influenced the degree and

I

quality of integration.

1

if
if aTexplore_featUreS Of the antecedent and .concurrent
1;

impact a) on the educational progress of severely,

I' .

handicapped student6 and b) on the attitudes of-

nonhandicapped stUdedtS toward severely handicapped.

students.

1. To describe the degree and quality of integratidn in

terms of the interactions _betWeen handicapped and

nonhandicapped studetitS When they were integrated;

The_evalUatiah provided statistically significant evidence that a)

social interactions with. other students occur at a higher rate in

integrated settings when compared to the same stlidents°,rate of interaction.

in segregated settings b) these interactions are_more frequently, reinforced

by nonhandicapped than by handicapped student8_6) social interactions of

severely handicapped students:in integrated _Settings are influenced more by

antecedent and concurrent features, of the educational contexts than by the

degree of severity _of theS6 students' handicaps.- d) the rate of interaction

with nonhandidapped StUdents was significantly related to the'ptoportion of

educational : objectives achieved at the end of the year; even when the

severity of students' handicap was controlled for _statistically, e) the

amount of interaction between severely handicapped students in integrated

settings was a significant negative predictor o.f the attitudes of

nonhandicapped students in integrated schoolS

148-7
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Implications Page V-2

y:I INTEGRATED VERSUS SEGREGATED CONTEXTS FOR SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

The results_ suggest that integrated contexts are more conducive to

social interactions of severely handicapped students with other students
than are segregated contexts; Thii is probably the case because _severely

handicapped studentA are not so adept at reading the social signals of
other severely'handicapped students and conversely don't proVide adequate

signals themselves. When both members of an interactive dyad are impaired,
-it is not surprjsing that_the dialogue structure of social interaction

breaks down (Belli_ 1968; Beveridge & Brinker, 1980; Kogan; 1980).

However, the nonhandicapped child is capable of making the necessary

adjUstments to compensate for some interactive deficiences (Guralnick;
1981;_ duralnick & PaulBrown, 1977; 1980;. Timm; Strain & Eller; 1979).

:This is reflected in the present results that nonhandicapped students' rate
of social responsiveness was higher than the rate of handicapped students

social responsiveness in either integrated or segregated settings. The

data refutes the notion that severly handicapped students are betteroff,
at least in a social interactive sense when they are "with their own kind"
in "special places ".

Second; the data showed that in integrated settings more social output
to _other _studentS by nonhandicapped students was positive; i.e. severely'

handicapped students were smiling or laughing more:.' In addition; more

social input from other students was positive in:the integrated setting in
comparison to the segregated settings. Clearly; tnis provides evidence

which refutes a commonly held belief that integration will be a negative
experience -for severely handicapped students. Relative _to their own

experience in segregated. settings; the social_ interactions with other
students in integrated settings are richer. Social'interactions occur more

frequently; they are reinforced by the reciprocity of nonhandicapped
students; and they more frequently have a positive affect in the integrated
settings.

This finding apparently stands in contrast to previous _studies which

have shown that handicapped students are not preferred is friends and are
not the'preferred social interaction partners of nonhandicapped students in
integrated settings (Gottlieb; 19784 1980; Porter, et.al. :1978; Ray,

1974; Beckman; in press). However, the contradiction between the. present

findings and previous research is more apparent than real. The previous
research has asked a_somewhat different question than the one addressed _in

this evaluation. 'These earlier studies asked whether handicapped students
would, be selected by .nonhandicapped students as preferred or equal

interaction partners. The results consistently have been that

nonhandicapped students more frequently selected other nonhendicapped

students as targets for social bids. It_would be surprising if there were
a preference for handicapped over_ nonhandicapped students as interaction

partners. As noted the literathre review, handicapped students by-
definition are different enough,to evoke a social response which- confirms

and in a sense institutionalizes that difference (Hobbs; 1975; Rhodes &

Paul, 1980). Such societal responses arenot, especially in the case of

severely handicapped students; pure fictions; The severely handicapped
student is different from other students of the same age who are not
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handicapped. A political action which eliminates the societal response to

differences clearly will not eliminate the cerebral palsy; the sensory

impairments, the _genetic and physical anomalies: However; such political

action; for example; in some parts of Italy (Chatelanat, 1982;

Milanni-Comparetti; 1979) have eliminated social_institutional responses to

some handicaps. Nevertheless; handicapped indiVidUala retain in need of

some .adaptive response from others in order to be more fully integrated

into society. Thus the issue 'is___whether such azoommodattaa by

nonhandicapped ._persons can be facilitated and whether this provides an

improved situation for handicapped individuals;

To address_thia question requires a comparison between segregated

environments in which a few specialists are experts at making

accommodations for the handicapped person and situations in which a broader

social group is required to make accommodations. From the point of view of
the handicapped individual the critical question is whether there are more

opportunities in ,segregated environments versus integrated:enVirOnMents;
To answer this question; it is not critical to knOW whether handicapped

individuals will be "best_friends" of_ nonhandicapped individuals but rather

whether nonhandicapped_individuals will make some accommodations which

result in richer experiential opportunities for handicapped individuals.

The present study demonstrates that across 14 school districts in 9 of

the- United 'States, such .accommodations result in more studentzatUdent

interactive opportunities. This does confirm other findings which have

used comparisons within handicapped. populations in different settings

'rather than comparisons between handicapped and nonhandicapped populations;

Gampei et:a1; (1974) also found more prosocial behavior. when EMR students

were in integrated versus_ segregated envirenmenta.: Meyers; et al. (1975)

found that EMR students who were integrated achieved more academically than

comparable stUdents_who were not integrated; In a similar vein we found

that severely handicappedstudents who had more interaction opportunities

.

with nonhandicapped students achieVed a higher proportion of their IEP

objectives.

V.II

Accommodations Affecting the Social Output of Sti students

It,is important to remember that this evaluation of integration

included only severely handicapped students and not mildly retarded or

mildly_ handicapped students; A. different' pattern of accommodatiOna by

educational planners teachers, and nonhandicapped studenta may be

necessary in order to integrate mildly handicapped- StUdenta into regul

educational and community settings. Clearly, the sotialbehavior of
nonhandieapped students_toward the severely handicapped students was the

most significant predictor of social behavior of-the severely handicapped
student toward them._ What. then was associated with higher rates of social

input from nonhandicapped students? The. number of peer tutors in the

environment and the amount of direction provided to them by the teachers

- 150 -
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were the best predictors of the rate of social input to severely

handicapped students. Thus, integration which best results in social

interaction by even the most severely handicapped students involves the
presence of peer tutors who have: been identified as consistent interaction
partners for these severely handicapped students. In addition, these peer
tutors provide the-best scaffolding for social interaction when they are
provided with ongoing.support and direction from teachers. Tbis.finding is
consistent with much of the literature demonstrating the of ectiveness of
peer tutors in facilitatChg social interactions with handicapped students.

The amount of experience in integrated settings which has been

scheduled for severely handicapped students is predictive of their rate of
social output in integrated'Settings. These findings are significant in

that such information proved to be a better predictor of the rate of social
behavior than the functional skills of these severely handicapped students.
This suggests that not only can integration be achieved with any severely
handicapped: student,_ it can also lead to progressively more social

interaction. The planning of the process -through specific scheduled
integration time and the recruitment of a consistent group of peer tutors
who are 'provided with ongoing direction in integrated settings determines
whether integration will result in social interaction:

An interesting and consistent finding throughout several levels.of the
data analysis was the negative relationship between student_interactions
and direct teacher involvement and the:involvement of specialists within

the antecedent and concurrent features_of the educational context. Thus,

the more special education teaching staff_in the integrated environment the
less the social bids from.Severely_handicappee studentstononhandicapped
students. At a much more _general level, ratings of the amount of

professional support special ducators had from other:special educators was
negatively related to the fr- e uency of social bids severely handicappedt
students directed to nonhandicapped students. Just* the opposite
relationship was obtained between the frequency of social bids and ratings
of the amount of support from regular education teachers. The greater the

support to the special educator from regular educators; the greater the
interaction of handicapped' and_ nonhandicapped students. The negative
relationships between degree ..of_ specialist _involvement and rate of

interaction. with nonhandicapped students in integrated settings is

reflected even at the state level: Those states which had more personnel.

associated specifically with severely handicapped programs had sites in
which there was less social behavior from nonhandicapped students to

severely handicapped students; Obviously, such information as the

percentage of professional time allocated for severely handicapped programs
in the state department of education is a function of many other things
about the organization of services for _severely handicapped students.
Until those things are better understood,_it would be premature to make any..
conclusions about what_such a variable might represent: One hypothesis
which we offer is that the allocation of staff'at the state level for
severely handicapped programs is related to a more general

compartmentalization. of services; If that is the caseiithen further
research should be conducted to determine if such compartmentalization is

negatively related to the degree and quality of integration In that state.
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Certainly, a number of researchers have suggested such a possibility

(Hobbs, 1974; Rhodes & Paul; 1980).

The fact that greater numbera of special educators in the integrated

environment is related to 16S8 social interaction between handicapped and
nonhandicapped students suggests that teachers need assistance and training

in supporting_and inditedtly facilitating such interaction. Recent reviews

of curricula_fdr severely handicapped students have noted a general failure

to base curricular approaches on observations of students' ongoing behaVidt

(Brinker, in press); Doug Guess (in press) raises similar- questions about

the traditional emphases in programs for.severely_handicappe0 students;
The present results should provide strong AustificatiOn for support and

training of special _education teachers in methods of indirectly,

facilitating social interactive skills of severely handicapped students in

integrated contexts. Those_ special,education teachers who were rated as

providing the most support and direction to nonhandicapped students had

higher rates_ of N=S bids. The rate of U.S bids was the best predictor of

rate of social output of severely handicapped students to nonhandicapped

students.

V.II.A Differential_ Predictors Of SN And SH Bids When Integrated

: The rate of social bidsby severely handicapped students to, either

handicapped or nonhandicapped studentsarebest.predicted by the rate of

social bids by these other students back to the target students. Thus; -the

social behaVibt_of severely handicapped students has the reciprocal quality

of mosta0dial behavior (Bruner., 1975); However; when one_looks beyond the

interactional dialogues- at other predictors of _social interaction a

'different pattern emerges for the prediction of interactions with

nonhandicapped students versus interactions with other handicapped

students.

Oneuch differenee WaS the way in which environmental factors were

related to bids to nonhandicapped and handicapped students. The'

accessibility_ of materials to severely handicapped student6 WaS la

significant predictor of the rate of interaction amongst severely

handicapped students in integrated environments. The__only _environmental

variable which predicted..the rate of bids to nonhandicapped students was

the number of nonhandicapped stUdents in the setting. A number of studies

in early, childhood education have shownthat play materials provide the

first bases for social_ interactions among developmentally young children

(Smith & Connolly._.1980). Redent studies (Beckman & Kohl'. in press.; Kohl

& Beckman. in presa) haVe shown thatprovision of attractive. play materials

to mildly handicapped students both facilitated the amount of interaction

with nonhandidepped students and enhanced the oomplexity of play behaViOr

emitted by the handicapped students; For severely handicapped_ students

WhoSe repertoires are developmentally less advanced. the 0611-ability of

objects,; seems to be simiIiarly related to the amount of interaction. The

availability of objects does not seem to provide the same basis for

'interaction with honhandicapped students of similar chronological ages.
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Developmentally, it would also be the case that older students primarily
would structure their interactions around social rules or games rathep,than
around materials.. Thus, the differential value of information about
material availability _for_predicting social. behavior_tO other handicapped
students but not -to nonhandicapped students is consistent with current
theories about play and social interaction.

Finally, the degree of teacher enthusiasm for teaching severely
handicapped students was negatively related to the amount of interaction
whiCh severely handicapped students directed to-other handicapped students
in integrated settings. Although somewhat paradoxical, this might suggest
that teachers enthusiasm and committment results in better discrimination
of contextual- environmental features by severely handicapped students.
This_discriminationleadsto_discernment of the relatively_ richer social
contingencies from nonhandicapped students than from handicapped students
in -integrated environments. Strain (1982) has reported that autistic
students discriminate quite clearly between a) teacher mediated prompting
and reinforcement of interaction with peers and b) generalization settings
in which such teacher contingencies arinot being applied. It could be
that the rating of teacher enthusiasm and commitment to teaching severely
handicapped students reflects a level of direCt teacher involvement with
severely handicapped students which is not characteristic of the_integrated
settings. Thus, the most enthusiastic _teachers_provide their input to
nonhandicapped_students in integrated _settings rather than directly_ to
severely handicapped. students. The plausibility_ of such an_ interpretation
is bolstered by the statistically significent positive correlation between
teachers enthusiasm and amount of direction to nonhandicapped students
(r=.36, df=84; p<.001);

V;LII THE IMPACT'OF INTEGRATION OF SEVERELY HANDICAPPED SrUDENTS

As we noted in the first chapter of this report, the way in which one
conducts an_-evaluation of any innovation is a function of the purpose for
that innovation. We noted three potential frameworks from which to discuss
the purpose of integration of severely handicapped students into regular
school and community settings; The ranking of priorities which we_. had

selected was: first, integration is a social goal; second, integration is-
a legal right; and third, integration is an educational tool. The extent
to which integration is an educational goal has already been treated in our
discussion of the extent to which interactiOns.between severely handicapped
and nonhandicapped students were being achieved.

_
Only one of the diStricts had Challenge. regarding least

restrictive environment- which resulted in a local hearing; The
iSabe was whether the least restrictive environment for a severely deaf
student was a segregated school emphasizing sign language for the deaf or a
speCial class utilizing the total communication approach (sign langilage

plus speech) in an integrated school. The hearing upheld the districts
placement in_a total communication program in an integrated school rather
than the residential school for the deaf. Apart from this one case, the 14
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districts involved in the `integration evaluation did not have legal

challenges regarding integration as a legal right;

_
The third framework is that integration is an educatiOnal tool through

which _severely 'handicapped students better aChieVe their educational

objectives without jeopardizing objectives for _ndhhandiCapped students;

The evaluation provided tentative support fOr the notion that integration

can_ he_ an educational tool which has impact upon the_objectives attained by

severely handicapped :students and-updh the attitudes of nonhandicapped

students' toward handicapped students. The rate of interaction with

nonhandicapped students uniquely accounted for a significant proportion of

the variance in percent of educational objectives met, Thus over and above

the level_ of severity of a student's handicap; the amount of integration

experienced in actual interaction with nonhandicapped students is

positively related to the target students' educational progress. Some have

suggested that this finding simply shows that the more capable students

interact more and the fact that they achieve a_higher percentage of

educational objectives is related more. to their general ability level of

which social interaction is a, result. This interpretation reflects a

fundamental misunderstanding of the present results and requires further

clarification.

Abilities in the_areasof communication; cognition; self help skills,

domestic _skilla; and mobility certainIy do influence the rate of progress

of severely handiCappedStudents; Functional level accounted for most of

the variance in percentage of IEP objectives met. _NeVertheless; the rate

Of interaction with nonhandicapped students accounted tor a statistically

significant amount over and above functional level; Can this finding be.

interpreted to mean that the most social students simply meet a higher

percentage of their IEP objectives and that this social factor is not

related to integration per se? If there were some underlying social trait,

then one would expect_ that the more socially interactive students Would

demonstrate -- social with both an capped_ an

nonhandiCAPPed students; Thus;we'should have found -that interactions with

handicapPed students were also predictive of proportibn of objectives met

HOWeVer; interaction' with other handicapped students did not account for a

unique proportion of variance in objectivea_Met; Thus; we can conclude

that something about the interaction with nonhandicapped students is

related to educational progress_of severely handicapped:students; We will

discuss some of the possible hypotheses' which; from a theoretical

perspective; might be tenable explanations of the educational impact of

integration.,

Howevt, it is important to note at this point_that the model which

included .functional level and rates of interaction with handicapped and

nonhandicapped students only accounted_ fdt 15% of the variance in

percentage of IEP objectives met. No_doubt that the other 85% includes the

specialized educational.techniques whioh have evolved as professionals have

had increasing contact with severely handicapped students (Haring & Brown,.

1976; 1977; Sailor; Wilcox, &Brown, 1980; Sontag; Smith; &Certd; 1977).

Clearly; many of_these_goalsrequirevery well planned teaching in settings

which are uniquely designed for severely handiCapped indiVidUals; Such
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Settings often require one to one instruction to establish skills in very
limited repertoires. ThuCsuch settings usually are not integrated with

nonhandicapped students; No one doubts. the necessity of such
individualized; specialized settings for educating severely handicapped
students; The present results suggest that integration can be an addendum
to such individualized; specialized educational settings and that
integration can have positive educational benefits.

Any interpretation that the present results_ justify "dumping" severely'
handicapped students into unprepared educational environments, lowering of
standards_in teacher training or reducing levels of specialist support are
clearly in error. Rather, the results suggest that integration can be a
positive- addition to existing.' approaches to tho education of severely
handicapped students; This addition will take careful and systematic
planning and will : probably require -additional resources-to prepare
personnel and settings for integration. The fact that the identification
of a program as a federally -funded model uniquely accounted for significant
proportions of SN bids (see Table 11) provides some support for plans
which allocate additional resources to achieve integration of severely
handicapped students.

V; IV THE. IMpArT OF INTEGRATION ON ATTITUDES OF NH STUDENTS

The results shed some light on the conflicting findings which have

been reported regarding the effects_of integration upon the_ettitudes_of
nonhandicapped_ studentS toward handicapped students. Our results
demonstrate that the .attitudes of nonhandicapped stddentS in schools in
which severely handicapped students were. integrated were more positive, than
were the attitudes. Of students in comparable schools which did not contain
severely handicapped students. This confirms findings from several other
previous studies (Friedman.; 1975; Petersdn; 1974; Voeitz; 1980; 1982)

Taken together the present results and. previous studies clearly refute the

notion that contact with severely handicapped students inevitably fosters
negative attitudes of nonhandicapped students toward the. handicapped.

_ I

However, our data-also sheds some light upon the mechanism by which

negative attitudes can result. Looking within the integrated schools and
controlling for initial differences in attitudes we found that the amount

Of integration amongst severelY, handicapped students when in integrated
settings was related to less positive attitudes of nonhandicapped students
in those schools. This has implications which support and extend our
findings about the factors contributing to interaction between handicapped
and i nonhandicapped students, in integrated settings. If severely
handicapped students are taken as_a group into settings_with_nonhandicapped
students- .and interact separately from nonhandicapped students, then the
attitudes of nonhandicapped students will be less positive. The

implication is that in order to truly.transform.the attitudes of society
abbut handicapped students; they should be-. introduced to nonhandicapped
student0 as individuals rather than as a group. A similar practice has
been recommended in the area of integrating deaf students into classrooms
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with hearing students.' The most positive interactions with-- hearing

students result if only one deaf _,student is integrated in a given

environment (Turnbull & Hie-cherDixon, 1981).i The present results

therefOre suggest. that the attitudes of nonhandicapped studentS toward

handidapped students can be shaped in a positive direCtion. This will be

accomplished by planning contacts with'severely handicapped students on an

individualized basis rather than .-nplahning such contacts for groups of

severely handicapped students. '

V.V CONCLUSION: TOWARD AN INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY OF INTEORATION

The evalUation of integration of severely handicapped students in

regular SchbOl and Otimmunity, settings shows that integration with

nonhandidapped students c.an be a positive part of_the_ educational program

for severely handicapped students. If nonhandfdapped_ students are

supported in their interactions with severely_ handicapped, students; thiti'

the severely' handicapped students will practice social interactive skills

which are critical for their educational progress. The dataindibate that

such practice is provided if peer tutors -with a continuity'of experience

with severely handicapped students are involved;

The discussidn thus far leads directly to a consideration._ of those

aspects of social interaction with nonhandicapped students which -might be

partidiUlarlY impottaht for severely handicapped students. Clearly- :Other

kinds of interactions; especially the interaction :between severely

handicapped students,and teachers or parents has: received considerably more

attention in educational research and_policy for this population (Strain;

1982; Reichle et al., 1980). What_thight be the unique features of social

interactive experience with nonhandicapped students which simply cannot be

replaced by special edUdatiOnal technology implemented by adults? This

qUestion is a,;rephraging of the 'notion that integration can be an

educational tool. Wedb not. believe that this question requires an answer

before integratiOn,Of severely handicapped students is pursued as a .social

gOal and as a legoS: right. However; we do believe that edUdatiOnal,

planners and policy makers will more enthusiastically pursue integtation as

a social goal if they can articulate a theory upon_ whidh the positive

educational benefits of integration might be based. Since our data -has

proVided statistically significant support_ for the notion that more

integration is related_ to the achievement of more educational goals by

severely handicapped stUdentS, regardlessof-the degree of their ,severe

nandicap; we will Obtline, a first step towards the development of an

instructional theory of integration for severely handicapped persond. We

belidVe an instructional theory of integration should specify the benefits

both for severely handicapped students and for ,nonhandidapped students.

Such a theory should also provide a rationale by which educational teams

can be guided in deciding upon the necessary _mixture between highly

structured .teaching situations utilizing specially_trained professionals
and less structured situations in which severely handidapped students,. Wave

the opportunity to demonstrate their skills interacting with nonhandicapped

students.
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It is far too early in the history of integrating severely handicAPPed
students into regular schools and community settings to fully articulate an
instructional theory of integration. Very little is JO-OWn about the

interactions between nonhandicapped students or betWeen siblings Thus; it

is difficult to speCify the important developmental functions of such

interactions for the_general population. However; an empirical foundation

of research is-beginning to aPpea which suggests that peer and sibling
interactions- have_important developmental implications for children (Dunn;

1983; Eisenberg, 1982; Light; -1979; jerretCIermont; 1980;, Wells; 1981;
Youniss, 1980). In order to apply ttse studies of interaction among
normal children to interaction with severe handicapped students; we must

begin a program of basic and applied research in_that small bUt growing
number of ecologies where integration is becobing a reality. Ah

instructional theory of integration will not emerge in two or three cycles

of threeyear research grants. _Consider that a_ theory of development

incorporating peer and sibling interactions is only beginning to emerge in
spite of the long term_ubiquity of those phenomena. Social interactions

between severely handicapped and nonhandicaPped students cannot be so
Widely witnessed so the development of the theory, for which we are calling

= will peenaps be quite slow;. Nevertheless; the research program for such a
theory should explore at least the following phenomena:

1. The development ofimitation and peer modelingiin terms

of the parameters controlling.both the mddel'S and the
imitator's behavior.

2. Generalization of social hehavior to different social

environments.

The development of cooperation; altruism; and leadership
with special attention to the differences in such

development within settings involving different degrees

of social heterogeneity.

V. V. A IMitatiOn And Peer

Several authors have noted the importance of.imitation_as_an_important
mechanism by which new skills become established_in a child's behavioral

repertoire (Baer & Sherman; :1964 ;. Bricker,_ 1978; Cooke, Cooke; &

Apolloni; 1977). From this perspective- imitation and peermodelling haVe
been_ conceptualized as_tehniquesbywhich very specific skills can be

taught. An Alternative' perspeCtive is that imitation is a technique for
maintaining a Socialdialogue(Uzgiris; 1981). It is used especially by

young children. because it may be easier to reproduce a behavior which has

just been witnessed than to search through memory and generatd_ a .behaViOr

pattern from long term me y . Thus; imitation is_a social - cognitive

strategy by which interaction rs. maintained and information is obtained;
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Strain and Kerr (1981) have provided a comprehensive review of the

literature, on peer modelling and imitation; They concluded that one of the
problems with studies of imitation as_an _intervention technique is that
investigators have focused too spedifidallY on the topqgraphy of imitative
behavior. Thus, little is known about_the more general- interactive effects
of imitation training. HoWeVer,_ the available studies do suggest that
generalization of imitation to broader classroom ecologies is better if

nonhandicapped studentS within that ecology have been involved in the
training. The adult role was most effective in demonstrating for peers

Within a role playing situation the appropriate modelling behavior ar
reinforcement strategies rather than becoming directly involved -in the

interactions between handicapped and nonhandicapped students (Strain,
Shores & Timmi 1977). In fact Strain (1981) reported that the most
immediate effect of direct adult. involvement in social interactions between
handicapped and nonhandicapped students was termination of the student

. interactions.,

Clearly_if_the social goal -is for severely .handicapped students to

become involved in asocial culture of people their own age, then the more
effective route to such involvement appears to be through the use of peer

rather than adult models. If the social goal is for the severely
handicapped persons to become more involved:in a culture of older specially
treIned adults then adult modeling would be more effective.: h establishing
social skills; As Bronfenbrenner (1970) has POihted out the United :StateS
differs from some other cultures, such as the USSR, in _that in the United
States the studentpeer_ group cultUre_ is diStinetly different from the
larger adult_ culture._ A_greater synchrony__ between the children's and adult
subcultures has been fostered by the educational system in the USSR:. Thus,
in that country the educational system has capitalized on the influence
among peers to ensure a greater homogeneity of social Outcome;

Diversity has always been a fundamental social value within the United
States so that it is not surprising_that_the educational system hasnot
.capitalized upon peer influences to aohieVe its educational goals. With

regard to peer_involvement_with severely handicapped.students, however, the
basic thrust of the modelling imitation reseirch has been to recruit peers
as teatherd. Notable exceptions to this have been within the preschool
studies of play between handicapped' and nonhandicapped students and

leisure=tite integration activities (Guralnick, 1982; VoeItz, Wuerch &
Wilcox, 1982). It would appear more consistent with the organization of

American education visavis peer influences, to concentrate research in
this latter area of leisure time activities in studying the _modelling of
appropriate social behavior ,by nonhandicapped students and imitation of
this behavior by severely handicapped students. ThiS is especially true

given,_the Other very pressing educational" needs of severely handicapped
students 'which can only be met by highly specialized prOfessionals.

In order, to better 'understand peer. influences in leisure time
activities, studies should be designed which describe the adjustments' which
nonhandicapped students make when interacting with severely handicapped
students. Such adjustments are designed to. facilitate interaction and may
be conceptualized as "implicit" modelling with the behavior -of severely
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hen-di-dapped students being conceived as imitative or nonimitative using the
brdaddr Uad_Of those terms from a social interactive perspective (Uzgiris4.

1981). Studies by Gutalnitk and Paul -Brown (1977.'198Whave shoWn that in
fact nonhandicapped students do sensitively adjust their level of language

complexity to match the level of handicapped Student's functionibg_at
younger developmental levels. This process has been_interpreted_AS_SiMilat
in kind to the adjustment made by mothers interacting with their infants;
For an instructional theory of integration_it will be necessary to specify

the differences in processes_of matching behavioral complexity to severely
handicapOed students when children as opposed to adults utilize such

processes. WitboUt understanding such differences it will be difficult to
ArtioOlate_the advantages or disadvantages of peer versus adult modelling

of social behavior.

V.V.B GPveralization Of Social Skills To New SoCial Contexts

A major concern in- intervention _research has been the failure to

demonstrate_ that skills trained and used in one context will be utilized .
appropriately in contexts different from the training context (Beveridge &

Brinker, 1980; Stokes & Baer; 1975). The failure to generalize skills to
new situations is quite serious. Without generalization the effOrts of
special educators are _truly questionalbe (Brown; et al.; .1976; Dunn.

1968). An elaborate system of knowledge and techniques. is systematically
and' conscientiously applied with the results that student progress can only
be identified by those within the system and only then on some occasions

(Guess & SiegelCausey; in pres6). Thus itbecomes imperative for special
educators to demonstrate_ that what has been taught is in fact an important

behavioral change_ outside Of the special education environment (Voeltz &
Evana. 1983). Yet woefully little information is available about the

behavioral repertoires of severely handicapped persons outside of

laboratory or special education environments (Brinkeri in press; Brooks &

Baumeister; 1977).

Effective programming for generalization seems to include_ systematic

incorporation of variability in social and physical contexts (Stokes &

Baer; 1975). When variability in training is increased with regard to time
of training and participants, the effectiveness of the training and the
generalization of training is superior (Cavallaro & Bambara; 1982; Halle;

1982; Mulligan, Lacey & Guess, 1982; Wulz, Myers; Klein; Hall & Waldo;

1982).

A plausible hypothesis regarding the instructional advantages of
integration is that children provide a more variable social_ihteradtiVe
environment than adults. The reason for such variability would be that
children' develop from a_state_of_relatively little cognitive 'planning to a
state in which their social behavior is increasingly under the control of

plans and scripts for specific situations (Kat-biol. 1982; Nelson; 1981;

Schenk & Abeladd, 1977). The variability of situations produces various
reactions depending upon which aspects of the' -situation can be assimilated.
In adultchild interactions the dominant role of the adult is immediatelY
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established; thus selection and responding to situational stimuli requires

less processing by the child. In:interactions among children; selection of

different stimuli, from the same situation frequently occurs without any one
perSpeCtive becoming the defacto accepted perspective._ Thus, _interactive

situations among children require a level of_cooperation Which is greater

if the interaction is to continue (Younissi:1980). Since there is a higher

probability that children will have divergent perCeptions of situations and

since children seek a_coordination of perspectives when 'interacting with

other children, they provide a greater variety of signals across several.

interactions within an otherwise constant situation. This variety prevents

the type of discriminatiOn learning which others.have reported characterize

handicapped studenta in social learning situations (Guralnick; 1982;

Strain &_ Kerr; 1981). The probability is higher that adults will provide

such consistent cues_ within a particular training format that the _Child

learna "now, WS time to talk" or "now it's time to imitate actions."

Brinker in pres8) has provided. several examples of ways that special

educators have created highly discriminable yet idiosyncratic curriculuM

plans; Thus research should be conducted to determine whether

studentstudent interactions provide _a better context for generalization
simply because a repeated interaction theme-ocurs in a context of less

consistent and less discriminable cues.

V. V. C Cooperation And Prosocial RPhavior

.

While the previous discussion has'eMphasized priMarily the benefits of

integration. to ':severely handicapped students0-the_present area reviews the

potential benefits to'nonhandicapped students which should be articulated

within an instructional theory -of integration. Promising areas of research

include research on the development of prosocial behavior (Eisenberg;

1982), research on peer tutoring -(Allen; )976) and research on the

interactions betWeeh siblings (Dunn; 1983).

Ih_the research on the development of prosocial_ behavior, Kernibl

(1982) has argued that children develop social scripts for tic:4 to behave in

helping situations based upon a direct response: to the cues in the

situations. More typically; theories of prosoCial behavior have emphasized

that a prerequisite for such_behavior is development beyond the egocentric

levels of .concrete operational- _thought (Hoffman; 1982; Kohlberg, 1969;

Piaget, 1948). These theories hOld that prosocial behavior is based upon

the child's ability. to put himself in the other person's shoes; so-to
speak. and tdtakea response -on behalf of 'the other person as -if the child.

were hiMaelf in need of assistance. From either Karniol's (1982)Or
Hoffmann's (1982) perspectives the child must be able to interpret the

situational cues either directly or by cognitively transferring himself

into that'situation in order to_make a_response. Although it has generally

\been assumed that perceptions of other's needs, is based upon a prerequisite

cognitive level, it is not clear that participation in Helping situations

could not itself faCilitate cognitive development. This is. especially

unclear '. since, the ,available research on prosocial behavior and its

cognitive prerequisites have used episodic,' contrived situations which are
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not comparable'to the ongoing.prosocial contact which; for example, peer

tutors in our evaluation study had'in integrated --schools;

Horrocks and Jackson (1972) have argued that parents_ influence whether
children will use generic labels_to classify helping situations and that
this socialization process is related to prosocial behavior in such
situations. The use of Such labels is related to development of the
concept of self (Carveri 1979). It would appear that in situations.
involving severely handicapped students the Cues as to the need for heIp
could be made very clear by a good teacher; The relationship between our

ratings of degree of direction provided by teachers and the rate of social
bids from nonhandicapped students raises the possibility of enhancing
perceptions by nonhandicapped students of needs of handicapped students.
If this were the case, then clearly, research on the development of
selfconcepts by .nonhandicapped students participating in integrated
programs is warranted. -Whichever the_direCtion of causality, a positive
relationship between_prosocial behavior and cognitive levels has generally
been found.. PerretClermont (1980) presents-preliminary data demonstrating
the positive impact on concrete ,operational skills as a.function of
interactions between children of different developmental levels:' 'Allen &
Feldman (1973) have also demonstrated that peer tutoring produced cognitive
improvements in the peer tutors; Thus, a basis exists for suggesting that

nonhandicapped students engaging in prosocial interactions with Severely
handicapped students may haVe something to gain in the process.

Finally, research on the developmental functions of sibling
relationships and the impact of interactions .-on these functions. is

beginning to_shed some .light_ on issues which may be relevant to an

instructional theory, of rtegration; Dunn (1983) reviews research on
sibling interactions from two perspectives; First, the mutual reciprocity
in interactions implies that older siblings are able to transcend their
status and interact in a cooperative, .sharing manner .which requires : an

ongoing give and take. Youniss_ (1980) has noted that this type of
reciprocity isthe unique feature of peer interaction _differentiating its

important *developmental functions from the functions of adultchild
interaction. 0n the other hand, siblings differ from peers in that one of
the siblings is older, except in .the case of twins; Thus,. there is a

complementarity. within sibling relationships which may not be

characteristic of peer relationships; The complementarity.includes clear
role differences with the older sibling acting as teacher, protectori_giver
of comfort; interpreter of needs, and manipulator.

This mixed role of siblihgs.as both equal and_unequal interactive

partners has interesting _parallels When nonhandicapped students are
integrated with severely handicapped students. In,fact, this mixture of
roles may separate the research on integration of severely handicapped
students from research on mainstreaming mildly handicapped stUdents; In

mainstreaming, mildly handicapped students, nonhandicapped students have a
role which is not so clearly mixed as the roles of siblings; a peer tutors',
or a special friend of a severely handicapped student. This lack of role
differentiation may be because_ the _differences between nonhandicapped
student and Mildly handicapped student is not so apparent. The unequal
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developmental levels of severely . handicapped students and their

nonhandicapped peers places the peerSin mixed role relationships to the

severely handicapped_ students. It is important that an inst '-uctional

theory of integration investigate the reciprocal elements of this role

Which would include the discovery of: mutual_ interests, sharing; 'and

interaction on an equal status. The more typical role Within peer tutoring

situations is a complementary role in which the nonhandicapped student is

clearly directing the interaction. If the uomplementary role becomes the

only role for nonhandicapped students Within an instructional theory of

integraticni: then we might _legitimately question whether integration

provides any signifident revision to a general theory of instruction. If

the focus is exclusively' upon a teaching and caretaking rine for

nonhandicapped StUdenta_then many of the existing teacher training programs

simply await 'translation for children; However; it seems_td US that the

important feature -Of integration is thAt nonhandicapped students are not

specialized instructional personnel; but they have a_rich social world in

which a place can be made for severely handicapped students; Thus; it 'is

important to develop an instructional theory of integration which

.incotporatea both interactive roles, the complementary and the reciprodal.

Very :little research on the reciprocal nature of interactions of

nonhandicapped students with handicapped students\has been done.. Wuerch .&

Voeltz (1982). have suggested that highlyiattractie:play materials such as

t

adapted computer:gaMea could provide the contex in which status was

equalized and interaction between-severely handicapped and_ nonhandicapped

students had_a reciprocal quality; TWo recent studies.( 18,Ckthan'& Kohl;in

press; _Kohl & Beckman; in press) provide_some_support for this strategy

albeit with less handicapped students. Dunn's_ (1983) review of sibling

interactions -provides a fruitful starting_place for' conceptualizing both

recirpocal and.complementary roles within interactions involving partners

of' unequal status;
\-

V.V.D Beyond The Information Givan_

The data presented have provided a broad empirical .basis which

supports the concept. ,of integration of severely handicapped students in

regular education and communitysettings_as part Of'the definitiOn .of an

appropriate edeication-,in the_leaSt restrictive setting; Such support has

been badly needed in order to take the discussion of services ftir the

severely handicapped beyond the level of alternative' position papers and

.individual successes or failures: Nevertheless; we should not get ldat in-

the numbers _and the plethora of variables examined.- :Many true stories of -.

what_ integration means, stories such as the cases of Gillian and Lisa with

which we started this report; lie behind these numbers and inevitably tell

more to those people who witnessthem than numbers ever can;

The contexts for integrating_ severely handicapped :students were

'conscientiously created in a variety of ways; Our ninth qUarterly report

offers explanations by eaCh_Ofthe pattioipating districts of the process

by which integration_ evolved in each locale; no oase was integration

accomplished haphaZardly; Nor did-there appear tobe a single common theme

- 162 =
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to this accomplishment. Yet much of what districts presentedat our Second
Advisory Committee meet-Lagbad a_strong resonance. across situations.
somewhat_ surprising JfeatUre_ of that meeting_ was the strongsense cf
commonality of purpose:in spite of ,Iarge variations in processes 'and
resources. Names, addresses and .phone numbers of the district level

.
administrators who collaborated with ETS to Conduct this evaiciation are

presented in Appendix B;

It would be incorrect to believe that the fourteen school districts
involved in the evaluation of integration of severely handicapped students
were so unique that their innovations in integrating severely handicapped
students. could not be repficated_elsewhere. However, these diStriota are

. unique in their interest in objectively evaluating their innovations
integrating_ severely handicapped students. They made substantial \"
commitment to such an evaluation and for that-.We should. all heartily thank
thetti;

Nevertheless, the approaches to integration, the degree of commitment
to integration within various schooIsi,and the actual degree of integration
achieved varied considerable- -even within districts. For that reason we

believe it is ,.important to conceptualize the process of integration, in
terms of ecological dimensions which can be applied tolevery district but
which are idiosyncratic to none. Certainly educationalecologips will
differ in_terms of degree to which they are rated relative to other

Settings onia particular dimension. Though the dimensions we evaluated dO
not necessarily distinguish the unique aspects of individual districts;_
they .do 'reflect varying efforts to create opportunities for interaction
with nonhandicapped students. The evaluation data do provide an empirical .

basis on which educational environments across the nation might be analyzed
and modified to achieve integration of severely handiCapped students. le

general these efforts lead: to more studenttostUdent interaction in

integrated contexts than_is afforded in segregated settings. .Our data

suggest that certain features of. these educational contexts are more
related than other features to the realization of these interaction
opportunities. -4e believe that further exploration will be most fruitful
if it incorporates an ecological perspective which attempts to characterize
the influences and relationships among the many different aspects and
participants, at a particular level of the educational enterprise.- _The

present evaluation, in conjunction with discussion with those_engaged in
integrating severely handicapped students, should_ provide an impetus to

other districts interested in integrating severely handicapped students as
well as initial direction regarding the nature of -.some' of the' critical .

influences on such integration;
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INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1=
EDUCATIOkAL TESTING SERVIq

June 30,, 1981

Dr. Donald Sherrill
Director of Special Education
Lincoln Public Schools
P.O.-Box 82889
Lincoln, Nebraska 68501

Dear Dr. Sherrill,

This letter and our subsequent correspondence on these matters
will constitute the formal agreement between ETS and Lincoln public schools
regarding the implementation of the plan to evaluate integration_of severely
handicapped cHildreniyouth in regular educational settings. Please respond to
these specific details and indicate any-amendments which might be,required.

The time line for on-site data collection in Lincoln for the fall of

1981 will be as follows:

October 5 - 9 Train fieldworker.

October 12 =.16 Observe target children in schools and
develop preliminary observation schedules.

OCtobei 19.- 23

October 26 - 30 -

November 2 - 6

November 9 - 13

Noveinber 16 - 20

Noveibei 23 25

Complete observation and interview sched-
ules, interview principals, obtain IEP
goala for severely handicapped children.

Observe severely handicapped students and
begin interviews with teachers of severely
handicapped.

Observe severely handicapped students and
continue, teacher interviews.

Observe severely handicapped students
and conduct attitude interviews with NH
students.

Observe severely handicapped students,
complete nonhandicapptd'children's
attitude measures, obtain adapt,ive
behavior information for severely handi-
capped students.

Obtain nonhandicapped achievement scores
and any incomplete information.

INFANT LABORATORY_
CATIONAL TESTING SERVICE
EDALE ROAD__
ICETON, NJ 08541

PEDIATRICSEFIVICE _ _ _
THE ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL
428 WEST 50TH STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10019
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We will propose the time line for the Spring 1982 data collection.
period (March-April 1982) in January. The following information provides
details of the data collection process as well as the necessary preliminary
information for collection of data, regarding:

1. Severely handicapped students
2. Nonhandicapped students
3. Special education,director
4. Principals'
5: Special education teachers
6. Regular education teachers

I. Severely Handicapped (SH) Students

A. Number of Students and Site Schools

A total of 20 severely handicapped students will be selected from
three (3) integrated schools within Lincoln. The schools from
which the children will be selected and the number of children will
be as follows:

SCHOOL NO. OF STUDENTS AGE RANGE

Preschool Center - 5 3 - 5
Hawthorne Elementary 10 5- 14

(K=8)
Lincoln East High School , 5 14 - 21

(7=12)

To allow for possible changes in the student population, we ask that
two additional students be selected as an alternate at each school.

pped Students

We would ask for nominations of the most severely handicapped stu-.
dents withih each of the above schools. The definition of severely
handicapped students which Oe are using in our study is derived
from the federal definition of severely, multiply handicapped
children and youth which reads as follows: "Severely handicapped
children" are those who because of the intensity of their physical,
mental or emotional=problems, or _a combination' of such problems,
need educational, social, psychological, and medical services
beyond those which are traditionally offered by regular and special
educational programs, in order to maximize their full potential
for useful and meaningful participation in society and for self -
fulfillment:

1. The term iacludes those children-who are classified as seri-
ously emotionally. disturbed (including.children who are
'schizophrenic or-autistic), profoundly and severely mentally
retabled, and those with two or more serious handicapping
conditione, such as,Ithe mentally-retarded, and the
cerebral- palsied deaf.
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"Severely handicapped children" (1) may possess severe
language and/or perceptual-cognitive deprivations, and dvi-
deuce abnormal behaviors such as: (i) Failure to respond
to pronounced social stimuli, (ii). Self-mutilation, (iii)
Self-stimuiation,(iv) Manifestation of intense and prolonged
temper tantrums, and (v) The absence of rudimentary forms of

verbal control, and (2) may also have extremely fragile
physiological conditions.

--20 U.S.C. 1401 (7): 45 CFR 121.2--

According to the AatericanAssociation on Mental Deficiency Manual
on-Clasailication and Terminology, a severely retarded - person would
%have severe impairments in adaptive behavior and a measured IQ
\between 20 and 36. Using impairments in adaptive behavior as a
genera' guideline, we might conclude along with AAMD that persons
would be severely handicapped as long as they were depedeent on

others for assistance in adaptive functioning. For example, in the

areas of independent functioning and social skills :a person would
be classified as severely handicapped if that person, could not
perform the following behaviors by the indicated ages.

Age Independent Functioning

3 years Attempts finger feeding, cooperates in dressing,
bathing and toiletting.

6 years Tries to feed self with spoon.

9 years Feeds self with spoon, drinks unassisted, indi-
cates soiled pants or toilet needs,

12 years Puts on clothing but needs help with zippers 4

and buttons, can wash and dry hands.

3 years Responds to others in predictable fashion, commu-,
nicates needs by gestures, noises or ,pointing;
occupier-5 self alone with toys for a.few minutes;

6 years Playa in parallel with others' for short periods
under direction, recognizes others and shows
preferences for some persons over others.

9 years

12 years

Interacts with others in simple play activities,
usually with one or two others unless guided into
group activity.

Participates-in group activities and simple group
games, interacts with others in simple fantasy.

A-3
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play (e.g., "store," "house") and expressive
activities (e.g., art and dance).

These are suggested guidelines which we are providing across
pro'jects for a common framework for subject selection. When
ever possible, we would hope to insure selection of the loWest
functioning in the integrated schools. An additional
criteria for selection of students, is the avai-lability of current
functional.Ievel information through AAMD Scales, Portage or other .

developmental assessment.

C. Selection Process

In order to select participants for the study, we propose the
following process:

Responsible Target
Activity Agency / Date

1. ETS will now send drafts of parent permis ETS/now enclosed
sion,letters for both severely handicapped
and nonhandicapped students to Lincoln.

2.. Lincoln will then modify the letters and
notify ETS of such revisions..

3 ETS will supply Lincoln with self
addressed prepaid return envelopes as
Well as consent forms to include with
the parent letter.

4. , Lincoln will send a list of he most
severely handicapped students (includes 2
alternates) at each of the selected
schools which contains:

I. Student name or number
2:-

3. School
4. Description
(A chart is enclosed for your
convenience.)

5. Lincoln will mail the letters to parents
of severely handicapped and nonhandicapped
students.

A.=-4
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Lincoln/July 30

-,--

ETS/July 30

Lincoin/July 30

Lincoln/August 10
letters--parents
of SA students

Lincoln/October 2.
letters--parents
of nonhandicapped
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6. Parent consent,forms will be returned
directly to ETS. ETS will copy these and
send them to Lincoln.

7. ETS will confirm the students who agree to ETS/August 20 - SH

participate and notify Lincoln of their
selection.

ETS/October II -.NH

8. ETS will prepare a confidential roster of ETS /August 8 SH

these students. ETS /October 16 -J41,

D. Data to- Be Collected

1. Observations of Social Interactions

a) Each of the 20 severely handicapped
students will be observed in their
learning environments in October-
November_1981 and again in March-
April 1982.

b) Each student will be observed for 2
hours in the fall and 2 hours in the
spring. At each data point, each
student will be observed using 2
instruments.

1) One hour using the APPLE observation
instrument.

2) One hour using the ETS Interaction
Obsetvation,System.

Each hour of observation will be divided
into six lO -minute intervals scheduled
over a number of different days and

times. Observations will occur in
integrated and nonintegrated contextS.

Four 10-minute observations will be
in integrated settings.

2) Two 10-minute observations will be
in nonintegrated settings.

d) Selection of observational contexts: We

would like to observe each-stu, ,nt in 2
integratedand highest interactive
contexts and I nonintegrated context;

1) Two Highest Integrated Interac-,
tivg Contexts: We would like_

. A=-5 24o

ETS/Oct.-Nov. 1981
ETS/March-April 1981

Lincoln/October 12
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your staff to identify for each
severely handicapped target
atudent the 2 integrated contexts
in which the SU student has the
highest degree of interaction with
nonhandicapped students.

2) One- NopintPgrAtPd ConrPmr: We
would also like to observe each
student in a nonintegrated context.
This context will be selected by
the ETg.fieldworker.

Each student will be observed twice
within the same nonintegrated
context, though different noninte-
grated contexts will be selected
for different students to ensure
observation of a range of noninte-
grated context's.

ETS /October 16'

e) Observation schedule

1) In order for the ETS fieldworker to Lincoln/
select the nonintegrated context October 1223
and to develop the observation
schedule, the ETS fieldworker will
need to obtain from your staff a
weekly activity schedule for each
student.

2) During the week of-October 12-23 ETS/October 12-23
the fieldworker will do prelim-
inary observations in site
schools to _became familiar With-

,

target students and their
contexts.

3) The.ETS fieldworker will develop
the observation schedule for the
actual data collection period
which will begin October 26.

The actual data collection period
\for observations will be conducted
during the following weeks:

October 26 - 30
November 2 - 6.

November 9 - 20

24,1
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ETS/gctober 19
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5) The ETS fieldworker will discuss
the observation schedule with
Lincoln staff and decide on a pro=
cess of letting teachers and,
principals knob When-to expect the
observer.

Student Functional Level

Lincoln/October 19

Lincoln will advise ETS of the recency and ETS/November 16
frequency of AAMD and Portage measures for
target students. The fieldworker will
obtain available measures ,of student func-
tional level for each of the target severely
handicapped. students.

3. IEP Goals

The ETS fieldworker will review target ETS/October 22,.23 ,

students' IEPs in,effect during the fall
1981=1982 school year collection period.
(IEPs for the school year 1982 -1983 will
be collected in the second data collection
period.)

II. Nonhawlicapped 01H) Students

A. Number of Students and Site Schools

We propose to include 20 nonhandicapPed Stu-
dents according to their active involVement
in integrated activities with SH students and
their opportunity _for such-participation.
Since some parents may not agree to the _

participation by their children in this pro-
ject; we will initially contact parents of
40 nonhandiCapped students.

/1

Selection Process for. NH tudents

1. NH students will be se,ected to, form two
groups.

a) Contact group - composed of 20 NH
students

b) No contact group - composed of 20 NHS
.students:

Contact Group: Twenty NH students (selected
in the same proportion as SIB students in
their schools) would be nominated by_the

A-7
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teachers of the SH students. These NH
students would be selected because they were
known to engage in the most frequent interac-
tion with the SH students.

3. No Contact Group: Twenty NH students
would be randomly-selected by ETS from
one nonintegra d elementary school and
one nonintegra d secondary school.

4. ETS will randomly select students from the ETS/July 30
no contact group. In order to make this
selection, ETS will contact you so that we
first may select the two nonintegrated
schools and find out when next year's
rosters of students will be available. We
would like to select one elementary school
comparable to Hawthorne and one high school
comparable to East in grades served, size
and SES characteristics. Because East is
the only school in Lincoln Which spans
grades 7-12, the matching site for the no
contact group will have to come from either
a 7-9 or a 10-12 grade school. Whichever
school is selected, the no contact group
and the contact group should match in grade
level. Therefore, if the no contact, group
came from a 7-9 school, the contact group
in East should be selected from these same
grades.

5. In order to select the NH students in the
no contact group, ETS will send Lincoln
a list of random numbers which can be
applied to class lists in these two
schools.

6. When both groups have been identified,
Lincoln will send letters to their
parents asking for permission for their
child's Articipation. (ETS will have
supplied you with a form letter, consent
forms and return envelopes in August
1981.) ETS will pay for postage.

Parent consent forms will be returned
directly to ETS. ETS will copy these and
send.them to you:

ETS/September 10

Lincoln/October 2

8. ETS will compile a list of NH students who ETS/October 16
agree to participate and send the list

A-8
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along with copies of the returned consent
forms to you.

9. ETS will prepare a confidential roster of ETS/October 16

these NH students.

Datai-to_Ze_tbIlected: Attitude Measure &

Atbievement_Scores

1. Attitude toward Handicapped

a) For each nonhandicapped student, we
would like to Administer the accep7
tance,dcalt developed by Luanna VoeItz.

b) These measures would be administered
by our project in November 1981 and

April 1982 during school hourslif
possible.

c) The students can be assessed in a group;
the assessment takes 20=-30 minutes.

d) As some items in the Acceptance ScPle
are specific to HaWaii, we would like

your help in replacing these locally
appropriate referencep. We havaph_
enclosed copies,of the Acceptance
Scales (at the different levels') and
circled the items to be changed. We
would appreciate it if you could're-
turnuthem by the end of July.

Achievement Scores
//

a)/We' propose a change'in collection of
/ Achievement teat data Instead of

collecting this information for each
nonhandicapped student participating
in the study; we propose to collect
this information for selected grades
at Hawthorne and East and the 2 nonin-
tegrated schools.

b) We would like to collect and compare
achievement test scores for available
grades fromeach school for the next
year ('81-82) and the current school
year ('80-81):

c) If you will tell us when the '81-82
achievement test data will be

A=9
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ETS/November 9-13
and April 1982

Lincoln/July 30

ETS/when available



available, we propose having our
fieldworker compile this data..

III. Special Education Director

An hour-long interview will be conducted by the
ETS fieldworker to obtain information on district
level planning for integration of severely handl-
capped'students. The interview will be scheduled
in November 1981 at the Director's convenience
with a short follow-up interview in April 1982.

ETS/November 1981
April 1982

IV. Notificament of LEA Staff (Principals
and Teachers)

ETS will prepare and send for your review a brief ETS/July 30
overview of the ETS project and information we Will
discuss with each staff person. This summary will
serve to inform them about the project, prior
preparation of information that would be required,
and alert them that an ETS fieldworker.will be
contacting them in October to schedule an interview::

,If the overview meets with your satisraction, we Lincoln/
would appreciate your assistance in diSSeminating early September
it to LEA participants.

The interview schedule for nonhandicap d students ETS/October 21
and all LEA staff will be prepared by the S field-
worker by October 21 a d shared with Lincoln.

V. Principals

A. Priucipals of Site Schools

1. For each of the 3 site schooli, the ETS ETS/November 1981
fieldworker will conduct an interview March 1982
concerning building level planning and
integration of SHstudents. The hour-
long interviews will be conducted from
October 19 to November 23, 1981 with a
brief follow-up interview in March 1982.

2. The ETS fieldworker will schedule the
interviews with each principal at their
convenience.

Rrinelp4allt_ol_Notattegtadd Schools

Principals of two nonintegrated echools
will also be interviewed during the same
time periods by an ETS fieldworker.

A-10
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2. We would like these principals to be from ETS/November 1981

the same 2 schoola where the nonhandi March 1982

capped no contact group is selected.

C. Confidential_ Roster

ETS will contact you for the names of both
grou7s of principals so that we may prepare
our confidential roster of participants.

VI. ion Teachers

A. Teachers of Severely Handicapped and Other
Special Education Teachers: up to 9

ETS will interview all teachers of severely
handicapped target students. When target
students have been identified, we will ask
that you indicate the teachers of each target
student. If there are fewer than 9 teachers
of target students, we will interview up to a
total of 9 other special education teachers_.
If other special education teachers are to be
included, we would like to select them
randomly from teacher lists.

ETS/July 30

B. Confidential Roster

When target Students are finally selected, we Lincoln/September 8

would like to have the names of their teachers
as well as other special educators in order to

prepare our confidential roster.

Scheduling Interviews

The ETS fieldworker will Schedule teacher in ETS/Lincoln

terviews in conjunction with Lincoln special October 26NoveMber 20

education staff. These interviews would be
interspersed through the weeks of October 26
,November 20. ETS can pay for substitute
teachers while interviews are being conducted.

D. Data to Be Collected

lEach SH teacher will be seen for approximately
one hour and fifteen minutes. Approiimately one
hour will be for an interview, and fifteen minutes
will be for completion of the Program Options
Questionnaire. This information Will be repeated

:Al the spring.

A-11
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VII. Regular Education Teachers

A. Is lumbe-r-Wf-T-eaGh-e-r-S-4-8-

We would like to interview 4 regular education
teachars from each of the 2 integrated schools
for a total of 8 teachers.

B. Selection Process

1. We would like to randomly select these
teachers from lists of teachers at each
school..

Please advise us when these lists would be
available and what process we should use
to approach selected teachers in order to
secure their participation.

C. Information Pertaining to Confidential Rawer;
Scheduling Interviews and Data to Be Collected

The information discussed for special education
teachers applies to this group.

VIII. School Superintendent

We are considering youx a.uggE=;i-on to interview
the school superintendent and will make a decision
on that by July 30.

A-12
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Don, our intent in detailing the process was to provide you with

specific steps that would be taken to plan and conduct the data collection

process. We will need your help in supplying us with information to select

participants, notify your school personnel, ,and schedule interviews. Once

the data collection period has begun, we will make every effort, to avoid

making additional demands upon your time.

In our conversation, you indicated that you thought you knew

several people who might be appropriate for the fieldworker position. We

have enclosed a brief description of this position, and we would appreciate

it if you could give us_your nominations as,soon as possible. We are inter-

ested in interviewing several candidates for this position.

We wouId:appreciate it if you_could Tespond to the details in the

agreement and indicate any amendments that might be needed. by July 30;

We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Richard P. Brinker, Ph.D.
Coordinator of Intervention ,

and Evaluation
Integration Evaluation Project



Lincoln, Nebraska

ETS INTEGRATION EVALUATION PROJECT
SUMMARY TIME LINE OF DELIVERABLES AND MAJOR EVENTS

INFOWATION

ETS. will send. drafts of parents' letters to you.

You Will respond to the Agreement.

You will advise ETS about availability of regular teacher
listings and process to secure their participation:

You will nominate individuals for fieldworker position; July30

ETS will contact_you for information to select the 2 July 30
nonintegrated schooli.

.

ETS will prepare and send to you an overview of the July 30
ETS project and information to prepare each person for
ETS contact and interview..

TARGET_ DATE_

NoW Enclosed

July 30

July 30

You will return Acceptance Scale revisions and revi-
sions of parent letters to ETS.

ETS will contact you for the names of principals in
the 3 site schools'and the 2 nonintegrated schools.

You will supply ETS with a. list of severely handicapped
students.

You will send consent letters to parents of severely
handicapped to ask permission to participate.

ETS will confirm SH students who agree to participate
and notify you.

You will send ETS names of teachers of the SH target
students.

You will disseminate overview to selected LEA staff.

July 30 I .

Jay 30

July 30

August 15

September 1

September 8

Early. September

ETS Will send Lincoln a list of random numbers in brder September 10
to select the no contact group.

You will send consent letters to parentsof both October 2
nonhandicapped groups.

Teachers will give ETS fieIdworker the activity _schedules October 12
for each student and indicate the two highest interactive
contexts for each student.

ETS fieldworker will conduct preliminary observations
and select one nonintegrative context. in which to
observe each student.

A-TA
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INFORMATION

ETS will compile a list of nonhandicapped students who
agree to participate and send it to you.

ETS fieldworker will develop observation schedule and
share it with your teaching and administration staff.

ETS fieldworker will develop interview schedule and
share it with your staff;

TARGET DATE

October 16

October 19

October 21

ETS fieldworker will conduct intetviews with principals. October 19.=.23
l

/

ETS fieldworker will conduct interviews with teachers. October 26-30
of severely handicapped.

ETS fieldworker will begin observations of sev. rely October 26-
handicapped students. ,November 20

/

ETS fieldworker will conduct interviews with regular November 2-6
teachers and other special education teachers.

ETS fieldworker will conduct interviews with non-
handicapped students.

ETS fieldworker will collect information on func-
tional level of severely handicapped students, IEP
goals and nonhandicapped achievement scores.

November' 9-13

Novembet
December 1



Dear

ETS INTEGRATION EVALUATION PROJECT
FOR PARENTS OF NH STUDENTS

Parents' Name

Lincoln School District is participating in a national study funded
by the Office of Special Education in Washington, D.C., and directed by Educa-
tional Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey. The purpode of the project
is to study different settings in which students with severeiOndicaps are
enrolled in regular public schools; From this study we hope to provide infor-
mation that will be useful in planning programs foi these students.

As part of this effort, we are asking students in regular education
to tell us about their experiences and views regarding students in special
education.

We are writing to request 's participation
Child'i Name,

in this project. If you agree, a representative froM Educational Testing
Service will ask to complete a brief questionnaire that will
take approximately 20-30 minutes. The questionnaire Will be given once
in November 1981 and in April 1982.

This information will-be kept strictly confidential by Educational
Testing Service. Your child's name will not appear on this questionnaire.
Only general information about the responses of students who take this
questionnaire will be given school personnel without identification of any
specific child.

You are free to choose not to participate in this project, and
this decision will not _affect your child's educational program:_. We hope,
however, that you and your child will be willing to help us with this
effort. If you agree to participate, please sign and return the consent
form in the enclosed self-addressed envelope as soon as possible.

Thank you.

A-16

Sincerely,

Richard P. Brinker, Ph.D.
Project Director
Integration Evaluation Project
Educational Testing Servicb

Donald Sherrill, Ph.D.
Director of Special Education
Lincoln Public Schools
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Dear

ETS INTEGRATION EVALUATION PROJECT
FOR PARENTS OF SH.STUDENTS

Parents' Name

Lincoln School District is participating in a national study funded
by the Office of Special Education in Washington,D.C., and directed by Educa-
tional Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey. 'The purpose of the project
is to study different settings in which students with severe handicaps are
enrolled in reVlar public schools. From this study we hope to provide infor-
mation that will be useful in planning programs for these students.

We are writing to request 's 'participation_
Child's Name

in this project. If you agree to participate, we; -4.-tducational Testing
Service will be doing the following things. First, we would like to observe
your child during the school day when there are opportunities to interact
with nonhandicapped students. We also will be observing

ChildTs Name
in activities during which nonhandicapped children are not present. Each
observation will be about 10 minutes long. The total amount of observation
time will be 2 hours in the fall of 1981 and 2 hours in the spring of 1982.
During this observation time we will take special care not to interrupt or
interfere with 's educational program in any way.

Second, we would like to review your.child's records-which include
assessment information and your child's IEP. We need tb see these records
to get some idea of your child's abilities and to'understan0 the educational
program which is planned for your child.

.FinaIly, we would like to interview you at your convenience in
the, spring of 1982 to-find out your feelings about your childlseducational
program, ycor own participation in that program, and the kinds of behavior(
which your child may have learned through contact with nohhandicapped
children.

All of the information about your child which-we obtain will be
held in the strictest confidence by Educational Testing Service. Your child's
name will not appear on the record formd or obiervation sheets. Only general
information about the degree and quality of integration of ilandicapped chil-

1

dren will be given to school personnel without mention of any specific child.

You are free to choose not to participate in this roject, and this
decision will have no impact upon your childs educational -p ogram. We hope
that you do choose to participate and thereby help evaluate nd improve

A-17



services for children like . If you choose to partici7

pate, please sign the attached consent form and return it in the enclosed
selfaddressed envelope as soon as possible.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard P. Brinker, Ph.D.
Project-Director
Integration Evaluation Project
Educational Testing Service

A=18

Donald Sherrill, Ph.D.
Director of Special Education
Lincoln Public Schools



Lincoln,.-Nebraska

.

.ETS INTEGRATION EVALUATION PROJECT ENCLOSURES

1. Integration Evaluation Agreement.

2. ine of DeliSummary Time "Line and Major Events.

3. Letter for Parents of Severely Handicapped Students.

4. Letter for Parents of Nonhandicapped Students;

5. Student Acceptance Scales.

6. Fieldworker Descriptions.

7. List of Severely Handicapped Students.

-A-19



APPENDIX B

Integration Evaluation Project'

Directory of Sites
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BIRMINGHAM PUBLIC SCHOOLS

CONTACT PERSON:

DEKALB COUNTY SPECIAL-

--CONTACT PERSONS:

INTEGRATION EVALUATION PROJECT

DIRECTORY OF SITES

Dr. Jeannine Spann'
Teacher/Coordinator
Special. Education
Birmingham Public Schools
P.O. Drawer 10007
Birmingham; AL 35202

(205) 252-1800 X 260

dad NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Mr; William Peterd'
Director of Special Education
DeKalb County Special Ed. Assoc.
145 Fisk Avenue
DeKaIbiJIL 60115

'(815) 756=8589

Dr. Sharon Fteagon, Asst. Professor
- -Dept. of Learning, Development 4

. Special Education
Northern Illinois University.
Graham Hall
DeKalb; IL 60115

(815) 753=0655

LAGRANGE- AREA DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION I . oIST..# 264

CONTACT PERSONS: Mr. Paul Ericksen, Coordinator
Secondary Schools Programs & Services
LaGrange Area Dept. of Special Education
-1301 West Cossitt
LaGrange; IL 60525

-(312) 354=5730
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SPRING-LAKE PARK PUBLIC SCHOOLS

CONTACT PERSONS:

GRAND ISLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

CONTACT PERSONS:

-R-

Mr. Richard Yana
Chairman; Special Education
Lyons Townahip High School'Diat. 204

100 SO. Brainard'Avenue
LaGrange., IL 60525

(312) 384,-4220

Ms. Gladys Murray
Director of Special Education
Spring Lake Park Public Srl-lools
8000 Highway 65
Spring Lake- Park, MN 55432

(612) 786=5570

MS; Cheryl Norman
School Psychologist

(612) 786-5570

Mg. Joanne Myers
Special Education Teacher

Mr. Jim Werth
Director of.Central:Nebraska Support

Service Programs
Grand Ialand Public Schools
318 South Clark
Grand Island, NE 68801

(308) 381-5928.

Mt. Doug Eicher (
. .

___

of- SevereSupervso f & Profound Programming

Grand Island,PUblit Schools
318 South Clark ':',

Grand Island, NE.68801

(308) 381-52257



LINCOLN _PUBLIC SCHOOLS

CONTACT PERS.IS., Dr. Donald Sherrill
. Director'of Special Education
Lincoln Public Schools
P.O. Box 82889
Lincoln, NE 68501

(402) 475-1081

Mr; William Falls
Administrative Assistant

for Special Education
Lincoln'Public Schools

821111q

Lincoln, NE 68501

(402) 473-0340

JACKSON COUNTY EDUCATION SERVICE DISTRICT

CONTACT PERSON:

I:

CONTACT PERSONS:.

Ms. Beverly Proulx
STEPS Coordinator
Jacksori County Education SerVice District
-101-North-Giape_Street_
Medford, OR 97501

(503) 776-8551

Dr. Win Tillery
Director-of Special Educaiion
Philadelphia Public Schools
Administration Center
13th and Spring:Garden Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19123

(215) 351 -7221

Dr; Cynthia Janseen
Project Administrator
School District of Philadelphia
Administration Center
13th and Spring Garden Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19123

(215) 627 -8414
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BARRE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

CONTACT PERSON:

SOUTHWEST_VEPNONT SUPERVISORY UNION

CONTACT PERSON:

LAKE WASHINGTON SCHOOL' DISTRICT 7 /7 414

CONTACT PERSONS:

B74

Dr. Kenneth. Prusso
Philadelphia Public Schools
Board of Education
Department of Research and Evaluation
Room 405
21st Street and the-Parkway
Philadelphiai PA 19123

(215) 299 -8946

Mr. William Rochoni Director
Pupil Personnel & Special Ed. Services
Barre City_Public Schools
Mathewson School
Elm Street
Barre; VT 05641-

(802) 476 -6456

Ms.Shirley Tawney
Assistant Superintendent for

Spetial_Servires
Southwest Vermont Supervisory Union
604 Main Street'
Benningtoni VT 05201

(802) 447-7501

Dr. Ralph Bohannon
Dirator of Special Services
Lake Rashington School District 14.
6511 112th Avenue; N.E.
Kirkland; WA .8033

(206).82873210

2
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MS. Joyce Vanden Hoorn
Program Specialist/Project Coordinator

Special Services
Community Liason Instructional Program
_Lake Washington Sallool District 14
6511 112th Avenue, N.E.
Kirkland, WA 98033'

(206) 828-3201'

SHORELINE SCHOOL DISTRICT # 412 AND FIRCREST SCHOOL

CONTACT' PERSONS.:

yico,k1A PUBLIC SCHOOLS

CONTACT PERSONS:

<1.

1)r. Marie Thompson
Assistant Professor.
Experimental Education' Unit WJ-10 =

Child DeVelOpment and Mental Retardation Center
College of Education
University of Washington
Seattle; WA 98195

o

(206).543-4011 and 1827'

Ms. Sandra Hannes
Project Coordinator
Experimental Education Unit WJ-10

(206) 543-4011

Dr. Henry Bertness
Director of Special Education
,Special' Services -

TacomaTublic.Schools
8th & Tacoma Ave., Box 1357
Tacoma, WA 98401

(206) 593-6968--

,Mr. Richard C. King
Program Coordinator
Pupil Personnel Services

(206) 593-6684
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MAD ISO METROPOLITAN SCHOOL DISTRICT-

CONTACT PEF,ONS:

B -.6

Dr. Lee Gruenewald
Director of Specialized Education
Madison Metropolitan School District
545 West Dayton Street
Madison, WI 53703

(608) 266-6150

MtS. Ruth Loomis
Program Coordin.ptor_
Specialized Educational Services

(608) 266-6175



APPENDIX C

Coding Descriptions for

Pupil ACtivity and Teaching Actiliity



PUPIL ACTIVITY

Doing nothing/waiting

Personal living

Domestic

Work or Vocational

4 Ccmonity contact

5 Dyadic and group games

6 Solitary leisure/play.

Preoperational School Readiness Tasks

Sensorimotor

Academic school work

10 WatChing/Passive Attention; (Listening)

11= Social Exchanges conversation

12- Other.

C-1
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IOdnIHrothing/waiting: Studpnt is not engaged in a purposeful activity.

It includes: looking around .the'room not focused otindividualsor
activity); starring into space; wandering around,waiting;

Personal Living: Ittludes engaging. in self-help skills such as dressing,

grooming, eating, bathing; toiietingand mobility training (learning to

move abo,it the environment)._

2 Domestic: Activities normally done around the home to maintain upkeep

of the.home such as meal preparation, cleaning, lautiary; tidying up;

washing dishes, etc.

Work (Vocational or prevocational)
and/or carrying out job activities

Preparitg for or learning job skill::

4 Community Contact: Preparation for and/or -using skills needed to cope in

a community environment such as shoppingiordpring in a restaurant; going

to the movies, buying a dress.

The preparation activities can include activities done in the classroom.

Learning about money would be considered a community contact skill.

5 ,
Dyadic and GrAilAMAA: Leisure- activities involving 2 or more -people

that are not clearly educational..

Example .

Tickling; tossing a ball back and forth, peek-a-boo

Solitary Leisure/Play: The target student is engaged in play by hiMaelf.

7 Preoperational School Reainess Tasks: Includes school readiness

activities such as sorting, labeling, matchingi, classifying, following'

commands. These are activities where the child is first beginning to

understand and use language.

Sensorimpor Tasks: Includes the earliest motor activities where .a young

child or infant is beginning to explore his environment and/or his own

body. It would include: reaching, grasping touching,'kicking, manipulating

objects, mouthing objects, banging objects.

It would also include vocalizations (from random vocail.zations to vocalizationa

(not words) wiph"communicative intent.

Additionally, self stimulatory behaviors such as. rocking, head banging,

twirling; etc; would ba included.
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Academir School WO-rk: Traditional school subjectaE:tedding,
Writing, math, _art,_music,discussion.of Calendar and daily actiVitida.
It would include doing workbooks iJt worksheets if the content of these''
papers was not specified;

10 Watching/Passive Attention (Listening): Focused watching and
listening. The target of the attention should be.specified to separate
this from doing nothing.

11 Noninstructional social. discourse.

12 Other: Anything that doesn't fit in the above categories. It includes

1) Transition activities - movement to a new place or location;
2) Exercises
3) 'Active physical activities - running, hopping, jumping.
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T-EACHERACTIVITY

0 None'

1 Caretaking

2 Direct Physical Teaching

3 Verbal Teaching (Lecturing /Discussing/Questioning)

ObserVing and Monitoring (Supervising)

Fadilitation of interaction and student activity

_ .

Playing/Conversing with'students

Other

8 'Conbination of Teaching TedhhigneS

C-4



TEACAINCLACTIVITY

1. Caretaking.:

The child is_passive. Personal living skills Are being fulfilled by
another person. It is not a teaching situation.

It indludes things like diapering, feeding, washing, grooming and other
acts of personal hygiene.

It also includes, physical positioning (moving the child's arms; legs, etc);

Example feeding the target student

2. Direct Physical Teaching

Teaching a task using phyaizal means.

It includes using physical prompts, pointing, demonstration, manipulation
of materialsi. gesturing and physical therapy.'

Example Assists subject to eat With hand over hand guidance

.Verbal--Instrudtion

Teaching a task'using verbal means.

It includes lecturing, discussing, questioning

Observing; Monitoring'and Supervising

Watching the ongoing activity of the target student. without intervening.

Example .Watching students while theyare having lunch=

5. Facilitation

It.'s a brief adjustment or change to encourage .

a) the interaction of others to work with subject

b) the continuation'orextension'of.ehe students' own activity

Example T praising student's behavior

NF is writing Sle responses in a, notebook
.
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6. Playing and/or Conversing with students

Play: Usually a turn.taking exchange in a fUn situation. (The S may not

always respond however)

Example Tickling; plaYing ball

Conversation: Social verbal exchange which is not instructional in content

Othe-r includes:.

a; Ambiguous activities: Where you can't tell what is bditig taught and

it is not clearly play.

Exa1213-e Holding head; pulling through pool; talking

Rocking and singing to S

b. Movement to a new place or location:

Example -Leading S down hallway to art

None No one is teaching or interacting With target_4tuderit

Combination of l'eaching-Tedhniquaa (Combination,of 2 and 3)

&Ail verbal andphySical instruction is occuring with target student.-

It includes. general statements of instruction where it is clear that some-

thing is being taught but it may not be what or fiOw.

Example "working with. individuals"
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Correlations for Variables in Separate Domains
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31 AUG 3. IV.VNUIA LUN.11.411UNS
16!2g:43 sittir Pf`t TEY

vAiR 'Ant E

rt,t,

VAPIARI ES

CASES

yoKI_AVtr IN

MEAN

mx.8,8J-r

sin

SN 245 .5161 .6733
SH 245 .1:75 .4622
NS 245 .854f 1.0006
HS 245 . .1396 . .3304
CCUNT81_ . 245 89-595;1755 74874;6536
C011EGES. 245 ?.1?AA 2.5457
BASPH - . 245 2.4041 2.8044
MASPH_ 245 2.4898 2.8581
PHOSPH 245 ;351a ;4761
EOM0655H 245 .1501 .1681
CATEGORY 245 \ 3.4041 2.7543
PSEALPE .245 .5248 .3110
F,LFALRE IRA .4639 ;2794
CITELRE 245 .7306 -;4445
PSHINT 245 57.7258 27.9331
.MPINT, 245 55.6403 3.0824
PEINFOS6 245 ' ;7306 .4445
FPEESTAN 245 1...4163 ;4940
FTESPH 245 .5117 .8305
SPHFUNOS 245 .7724 .4487
PLACEMNI 245 4.5673 1.1274
SEP9EMOS 245 2;2286 1.9261
INSERV 173 64417.4740 66384;7153
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ApDF4011 0 rrcPELAWNS rnF VAPI-ABIES IN SrPAPATF OrmA1NS
.sIATF PftICY VAPIARLFS

PEAPSCN COPPFIATIF:61 rfIEFFICIFNTS

Page 2.

SN 'S4 . NS HS : CCUNTRI CUIFGES 8ASPH MASPH PHOSPH FO61089SH

1.0120 .1091 .6908** .1341 .1377 -.1501* -.2042** -.1194 -.1214 .0654

.1041_ 1.0000 -_-.0843 0867** .0356. . .2211** .1695* .22104* .1562* .0188

.6908** -.0143 tonno -.0411 MI6 . -.4398 -.1511 -.0321 -.0588 .0546

.1151 ' .8867** -.0410 1.0000 -.0811 .1402 .0619_.. :i1411 .0751_ _4572

.1177_ .0156 .0116 ..0811 1.0000 . -.0992 '-.384A** .0567 -.2790** ..1105

-.15071_, -2211** ..0398 .1402 7.0992 1.0000 .8945** .9504** .6198** .1167

-.2042** ;16954 -.0531 .0619 -.1895** .89455O 1.0000_ _01401.** .7005**- -.0232

-.1194 .2230** -.4321 ,..1411 .0567 .9544** .8401** 1.0000_ _45213** -.0850
-.1244 ',.1562* -.0588 .0751 -.2190** . .6348.* .7005** .5213** 40)00 .254944,

.0654 ,i0388 .0546 0572 -.1109 , .11E1 ' - :0237_: -0850 .2544** 1:0000 .

-.0714 0145' -.1043 -.0494 -.0611 . .1276__ .1519* .1269 .5390** -.0471'

.4891 -.1944. .0580, -.1137 -.1325 -.8067** -.7233:0 -A950.4 . -.42864* -.0038_

.2515** 7.1220: .05x0. .1899* .7937** -.911 ** .8122:** '--.5)41** .2680**

-.0517 :1.1070 .0364 .0778 -.0397 .4460** .3244** .3365** .0996

-.0090 '.1264 .0944' .0813 -.557444. .5452** .4963** .3792** .2892** .5777 1010

-.1929 -.0140 .0346' , -.0734 -4,9323** .0898 _ : .3776*, 7.0462_ .2349** -.01343_.

- .0517_ -- .1070 .0364 .0778 -.0391 .4460** .32444 i' ;3364** .3996 -;1726*

.2150** --.0539 .1271_ '-.0094 .6915** -.5155** -.6367** -.3540*. -.6211** -.S0914*

-.1341 t0323 -.1795* ..0025 055? . -0685_ 1 -.0737_ .0741 .2084** =.4129**

-.2427** .0102 -.1373 ., .0349 -.131.4- .4357** .3761** .4771 * *. -.0025_ -.1993*

-.1124 .0175 -.0449 ;.0135 .3583** .3924 / .0970 .1316 .4196** -0232
.0103_ i,209944 .0660 s .1453 .0187 .7424** .58074* .5990** .6600** .6168**

.2021* - .0118' .0999 -.0385 .9738*. -.2806** -.2315* -.1722 -.0791 -.0763

LE .01 ** - SIGNTF. LE .001 199.0000 IS.PRINTED IF A CCEFFICIENI CANNCT BE COMPUTF0I

2 1.
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PoPFNnix 0 rrportATIrNs rrP %/MARIS 14 WAR/iv: I0m4145
SWF prilTy vAPTAR1FS

Page 3

:41FSORY

PF APCrm FFR,P Et A

PSEALRF PIEAtRF CITFIPE

1 I CPFFF

PSHINI

!CIF N I S

HPINT FEINFTTSF FPFESTAN FTFSPH SPHFUNOS

-.1734 .0891 .2515** -;0517 -;0090 -0929 -.0517 ;2150** -;1343 -.2927**

.1145 -.1844* -.1720 .1870 .12E4 -.0148 .1070 -0555 -0323 0102

-.1043
-.14r4

0580 0580
-;1137 -0209

.0364
;0778

.0545

;0813

.1?46

-0734_
.0364 .1271

-.4094_ -..g92r -.13730778 .0309

-0613 -.1325 .1859* -.(`117 -;5574** -0323** -0397 ;6915** ;0553 -;1?14

.1716 -.8067** -.79?7** .4460** .5457** 0195 .4460** -.5155** -.0685 .4357**

;3539** -;7233** -.9138** .3244** .48E3** .1776** .3244** -.63e7os -.n7?? .3761**

-.12!,8 -;895n** -;5122,0* oy,5** -0792*, -0462_ 0165** -.3540** 0241_ .4771**

.5354** -.4286** -.5041** .099F ;2852**- ;7349** .0996 -i6211** ;20840* -;0025_

-0471 -.0038 .2680 ++ -.1726* .5777** -.8041 --.1776* -00q1 ** -;412?** -.1953*

I;10)0 _ ._-0622** -.4078** -.3527** -.3323** -0415 -0927** -.4073** :2461** -.3334**

-0626** 1.0000 _;6980** ;0484 -.2372** .2394** .0494_ .4126** -.08e6 -.3785**

-.4078** .69804$ 1.0000 -;20E9* -;2503** -;2041* ;;2069* OW** .1E12 _ -.55574'

-.3927ol .0484' -.2469* 1.0000 .3184** .2929** 1;0080**. ;0649 -;2912** ;1167

-.3323** -.2372** -.2503** .3184** 1.0004 .5025** .3184** -.5057** -.4915** .1959*

-o415 .2394 ** -;2041* _.-2929** ;5025** 1.0000_ _.2929** -.4804** -.1398 .0255.

-.3927** 0484 -.2069* 1;0000** 0184** ;2929** 10000 _i0649 -.2912**, .1167__

-.4073** .4126** .3601* 0E49 . -.5057** -;4804**- ;0649 1;0001 -alit** -;2901**

;24611* -.0866_ .1132_ -.2912** -.4915** -4395 -.7912** -.2311** topon 0094**
-03340* -0785** -i5557** .116T ;1958* .0255__ .11E7 -.2901** .3094** 1.0000

.1790* .0307 -0582** .0118 -0484** -0061** -0118 .2512 ** i15025'_ .0857

.0791 -.4699** -.4290** .3594** .6359** -.0228 ;3594** -.1996** -;4297** -0591
;5065** .0172 -.6472** -.3015** -.5509** -.9445** -.3015** .7369** -.3159** -.9011**

tE .01 ** - SIGNIF. LE .001 199.0000 TS PRINTED IF A CrEFF1CIFNT CANNOT BE COMPUTED)
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APPENDIX O_CCPRELAIWNS Fr? VA4IA4IFS IN SrPAPAIF fillmAJNS

SIAIF orLIcy VARIABLES

ptAcEMNI

PFA 9

SFPDEMCS

SCN CORRELATION CCEFFIFIENTS

INSFRV

-.1124 ;4103_ .2121
.01t9 .2099** -Oita

-.0499 .0660 .0899

;1115 .1453 -.0385

.?583** .0187 071R's

.3924 .7424** -;28061*

.J97/ .5807** -.2315*

;1016_, .5990** -.1722

.4196** .6610** -0791
-.0232 .616Rt* _0163:

.17R1s .0783 .9065is

0341__ -.4699** .0172

-.35A2** -.42901* -.6472**

.0118 .3594** -.30154*

-.3484.. .635,1**

-.3061** -.0228 -.8445**

.011-8 .3594** -.3015**

.25120* -.2986** 0369!.

.1502* -.4297** -.31594*

_0857 -.0591 -.9011**

1.0000 _4458** .4955**

.2458** 1.0000 _0540

.4955** .0540 1.0000

.,LE ,01 4* - SIGNIF. tE .001 s

(99.0100 IS PPINT.63 IF 4 CCEFFICIFN7 CANNOT BF COMPUTED'

275
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31 AUG 83 APPENDIX 0 CEPPRATIENS Flo VAPIAHIES IN SFPAPATE DCMAINS

46:29:48 DISTRICT AND TFACHFP SUPPrPT

VAQ4AR(F CASES MFAN STD DEV

TCHAGF 40 3I.7667 6.7d58

TEHSEX 90 1.2222 .418:

TUTOEHAV R6 2.7791 1.9548

NHRFHAV 86 3.0116 1.2879

INT:HGC ES 1.1185 .9134

QUALHGF 65 3.2154 .R56R

PPP1NTG 90 2.8444 .8857

PET co I.e944 1.2/371

AID 90 3.4167 1.2367

csg,Fc.T 90 2.11E7 1.1964
440 .6667 .7420

THEPoST on 2.7:1149 1.0711

PoINP41. 90 .8944 .9729

STJUT 90 .0778 1.1920

PAgENT 90 .6111 .7487

ENTHUS 90. 2.1444 .9240

NyloPEP 89 .6966 L.0543

WHOIPEC 87 1.5000 1.0538

SN 78 1.1061 1.2615

SH 78 .3994 .9561

NS 18 1.8240 I.7389

HS 78 .1116 .7807

27 7

1



31.Aun R3 1RFENDIX U CP*F1411MS Fr9 MIMES IN SEPARATE DOMAINS
Page 6

11:7'.48 DISIPici AND TEACHER SUPPORT

1045r

PEARSON CORPEtATI COFFFIr

TCHSEX TUTREHAV NH8FHAV INICHGE

IE.NTS

CUA1(HGE TIMM PHI A10 ASPECT

,TCHCE 1.0010 -0115 - .0864 -.0411 -.1124 -0212 ,.2349 -.0733 .0660 .0113

TCHSEX -.1615 0140 -.0404 .1046 .2335 .1119 -4118 -0186 .1123 .0554

TUTBEHAV -.0414 -.0404 10000. .29541 .29814 .3154* .420144 -0810 .1413 ;0714_

NH9EHAV -.0411 .1046 ;2950. 10100 _.34230 0471, ,334(44 .2110 -.1117 ;29214

INTCHGE._ -.1124 .7335 .29811 .342?* 1.0000 i18270 ;1547 -.0573 .0560 .066?

AUALCHGE -.0212 .16/9 0154 04714 .78274* 1.000U ..29074 -.1365 -.0613 .0201

PRO1NTG -.2319 -.0118 .42014* .33414* .1541 .7501* i.0000 ;1195 -i0863 0125

REGT, -0111 -.0146 -.PM ;2110 -.0513 -43E5 .1195 1.0000 -.0144 ;2448

.A10 .011) .1123 .1413 -.1171 .0561; -0613 -.9163 -.0144 1.0000 00994

WECT .0171_ ,0994. .0914 .2921* .0161 .0208 0125 .2448 .3099* 1.0000

CrmS0lt -d1',7* ;010 ;422840 .2181* .1683 .1111 .7961* ;0904 0765 .31724

THERRST -.051b -.1151 .25804 .0534 .0196 0521 .30112* -0129 .1255 .2948*

FFINPAI .049 . ;205R .2069 .0924 .0850 .
03907** -.1241 00284

SNIT -.1119 -.174P __Jew .2429 .1590 .23Y .45744. ;0068 ,-,0371 41068

WENT -.0843 -.1157 .2161 .2164 .4428** .2825 .0414' ;2391 .0860 -.0018

tNTHUS -.1D50 .0114 ;2419 .1219 .2197 .3449* ,6004** .0134 -.1514 -.0023

-.0513 -.2031 .2865* .0242 0533 .2683 ;47410 0238 -.3549* -.3191*

.'NM01PEC -i1619 -.1825 .2946* .7155* .241 .3116* .4833** ;25104 .0368_ .0144

SN -.0116 0111 0832 .4471 .0180 0241 a031* .1647 -.3066* -.394(4*

59 .1846 .0217 --.1701 '02E6 -.091'1 -.0425 -.1196 -,1181 0015 -.0870

NS -.1151 -.1241 .2202 .0683 .02' iDICO 0007* .0800 -.2001 -.3818**

HS .1415 -.0558 -.1849 .0012 -.1134 -.0756 -0746 -.1132 .0091 -.1140

* SIGNIF.,1F .01 ** SIGNIF. IF .011 195.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFIC101 CANNOT RE remPUTEn)
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31 AUG .81 APPENDIX 0.CIIREtA11FNS FrR.VARIA1IFS IN qPARATF 961iINS

16;24i48 015TRIft ANO TEACHFC SuPPCPT

PEAR fN CrOPEIATICN c n EFFICIENTS

THERPST PR1NPAL mint PARENT frHUS MHPPFP NHOIREC SN SH

ItHAGF -.27121 -.0938 '4121 -.1119 -.0843 -.1050 -.0563 -.1639 =4116 146

trHsFx .0604 -.1199 .0169 -.1141 -.1157 4118 -,2011 -.1925., ;0117 OZT1

TUTRFHAV .42210* .25808 -.1420 OHO** '21,51 .2479 2865' .2c4$ -.1701

NHBEHAV .0514 ,7058 .2429 .2164 .1268 ,i0242 .2655* .2411 .0266

1NTIHGE: ;1613 .0196 .2068 .1590 , .44281$ .2141 . .0513 .?496 .0180 -0918

OUAttHGE .1111 '0521 .0924 i:jlt__ .2829 0449$ ,2683 .3116$ 0246

09CINIG 2963* 0102* .0850 .457408 .0814 .6004$$ .4781** ,0031$ -.1186'

PFIT 0104 -.0129 .3907$$ 10E8 .2197 ;0124 0231_ i2511$ '4647_ -.1181

.0165 .1255 -.1241 -.0321 08E0 -.1514 -05458* .0161 -.3066*. 4075:

058ECT 01774 .2948f .3128$ .1168 -.0018 -.002! -.3191* .0644 -.39418* -.0810

CCNSU1T 1.0000 .2986' 1810 .3191* 0522_ .2224 .0537 .0959 .0157 ,.21-110

THEP$Si .21',864 1,0000 .1:2 .3446" .3133' .1945 .0578 ; .2209 -4555 -.0034

PE!Int .C330_ .1862 '10010 .1104 .118650 .0546 .0041 ..1154 .0908 -.1639

STOOT ;1141. 04460 .1704_ 1.0000 ;263Rt .45420 .3432A$ .1780 -.0314 -.1230

PARENT .0522 ;3133* ;3865$+' .26384_ 1.0000 _.102 $135 ,37E0*$ .,0019 -.1143

BMUS d274 .1945 .0546 .4542'* .1632 I.0000. .3594$! .1566 -..3245'

NI-0REP .0511 .0578 .0047 .34.1205 .1356 .3385*$ 1;00e0 .34608* ;1898 .0699_

NHOIREC .0959 .2209 .1154 .1100 760$$ 584** ;34600 10000 4942 -,2890

SN .0351 -.1555 .008 -.031 -.6/9 .15f6 .i1198 .0942 1.0000 .1041

SH -.2419 -0034 -.1634 -.1210 -.1143 ; -.1245# -0699_ -.2844* .1041 1.0000

NS .1651 -.1184 0311 '-.0641 .1362 4619 .16112 09240 .6869*$

HS -.2311 .0195 -.1015 -.004. -.1235 -.2021 -4547 -.2113 .1598 .906?**

$ - SIGNIF, LE .01 *$ SIGNIF. LE AN 199.0100 15 PRINTE1 IF A CCEFFRIENT CANNCT RE UNPUTFOI

%
ii;)11-

. u.

Page 7
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31 ittlq A3 . 'APPRiOIK 0 CCPPFIATICNC FrIP MINIM IN SPARATF 0n1AiNS

It:7;:01 ANn TruHFR SIIPQPQT

PEARSCN CPPRFLATIrN C0.EFFICTEN T. S

NS .HS

TCHAGF -;1151 il415

TCHSEX -02AI -0550

Tui0pAv .2202 -0849

NHBEHAV 43683 0412

1NICHGE .1259 -.1134

0HALCHGE .0190 -075E

MIN% 0481* -ON
REGT 0840 -.1132

All -.2001 .0491

OSPECT -;1018*$ -3140

rONSUIT .101 -.2313,

THEPPST -,11A4 .0195

pptyPit :011 -.1015

SNOT -0E47 -0841

PAPFNT .1362 -.1235

ENTHUS' .1f89 -.2021

,3602s* -4547

NHOIPEC ;392q** -113

SN, .1869$* ;1598

1H , -41224 Mt!**

NS 10110 !',0146

HS -4146 1;0000

$ SIGNIF; LE .01 $$ - SIGNIF. LE OH hq.0000 iS PPINTF0 IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT RE rOMPUTFOI
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31 AUG 81/ AppF4Oix
If:79:52 ITP AND

0 crimFtartms tFs IN
,uNEIIrNAl LEwt

Sin/11711TE 1V-MAINS

Vail :ABLE CASES MEAN STD IIEV

rWPITTi:A: 221 47.111n9 46;175i

INTWAIT 217 IP.1121 21.6710

SIGNED 242 1;1694 .176G

TALKING_ 245 1;eono _,_%tz6'

HCRILITY 245 2.8897 1.2t??;

SELFHFLP 245 2.2776 1.'.,.241

Or9FSTIC 245 1.4122 , .6756

UGNITIV 245 1.5755 i .6202';

SN 245 .5161 .673 3/

SH 245 .'-cE9 .46221

NS 245 ..8546 1.0006

HS 245 .1396 .3304

284
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1 AuG'e APPRIIIY 0 COI/PRAWNS RCIP vAHARLFS IN SLPAPATE 0PMAINS

16:79:W IEP AND FAMINE LEVEL

pace 10

PEARSON ropPL ATI( (CF.RFICIENTS

7wRITTEN_ INTWPIT SIGNED 'TALKING KIIILITY ;SEIFHELP OONESTIC EOGNITIV SN SN

Cwillirm 1.000n ;1418is 0741 0481_ al220, .21810 .251919 .0900 , .2043+6 .0085 /

1NTWPIT ,19T811* 1,0000 .2118** .18c14* ,2017e, duo* .3680** .1818* .1178 .0145

SIGNED .041 .21(I8** 1.00111 -,0490 -.0927 -.0706 .0796 -4661_ .0198 -.0464

TALKING i ;0491 .1A84+ -.0091 1.0000 080E** ,5.845** es 0271s9
i223 se

Mr.81111Y. .212?** .2)16* -0977 .3806** 1.0000 .1032** .4015** .1618** .0542 ;23 1t*

SEIFHEIP .2181$* .2801** -4706 ;58455$ .7012i0 10000 : .5992** .5887** ;1054 .2904**

DOMESTIC .2519** .3E80** 0706 .7117** .4015** .5992** 1.0000 .6150** .1048 .1 96$

robMilly .0900 _ .1818* -.OM .7277** .36180* .5881** .6150*P 10000_ _.1891*, 0110

SN ;704 P* .1178 .0198 OM ,0542 .1154 .1048 .1891* 1.0000 091

SN 0085 ;0145 -.04E4 .3239** .2370* .2:904** .189E* .20510 .1091 1 0000'

NS .2369** .0813 .1215 -.1031 -.1247 -.0954: -.0680 -.0115 ,E908** .0843

MS 0510 .0684 -.0178 .3181** .22300 .7777**' .2130** .1997** .1341 .8867*$

$ - SIGNIF. tE .01 ** SIGNIF. IE .001 1994000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNCT OF COMPU rpl
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31 AUG R?
APPENDIX 0 rOFPFLATIONs frP vAPIARIFS IN SEPAPATF nrmAINc

Page 1)

1F:14:52 IFP AN') IFUN

PFAPSON CORPFIATICN CrFFFItIENTS

NS HS

CWPITTFN .2369o$ 0580

INTwPIT ,0873 60114

SIGNED .12?5

TALKING -.1031 01010*

MCRIEITY -.1141 .21300

SEIFHFLP -.0954 .211700

omslit -ow ;213000

CIIGNITIV -.0115 .1997s*

SN ,490Rts .1341

SH -.1843 d86100

NS 1.0000 -.0410

HS -.0410 1;0000

0 - SIGNIF. LE .01 $1 SIGNIF. LE .001
1994130 IS PAINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT OF CCMPUTEDI
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31 Am Ai PippFNIIX 0
1f:29:54 SOCIAI. AND

Ch.

yARIA8LF

COPPRATILNC FCF VAPIABIFS IN srovauF
PHYSICAL ENVIPCNMENT

CASES MEAN

armAINs

STD rwy

mr:HSTAF 236 2.8958 1.6341
MTHFPPST 236 _.2555 .x773

MPFFPTTP 236 1;6374 2.9369
MNrNHAND 236 8.5719 7.7736
MUANOIC P 245 6.0215 4.6447
mAOMIN 236 :.0399 .1091
MCOMMUN 236 1;0504 3.0171
MOTHAOLT 236 .5075 1;1264
MSCCDEN 236 3.4522 .8857
MNOISE 236 3.5539 .6527
0480IGHT 236 2;3695 _46093
mmATDE4 236 2.6549 1.1875
ML8NAPEA 236 1.7153 .8597
YISPASEP_ 235 1.6456 .9509
AMATACES 235 2;8999 1.3808
MA3FAPP 217 1.3462 .9350
SN 245 .5161 .6711
SH 245 .1975 .4622
NS 245 .8546 1.0006
HS 245 .1396 .3304

259
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31 80G 8' APPFMOIX 4 rmAyirNs fcr, VAPIARIFS IN 5CPADATF 'MINS

16:29t54 crcic A10 PHYSICA1 INVIPCP4rN7

PEAPSCN rroPH. ATICN ffFFFICIENTS

Page 13

MICHME m1HEPPST WPM* MNINHANO MHANOIC0 M40114 NCOMmUN OCTHA111 NSCCOEN WISE

MICHSTAF 1.0000 .1259 -0166 .1940* .5112** .0081 -0859 .0925 .25501* i3210011

MTHEPP51 .1259 1.0000 .2070 -.17950 .1005 -O5A0 -.1640* .2351** -.0313 -.1370

MPEEPT771 ..Litt .7801** 1.0000 !-.16100 .22150 -diva -alms 0651 .0944 -.0512

MNONHAN0 , .1940 -.32950 -.1q00* moon .0248 .1919* am -.1511* .30110 .63110

NHAN01CP .5972** , .1085 .22150 .0248 1.0040 -.1301 -0712 .0291 .10261$ 2115tt

MAOMIN .0081 -.0580_ -i1140_ .1919* -.1301 10000 .21150 .0751 -.0101 .1098

MCIMMUN -.1159 -0E40* -.1739$ .0021_ -.0712 .21150, 10110 .0107 -.1125 0300

MCTHART ,0025 .2151** .0653 -.1517* .0291 ,i0751 .0107 1.0000 7.0265 .0341

'RSCCOEN .25510 -.3313 0944 00110 , J2E** -0103 -.1125 -;0265 1.0000 _i53740s

4NCISF_ .32190 -.1370 -.0512 .2315** .1099 ' 40301 .0341 .5114** 1.0000.

MRPIGIIT .0045 -.21310 -.MOO*

..63110

0015** -.1864* .32160 .1057 -.147! -.1373 .1606*

mMATOFN -.1614* -.1551* -',2310** '4907 .0265_ .1141 .1580* -.0043 .6919 .0101

MONAFEA -.3531 -0220* -.1716* -.181E* -.IVO -0440 .0399 -.1356 .1069 -.2829*

MSPASFP_ .060_ -.1501* .0453 -12176** .0393 -.OW -.0520 -,0902 .0151 -;22111**

MMAII(ES -.1682* -.1766* -.1059* ;1765* .1427 .1.610* ..1636* -.1091, .1066 .1351

MAGEAPP -,2102** -.2152** -.1513 -0149 .0603._ -.0490 .3512** -0793 -.0700 .0624

SN -.26970 -.1249 0514 .1996* -.23180 .0491 -.20510 -.1209 .0600 .0161

SH -.1864!_ -0923 -0121' .1228 .0057 .0191 -.0102 -.0512 .1039 .0152

NS -.21520 -.0137 00620 -.OM -.1504* 0905 -.21700 -.OM.' -.0299 -.1232

HS -.1566* -0561 .0532 .1164 .1093 .0176 -.0639 -.0451 .0891 .0166

* - SIGNIF. lE .01 - SIGNIF. tF .001 199.0000 IS PPINTEO IF A COEFFICIENT CANNC1 RE COPUTEDI
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!I 4%.01. ppFNO1r 0 Cm/H.411M 1f0 miolfs 14 sFpAPATE from

16:29154 inriAl AN!) PHYSICAL ENVIP0NMEN1

NRP1GH1

PEAPSPN't

MmATDEN MIRNAPEA

PPEl AT 1CN

MSPASFP mmATACFS

rn.EFFIr1FNT9

MA&FAPP SN SH NS HS

M1CHSTAF .0845.. -.1634* -aim .1360 -.1682* -.2102** -.2697** . -.18(4* -.21521,* - .1566*

mTHIPPST -.2130** -.15510. -.2229** -.1591* -.1166* -;2152** -;1249 -.0923 -.0131 -.0561

MPEEPTTR -.2030** -am** -0106* ,0453 -.1859* -.1513 .0514 -.0121 0062** .0532

MNrNH440 , 0015o! .0907 -..1816* -.2176** .1165* -4148 .1996* .1278 *.0576_ .1164

N44AND1C8 -i1,864* .0265 '01690° .0393 .1427 .0603 4231144 ,0857 ,;15844 X093

MOIN .3276** ..1141. -.0440 -0463 s1670* -.0491 .0491 .0191 0985 ,0176

MCOMMUN_ .1057 .1588* .0399 .0521 .1636* .3512** -.1051** -.0802 -.2178** -.0(39

MrTHAOLT -OM -0843 -.1356 -0802 -41091 -.0193 -.1209 -.0512 -.0179 : -.0451

MSPCDEN -.1173, .9939 .1069 0151 ;1066 -.0101 .0600 .1039 -.0299 .0891

MNC15E .1606* ;0101 -.2023** -.2.201** .1351 .0624 .0161 0752 -.1232 .0166

WIGHT (.0000 .0399 *.1117_ - .1981* .0142 .0244 .1244 *$0970 .0719 -.1091

MMAIDEN_ .3399 l000p .1757* ...1141. .5146** .42277* .044? ;2510** *4484 .1463

M49NAPF4 '1117_ .1757* 1.1000 ,(997** .0043 -.i1341 -.0041 -.0155 -;0136 -.1442

MSPASEP -,19011 *61140_ $6991** 1.01)) *$1494 -;2653** -.1321 -.1018 -.0685 -.1005

MMALICES .0142 .5146** .0043 , -.1494 1,0000 .4274** .0221 .20956 -.1476 '.2081 «+

'OMIT ;1244 .4227** -.1341 -.2653** ,4274 ** 1.10111 -.0725 .1635* -.22014 .1435

SN ,
;1244 01442_ -.0041 -.1321 ;0221- -.0125_ 1.0000 .1091 ;6908** i1341--

SN i2510** -.0855 -.1010 .2895** .1635* .1091._ 1.0001 -.0843 .8861**

NS .0119 -.0484 - .0136; -.0685 -.1476 -.2201** .6909** - .0843-- 1.0000 -.0410

HS -.1091 .1463 -.1442 7;1005 .2082** .1435 .1341 .8867** -.0410 1.0000

- SIGNIF. LE .01 ** - SIGN1F. LE .001
19960000 IS PR1NTE01F,A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COPUTF01
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APPENDIX E

Correlations for Variables in Full Model



.31 AUG R3 REAR.SCN CORRELATIONS FOP
t5:18:5r APPENDIX E CORRELATIONS

VARIABLE CASES

VARIABLES IN FULL monEL
FOP VARIABLES IN FULL MCOEL

MEAN STD DEV

OMPIIIEN 231 47.8009 46;1252

SIGNED 242 1.1694 .3759

INTWRIT 232 8.1121 21.6738
MORILITY 245 2;8857 1.2623.

'TALKING__ 245 1.6000 .9076

COGNITIV 245 1.5755 .6202

MTCHSTAF- 236 2;8998 1.6143

MTHERPST 236 .2555 .3773

MA0M1N_ 236 .0399 ;1091

MCOMMUN 216 1.0504 3.0371
MNCNHAND 236 8.5719 7.7736
MPFERTTP 236 1;6324 2.9369
MHANDICP 245 6.0215 4.6447
M1SN 245 .5161 .673-3

MUSH 245- .1975 .4622

MINS 245 ;8546 1.0006
MIMS 245 .1196 .3304
MMATDEN 236 2.6949 1;1875
MNOISE 236 3.5539 .6527

AMBRIGHT 216 2.1695 .6083
MLRNAPEA 236 1.7153 .8597

MSPASEP_ 235 1.6456 .9509

MMATIICES 235 2.09.9S 1.3808
MAGEAPP 217 3;3462 .9350

FTESPH 245 ;5117 * _.8105

CATEGORY 245 3'.4041 2;7543
SPHFUNDS 245 .7224 .4487

MASPH 245 2.4898 2.8581

P5EALPE 245 .5248.. .3110

MODEL' 245 .4449 .4980

TIME1. 216 9.5823 6.7719

ENROLPEG. 245 40000.0367 62534.2328
MSUPPT 210 2;6810 .9625

PRGINTG 220 2.8591 .8538

REST 220 1.4023- 1.2836
OSRECT 220 1.9386 1.3938

ENTHUS 220 3;1545 _.9197'

NHDIREC 212 1.5849 1;1111

CONSULT 220 .6250 .7209

NHBEHAV 205 2.9707 1..3930

PMET 221 .4005 .3023
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DEARSL4 CORPFLATICNS FOP VARIARIFS IN FULL HMI
APPENDIx E CORRELATIONS FOP VARIABLES IN FULL MOOFI

Page 2

:514111E4

PFAPSO N CCRFELATION

SIGNED INTBRIT MCRIIITY TALKING

COE'FFCCIEN4S

'COGNITIV MTCHSTAF MTHERPST 1ADMIN MCCMMU4
4

10000 _4741. .79780* .2122** .0481 .0900 -.1934* .2051* .1764* .0122

.5741 1.0000 _.2108** -.0927 -.0090 -4661 .0115_ .1691,* -.0599 -.0551

.7978** 4210844 1.0000 _.2016* -.1884* .1814* -.2518** .3134** .0447 -.0084

.2122** -.0927 .2016* 1.0000 -0806** .3614** -.2034** -.2134** .1732* .1239

.3481 -.0090 .1484* .3806** 1.0000 _0277** -.2950** -.0752 -.1298 ,, .0656

.0900 -.0661 .1418* 0618** .7271** 1.3000 T..2570** -.2008** -0376 .0164

-.1934* 0135 -.2514** -.2034** -.2950** =.2570** 1.0000 _.1259 .0041 -.0459

.2051* .3691** .3114** -.2334** -.0752 -.2006** .1259 1.0000 -.0$80 -.1648*

.1768* -.0599 .4447 4712* -.1298 -0376 .0001 , -.058D 1.0000 _.2115**

.0122 .-.0551__ -.0084 .1239 .0656 .0164 -.0859 -.1644* .2115** 1.0000

.0450 -.2460** -.1064 :2292** .0180 .1100 .1944* -.3295** .(910 .0021

.3953** .1454 .3941** .-.1075 .0539 -.0066 -.1166 ;2807** -.1140 '-.17344

-.0934__ .0098 -0510 -.0027 .0684 .1033 .5972** ;1085 --_11301 -.0712

;2043** .0198 .1178 .0542 .0747 .18910_ -.2697*** -.1249 .0491 -.2051**

.0085_ -.0464 .0J45 .2377** 0 2?9** .2051** -.18640_ -.0921 .0191 -8024

'4365** .1235 0873 -.124.7__ -.1031 _ -.0115 -.2152** -.0137 .0985 : -.2178**

.0580: -.0178 .0684' .2230** .3181** .1997** -.1566$ -.0567 .0176 -.0639

.0187 4026_ .1224 .3118** .2887** 0656** -.1634* -.1551* .1147 .1584*

-.0164 -.1787* 0771 .2121** .0789 .0774 -.3219** -.1370 .1098 ..0308

.1051 -.0408 -.1168 :1830* -.1876* -.1407 .0845 -.2130** .1276** .1057

-.1351 -.1269. -.1149 -.1934* -.0592 -.0129 -.0531 -022444 -.0444 .0359

-.1271 -.1367 -.1077 -.3006** -.1785* -.17270_ .1360 -.1581* -.0463 -.0520_

.1454 -.0860 .2102** .6779** .4262** .1940** -.16820_ -.1766*
...1431::.

.0417 -.1296 .1715* .4302** .3306** .3697** -.2102** -i275241$ -.1479:S'

-.1139_ .1520* -.0171 -.1279 .0959 . -"=.0668 .2769** .4241** -.1561* -.1035

,..1150** .0528 -.3303** -.0586 -.0781 -4743 .2108** .0843 -.1368 .-.1693*

-.0326 .0045 .1566* -.1286 .1902* .1345 .0662 -.2627** -.0493 .1169

-.0819 -.3924 ;0002 -4514 .2018** .0808 -.0640 .1085 -.1968* .0070

" 0927_ .0645_ .06?8 .0037 -.1660* -.1649 .0348 -.1272 .0795 -.0046

.2694** .2855** .3151** .0617 -.0584 .0036_ -.2711** .1397 .1159 .1604

.0749 .1240 .2072* .1654* .3237** .22874* -.0672 .0597 -.1606* .0270

-.)503__ .1749* -.0964 .0510 -.1474 -.0877 ;0154 -.0751 -.0792 -.0826

.2644** .0163 .2539** -.1260 -.0659_ -.0420 -.1861$ .1107 .1325_ -.0324

.3452** 0817_ .3127** .2463** .1624* .1841* -.1977* .0534 '.2119** -.02091

' .1143 .1618* -.0785 -.1743* -.085? -.1027 .2449** .1915* -.1174 -.2534**

-.2771** .0537 -.1016 -.0976 .1049 .0019 .4141** .1250 .-.0984 -.0423

.1794* .0426 .4700* .0517 .0106_ .0573_ -.046? 0719 .0583 -.0616

-0374 .1909*' -0670. -.??01** -.1711* -.2205** .1394 .3102** -4060_ -.2120*

.2731** .0458 .2024* -.0221 -.1876* -.1115 .1533 .1281 .4110** .0782

.0997 -.0529 .0767: .1619 .0019 -.0146 .0645 -.1370 .2894** ;0440

.3131** -.0541 .3469** .2354** .2691** '.3444** -.5198** -.1870* .0937 .1511 .

F. .D1
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** - SIGNIF. LE 001
199.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT RE COMPUTED)
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31 AUG, 83
'PEARIN_CCRREIATIINS FIR VARIAMES IN FUR .100EL___

15:11:5/
APPENDIX E CORRELATIONS HIP

VAPIAMS IN FUtt NODE1

PEARSON CORREI. AT COEFFICIENTS

MITTEN

SIGNED_

INTWRIT.

MOBILITY

TALKING

COGNIT1Y

NT(HSTAF

MTHEPPST

4NONHAND

;0450

.9246000

;2292**

.0180

.1100

.19484

-02950*

MPEERTTR

.3953**

.1454

.39414*

-.1015

.0539

-.0066

-.1166

.280744

MHAND1CP

.4914

:40098

-0010'

-.0027

4614 ,

.1030_

,09724*

4185

MISN

.2043**

.0198

;1t18

.0542

.0787

.1891*

-.2691**

-.1249

H

/'

.0085

-.0464

.0145

.231700

.323944

.205144

-.1864*

-.0923

MINS

:4169**

.1235

.0813

-.1247

-.1031

-.0115.

-.21524*

-.1137

RIMS

.0580

-.0118

;0684:

.221044

.118144

.1997**

-.15664

-.0567

MADMIN_ .1919* -.1140_ -.1301 .0491 .0191 4985 .0116

+COMMON 4021 -;17394_ -4712 - .2051$$ - .0802 -01784* -.0639

MNONHANO 1,0000 -,3610 ;0248.. .19960 .1228 '..0576 .1164

MPEEPTIR -0610** 1.0000 .2215** .0514_ -.0121 .306240 .0532

4H4NOICP 4248_ .2215** 1.0000 - .23180* 0857 -.1584* .1091

MISN .1996* . 4514 - .2318** 14000 .1091 ;Me** $1341

MISH .1228 .0851 ;1091 1.0000 -4843 $8867**

MINS -4516 ;3062** -4584* $6908** =;0843 1'4000 -4410

MIMS .1164 0532_ .1093 .1341 867** 4410 14000

MM4T0EN .0907 2310** 0265_ .0442 ;2 ,10** -4484 ;1463

MNOISE_ .63110* -.0572 .23450* .0161 .40752 -.1232 .0766

WIGHT 0019* -;2830** - .1864* .1244 -.0970 .0719 -.1091

MONAFFA -.1816* -.11060 -.1080* ...MI -0855, -4136 -.1442

WASP -.2176** 4453_ 46393 ..;1321 -$1018 -0685 .,;1005

MMATACES $17650 -$1059* 4421 .0221 $2895** -4476 ;20820

MAGEAPP -.0148 -1513 .0603 -0725 .1635* ..220140: ;1435

FTESPM -.1219 : .1221 6209544 -.1343 -4323 .4795* .0025

CATEGORY -.0475 -4492._ .1031 -..0134 .0145 -.1043 -4494

SPHFUNDS -$3419** 4940** $31064* - .2827 ** .0102 -21373 .0309

NASPH _ -.1210 .23130* ;3796** -4194 $2230** -.0321 .1411

PSEALFE ..$1862* .2814** . .0891 - .1844* 4580 -.1137

MCOEL -.279844 .1278 ....1M2$ .0261 .0578 .1712*, .0277

114E1 -.0858 -.0232 4544_ .1881* ;0706 20394 4715

ENROtREG -.0501 -.2200*0 22263** .1612* -OM ;0408 .4864

MSUPPT .0208 .1149 .4875 .0271 .1150 .0256

PROINTG .0506 .1269 -.0653 .21620* -080/ .18600 -4111

REGT , .0121 4426 4890_ .0936 -.1261 -.0085 -.1106

. 0PEC! -.1391 -.1080 91946** -;3094 ** -.Q545 -.320344 -,0694

ENTHUS -4787 .255644 .0860 21126
.1595* -.1460

liNDIREC -4930 ;0648 -.0245 .1115 .40874_ .28370* -.1486

CONSULT -.0085 ;..3161._ -4150 -4959 .-.2134** .0246 .0039*

NHBEHAV ;382944 7.38234* -.1217_ .19904 .0439 -.0149 4239

01E7 .0344 -.0362 -.170110 .1591*
o1e0* .1086

.148A

Page 5

MMATOEN

.0181

.0026

.1224,

.311644

,.2881 **

.36564*

-.1634*

-;1551*

.1141

.1588*

.0907

-,2310**.

.0265

.04412

.2510**

-4484

;1463

14000

0101

4399

;1757*

-.1140

$51461*

:422144

-.1918*

-.1002

.0693

.0115

4325 .1252 .1158 .'

49064* -,27634* .0891

.1798* -4385 -.268601

.0914 -'.20810* :0141**

.0355 -.0755 -.0765

;1513 .0703 4354

.436544 .0651 -.1504

.0697 .0752 -,215144

-.1417. -0527 -.0578

-.1612 -.0050 -.0741

-.0013 -4169 .0804 ;

NOSE MIGHT

-4164_ .1051

.;;171174 -0408

-.0711 -.1168

.21210 .1830*

4789 -.1876*

.0714 -.1401

02194* .0845

-4170

.1098

.0308

.63110*

-.0512

-.213144

.3216**

.1051_

.307504

,-.2830*0

M15** '-$1864$

'4161 'i1244

.0752 -4910

-.1232 .0119

$0766 -.1091

;4101 4399_

14000 .1606*

.1606* 1;0000

-$2823** -.1117

-.220704 -,1981I

.1351 ;0142

.0624 .0244

.0239_ -$2789**

-45244 -4035

-0671 -,432544

-.0679 -;2500*

41485 4994** .1914*

.3540** .0081 .0122

_0 SIGNIF. (4 .01 *0 SIGN1Fi tF .001
199,0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTE01.
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31 AKA? OFARSIN CCP/1E1411MS FOP
UPTAKES IN HU MOOR,

15t18:58
APPFNO1K C CORRELATIONS FOP VARIABLES IN FRI MODEL

CWRITTEN

SIGNED

INTWPIT

VONAREA

-.1351

...1269

-.1149

PEAPSON CORRELATION

MSPASEP MNATACFS MAGCAPP FTESPH

-.1211 .1454 .0417 -.1139

-.0860 -.1296 .1520*

;1077 ,2102MM .1714

COEFFICIENTS

CATEGORY SPHFUNOS MASPH

-.31500 -.0326 -.0839

.0528 .0045 -.0924

..0303** .1566* .0002

-

PSEALRE

.0921

.0645

;0630

..

MODEL

.26940*

4855**

.31510

410011.10 .19340 ..30061* .67790 .4362!! ...0586 -.1286 ''7.0514 .0031 .0617

TALKING -.1592 - .1785* .42620* .33060 .0959 *0781 .1902* 00180 - .1660* -,454

COGNITIV -.0129
.39400 .36970 -0668 _

.1345 .0808 ...0649 .0036

MTCHSTAF -.0531 .1360 ...1682! -.2102** .27690 4 .21080, .0662 0654 .0388 -.27310

MOPS! -.22290 - .1581* -.1766* ...I/520 .42410 .0883 .26270 .1085 ...1272 .1397

MADMIN -0440 '.0463 .1670* -.0490 _ ...1561* -.1368 to0493 -.1968* .0795 .1159

VANN ;0399 ...QM__ .1636* .35120 -.1035 '.1169 .0010 -.0046 .1604*

NNONHAND -.1816* -.21760 .1765* -.9148 -.1279 -.0415 -6341944 -.1210 1449 - .27980*

MPFERTTP -.17064 ;0453 -.1859* -.1513 .1221 *4492 .2940*. 621130 - .1862* .1278-

NHANDICP -.16800 .0393 .1427 .0603 40950 .1031 43106** .3196** -.28144*
-.18324

MISN -.0041 ...1321 0271 ...1343 -.0734 -.2827** -.1194 .0891_ .0267

NISH -.0855 -.1018 .28950 ,1635* -0323 0145 .0102 .22300 ...1840 457_8_

MINS -.0136 -.0685 .1416 -_ ...22010 ...1795* -.1043 -.1373 -0321 .0580 .1112*

'OHS__ -.1442 ...100 .20820 .1435__' .0025 ...0494 .0309 .1411 -.1131 .0217

WIDEN .17570 -.1140 .51460 ;4227** - .1918* -.1082 .0693 .0115 .0125 129060

MNCISE -.28230 -.2287!* '41351 .0624 .0239 -.1524* -.0673 -0619 .1252 -427630

WIGHT -.1117 ....1981* .0142 .0244 -.278944 ...0035 -.43250 ...25040 ;1151 44,90

MIRVAREA 10000 ,699?, .0043 -.0445 .0084 .1161 0057 -0069 .0204

MSPASFP .69970 60000 ...1494 -.26530* .0119 -.0298 .1967* -.0235 . -.0087 -.1149

MRATACES .0043 10030 64274** -4366 -.206444 .162o ;1469 ...1104 40272

MAGEAPP ...26530 .427404 10000 122660 ...2058* .22220 . .1584* .2029 *_

FTESPH -0445 .)119 ..0366 ...2266S* 1.0000 .24610 .3090* .0241 -.0866 ;3818**

CATEGORY 0084 .4298_ ...20640 ...2050* .24110 1.0000 -03140 ;1268 -,3626$$ -.1161

SPHFUNDS .1163 .1967* .1029 .22220 00940 -.03340 10410 .47710 ...37850 .1147

NASPH :0057 ...0235 i/469 4544* .0241 .1268 07110 1.0000 - .89500* .0104

PSEALRE 0069 ..1104 -4366_ -.0866 .362600
-01850 ..,8950** 1.0000 .0479

MODEL .0204 ,=.1149 60272 .2020 -..31310** ....1167 ;1141 .0104 -.0479 1.0000

TIME! .0064 -.1926* .19784 .2232** .25250 ...0O11 .1724* 0202 .0260 .4849

ENROLREG .0605 ".0557 .-41523* -.0271 -.26840 .50470 ...62650 -.74780
4090

NSUPPI_ .21580 .1774* -0291 -.0836 1.21960 ".1557 .1884* M16** ...2606** '.3395*.*

PROINIG .0218 ..'41283 ;26110 0002_ .0931 .-.21450 0040 -.25970 4963* .1910*

REGT .0528 0374_ ...3913** .43370 123200 -.2117** -06874* .1389* -.41420

OSPECT .24690 ,216500 .1286 .0452 .463544 i1140 .49680 .0169

E4THUS -0459 .0411. 60948.: -4506 4926 0.0811 .1152 -.0163 -.0630 .1003

AHOIR_FC .0529 .0156 - .2049* ..4312 ** .4204**
,17,88 -0343 -.30420 .257244 .0572

CONSULT 0648 .1964* $0225 -4147 -4813 -,1114044 .3012** -.28044 .15790 .2774**

NHBEHAV .0916 .2383** .0130 .0104. 0308i. -.1787* .4454** 07410 -.0573

PMET .0194 -.2106* .3165** J141** -.4646** ...49100 .0954 .0078 ;1621* i3713**

*.- S1GN1F. LE .01 *4 SIGNIF. 1E .001
199.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTFD1
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_

31 jU6_81 1E4RSCN COOEIATIONS VARIABIES IN FNEL_MODEL..,

15:18:58 'APPENDIX E COPPflilirNS TOO VOIARIES IN FULL MODEL

.PCARSCN CORREIATUON COEFFICIENT-5

rvin ENRCLREG MSUPPT PRCINTG PEGT OSPECT

WITTEN ..0749 -.0503 .2684** .34520*. -.1143 -.27730*

SIGNED .1240 ..1749* 8010 .0817 .1618* .0537

INTNRIT 120720 -,ac64 i2539,* ,31210* .0785 7.1416

8081111Y 81654* .0510 -81260. :.2463** -.1143* -.0916

TALKING, .3211 ** -.1474 -.4859 .1624* -.WM .1049

COGNITIV :028700 -.087T -.0420_ .1843* -.1021 ;0019..

MTCHSTAF -0672 .0154 -.18630 -.1917* .
.2449** .414100

MTHERPST .0591 -0151 .1101 .0538_ .1915* .1250

M4DMIN -.1646* -.0792 .1325 , .21190* -.13T4 -0984

MCOMMUN .0210 -.0826 -.0324 -,0209 --,25340 -.0423

MNONHAND -.0858 -4501 .0208 .0506 .0721 -.1191

8PEERT1R -.0232 -.2200** ;1149. .1269 , .0426 -.1080

MHANDICP .0504_ -.2263** -0815 i0891 .394600

MiSN .1881* .1632* .0969 .82362** .0936 -.3090**

MISH .0706 -.0109 .0277 -.0801_ 781267 -.0545

MINS .0394 .0408 .1150 .1860* -.0085 783203**

MINS__ .0715 -.0864 0256 -.0113. -4694 .

NMATDEN. ;17980 .0914_ .0355 .1533 7.2365** .0657

MNIISE -0385 -0081** -.0755 .0103 .0651 .0752

WIGHT :+26860*

RLRNAREA .0064

MSPASEP -.19260

MMATACES W .19780

MAGEAPP .22320*

FTESPH__ 1252500

CATEGCPY -.0011_

SPHFUN05, .1120* it

NASPH, 80202

PSEALPE .0260

MODEL _.0849

1114E1 1;0000

ENROLREG -.0699 .

MSUPPT_ 6.1167 .

PROINTG .3018 **

FEU .0146

OSPECT .1412

,ENTHUS.,; .1505

NHDIREC .1625*

CONSULT 74066_

NHREHAV '-.2144*

PMET ;1601

.3141 **

.0605

-80551

.215800

.17740

..i15230 -.0291

-.0211 -.0838._

.26840 -.21960*

,5047** -.1557

-A26510 .1884*

-.2918** .2516**

.0308 -.2606**

,1310900 .3385**

Ti0699 -.1167

1.0000 7.0981

-.6967 1.0000..

-4890* .2886**

'/.-0001 .0288.

-.1679* .1381_

-.2110* .281000

.1541 .1232 .

-.3618** 0530**

.20250. 01150*

-;22360 ;1446

4354 -.1504 -.2159**

.0218 .0528 .24690*

-.1283 .0174 .7765**

.26110* -82028* .1286

.0002 -83913** 00452

-, .43310* .4635**

-.21450* .2328ff . .1140

.0040 -.211700 0496800

-.25970* '4,3687** .0169

.19634 .3385** -.0974

.1970* !..414200 -110320'

001800 .0146 .1412_

-.1890* .1003 -.1619*

_Jan** ,Opo_ .1383

1.0001. .15170_

.1669* 1.0000. -.3116**

.15870_ .31960* 1.0000

,674800 .0100__ .1579*

;5208** .4189** .223000

.1162** -.0102 ,i10690

;4972** .200* 04820

;1448 -83612** -8336600

ENTNUS

817940

.0426

.1100*

NHOIFEC

-.0118'

.1909*

-.0670_

CCNSUIT

.2733**

.0458

.2024*

NORENAV

.0997

-0529

.0167

4511 -.23010 - .0221. 81(19

.0306 -.1711* -.1876* .0019

4573 -.2205** ..1115 4146

-.0463 .1394_ 81533

.0739 010200 .1281_

_.4645

-.1370_

.0883 -0060 .4110** .2898**

-4616 - .2120* .0782 .0440_

7.0781.._ -.0930 -.0085 .31129**

.25560* .0648 -.0163 '-83023**

80560 '-.0245 -0150 ..1211_

.1128 .1115 -.0959 .1990*

-.241010 -.20810_ -.21340* .0439

.1595* .2837** 80246_ - .0149

-.1460, -4486 -.2039* .0239

-.1411 -.1612 -0013 .1485._

-.0527 .-10050 : .4169 8199 **

-i0578 -0741 .0804., .1914*

-.0459 .0529 .0648_ 4916

.0417 .0156 .1964* - .0303_

.0908 -.2049* 80225 .2383**

-.0506 .-.431200 -.0147 .0130

.0926 ;*2044* .010__

-.0811 .1288 - .28400* ; -.3308**

.1152 -.0343 .10020* -.17810.

...0165 -.1042** -.2866** .84454**'

-.0630 .25720 .,1579*_ 40400

.1003 .0512 .2714$*

.1505 .1625* -.0068 .21400

-.231900 - .1541 -130800 .2025*

.28700* 4232_ 83530** 131150

.6748** ;5208** 016200 84972*0

80100 .41850 -.0102 .248000

.45790 4230** .30650* .3482**,

1.0000 _.3945*0 421550* .1336

:945** 1.0000 _.17410 .3265w

.2755** .1741* 1.0000 ri3483**

.1336 02650 ,34810 1;0000

-.0720 -.25830* . .1229 ;016

Lt - SIGNIF. LE 801 4* - SIGNIF. LE .001
199.0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE CONPUTE01

4;
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31 AUG 0! PEARSON CCRRELATIrNS FrP VARIABLES IN FULL MODEL__

15:18:59 APPENDIX E CORRELATIONS FORVAPIARIES IN FULL MODEL

P ME T

°WRITTEN .3131*4

SIGNED - ;3541

INTWRIT .346911$

MOBILITY .2354s*

T4tKING ,2691$$

CPGNITIV ;3844$41

MTCHSTAF -.4198**

MIKRPST 1.1818*

MAOMIN, .0937

MCGMMUN iI511

MNONHAND ;0344

MPEEPTTO -.0362

MHANOICP -.1788$

MISN .15911

MOH, ;1830$

MINS .1086

MIHS .1488

WOMEN .35404.$

MNOISE .0081

MBR1GHT 0122

MUMMA - .0194

MSPASEP -.2106*_

MINCES ;1165**
MAGEAPP .3141**

FTFSPH -.4646**

CATEGOPY -.4978**

SPHFUNDS ;0954,

MASPH .0018

PSEALPE .16214

MODEL .3113$*

TIMEI 4601

ENPUPEG -.223644

MSUPPT .1446.

PPOINTG .1440__

REGT '-';36120t

°SPEC, -.33E6**

ENTHUS

NHOIPEC -.2503$6

CCNSULT .1229

NHBEHAV .0414

P1ET ',oho

PEAPSON COPPEIATION COEFFICIENTS

SIGNIE. LE .01 SS - SIGNIF, LE...001
19910100 tS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT OF COMPUTED,
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